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Quasi DG categories and mixed motivic
sheaves
Masaki Hanamura
Abstract
We introduce the notion of a quasi DG category, generalizing that of a DG category.
To a quasi DG category satisfying certain additional conditions, we associate another
quasi DG category, the quasi DG category of C-diagrams. We then show the homotopy
category of the quasi DG category of C-diagrams has the structure of a triangulated
category. This procedure is then applied to produce a triangulated category of mixed
motives over a base variety.
In this paper we introduce the notion of a quasi DG category , and give a procedure to con-
struct a triangulated category associated to it. This method is then applied to the construction
of the triangulated category of mixed motivic sheaves over a base variety.
If the base variety is the Spec of the ground field, this coincides with the triangulated
category of motives as in [Ha-1] and [Ha-2]. As for the construction of the triangulated category
of mixed motives, there have been approaches by M. Levine and by V. Voevodsky as well (see
[Le] and [Vo]).
The main idea in [Ha-1] , [Ha-2] , is as follows. We start with the class of smosoth projective
varieties X over the base field, the cycles complexes of the product of those varieties Z(X×Y, •),
and the composition maps Z(X×Y, •)⊗Z(Y ×Z, •)→ Z(X×Z, •). We refer to [Blo-1], [Blo-2]
and [Blo-3] for the cycle complex and higher Chow groups. Although the composition is only
partially defined, it is defined on a quasi-isomorphic subcomplex. In other words, we have
almost a DG category where Z(X ×Y, •) is the group of homomorphisms from X to Y . Out of
these we construct the triangualted category in which the objects (which are called C-diagrams)
and morphisms can be explicitly described in terms of varieties and cycles.
In order to extend this idea and construct the category of mixed motives over any base
variety S, we encounter the following problem. With the construction of the category of pure
motives over S in mind (see [CH] ), one takes the class of smooth quasi-projective varieties X ,
equipped with projective maps X → S, and considers the cycle complex Z(X ×S Y, •), where
X and Y are both smooth varieties with projective maps to S. There is, however, no partially
defined composition map Z(X ×S Y, •) ⊗ Z(Y ×S Z, •) → Z(X ×S Z, •). So the construction
in [Ha-1] , [Ha-2] cannot be immediately generalized. The present paper provides a solution
to this problem on the categorial aspect: If we are given a quasi DG category, we provide a
method to produce an associated triagulated category.
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The notion of a quasi DG category is a generalization of that of a DG category. Recall
that a DG category is an additive category C, such that for a pair of objects X, Y the group
of homomorphisms F (X, Y ) has the structure of a complex of abelian groups, and the com-
position F (X, Y ) ⊗ F (Y, Z) → F (X,Z) is a map of complexes. (Our sign convention for the
tensor product of complexes differs from the usual one, see §0. Accordingly, the domain of the
composition map is F (X, Y )⊗ F (Y, Z) instead of F (Y, Z)⊗ F (X, Y ).)
A quasi DG category (which is not really a category) consisits of an underlying category
C0, and to a pair of objects there corresponds a complex F (X, Y ). One would like to think
of F (X, Y ) as the group of homomorphisms. But there is no composition map F (X, Y ) ⊗
F (Y, Z)→ F (X,Z). Instead, we have the following structure:
(1) There is a quasi-isomorphic double subcomplex of F (X, Y )⊗F (Y, Z), which we denote
by F (X, Y )⊗ˆF (Y, Z); so there is an injective quasi-isomorphism
ι : F (X, Y )⊗ˆF (Y, Z) →֒ F (X, Y )⊗ F (Y, Z) .
(2) There is another complex F (X, Y, Z) and a surjective quasi-isomorphism
σ : F (X, Y, Z)→ F (X, Y )⊗ˆF (Y, Z) .
(3) There is a map of complexes ϕ : F (X, Y, Z)→ F (X,Z) .
In the derived category at least, one has an induced map
ψ : F (X, Y )⊗ F (Y, Z)→ F (X,Z)
obtained by inverting the quasi-isomorphism ισ : F (X, Y, Z) → F (X, Y )⊗ F (Y, Z), and com-
posing it with ϕ. In particular one has the induced map on cohomology ψ : H0F (X, Y ) ⊗
H0F (Y, Z)→ H0F (X,Z).
We naturally require that the above pattern persists for more than three objects as follows.
(1) For each sequence of objects X1, · · · , Xn (n ≥ 2), we are given a complex of abelian
groups F (X1, · · · , Xn).
Let (1, n) denote the subset {2, · · · , n − 1}. For a subset of integers S = {i1, · · · , ia−1} ⊂
(1, n), let i0 = 1, ia = n and define an a-tuple complex by
F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) := F (Xi0 , · · · , Xi1)⊗ F (Xi1, · · · , Xi2)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Xia−1, · · · , Xia) .
We are also given an a-tuple complex F (X1, · · · , Xn|S) and an injective quasi-isomorphism
ιS : F (X1, · · · , Xn|S) →֒ F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) .
We assume F (X1, · · · , Xn|∅) = F (X1, · · · , Xn).
(2) To an inclusion S ⊂ S ′ there corresponds a surjective quasi-isomorphism
σS S′ : F (X1, · · · , Xn|S)→ F (X1, · · · , Xn|S
′) .
One has σS S = id, and for S ⊂ S
′ ⊂ S ′′, σS S′′ = σS′ S′′σS S′. In particular we have a surjective
quasi-isomorphism
σS := σ∅S : F (X1, · · · , Xn)→ F (X1, · · · , Xn|S) .
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(3) For a subset K = {k1, · · · , kb} ⊂ (1, n) disjoint from S, there is a map of complexes
ϕK : F (X1, · · · , Xn|S)→ F (X1, · · · , X̂k1, · · · , X̂kb, · · · , Xn|S) .
If K is the disjoint union of K ′ and K ′′, one has ϕK = ϕK ′ϕK ′′.
If K and S ′ are disjoint σS S′ and ϕK commute. The injection ιS and the maps σ, ϕ
are compatible (see (1.6) for what this means). From these requirements it follows that the
composition map ψ : H0F (X, Y )⊗H0F (Y, Z)→ H0F (X,Z) is associative.
Thus a quasi DG category consists of the category C0, the complexes F (X1, · · · , Xn|S), and
the maps ι, σ, and ϕ satisfying the above conditions. A few other conditions are required, as
we briefly explain the idea below, and we refer to (1.6) for details.
(4) The category C0 is a groupoid, and it is also a symmmetric monoidal category with re-
spect to a functor (X, Y ) 7→ X⊕Y called the direct sum, and an object O called the zero object.
The multiple complexes F (X1, · · · , Xn|S) are covariantly functorial in each variable Xi. The
maps ι, σ, and ϕ are compatible with the covariant functoriality. In addition, F (X1, · · · , Xn)
is assumed additive in each variable in an appropriate sense, elaborated in (1.6).
(5) For each object X there is the identity element 1X in H
0F (X,X).
The first example of a quasi DG category comes from a DG category. Indeed given a DG
category, and a sequence of objects X1, · · · , Xn, let
F (X1, · · · , Xn) = F (X1, X2)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Xn−1, Xn) ,
and F (X1, · · · , Xn|S) = F (X1, · · · , Xn) for any S; take σS S′ to be identities, and ϕK to be the
composition at Xk, k ∈ K.
To a quasi DG category C one can associate an additive category Ho(C), called the ho-
motopy category of C; it is the category in which the objects are the same as for C, and the
homomorphism group is H0F (X, Y ), and the composition is the map ψ above.
Recall that given an additive category A, one has the DG category of complexes with
values in A, and its homotopy category is a triangulated category. We will give an analogous
construction for a quasi DG category. In §§2 and 3, we take a quasi DG category C and construct
a related quasi DG category denoted C∆. (For this we require on C two extra structure (1.6),
(iv), (v). These are the existence of diagonal elements and diagonal extension (1.6)(iv), and the
existence of a generating set, notion of proper intersection, and distinguished subcomplexes,
(1.6)(v).) For such C, we produce a related quasi DG category C∆, where the objects are what
we call C-diagrams in C, see (1.9). A C-diagram is of the form K = (Km; f(m1, · · · , mµ) ),
where (Km) is a sequence of objects of C indexed by m ∈ Z, almost all of which are zero, and
f(m1, · · · , mµ) ∈ F (K
m1 , · · · , Kmµ)−(mµ−m1−µ+1)
is a collection of elements indexed by sequences (m1 < m2 < · · · < mµ) with µ ≥ 2, satisfying
the following conditions:
(i) For each j with 1 < j < µ,
σKmj (f(m1, · · · , mµ) ) = f(m1, · · · , mj)⊗ f(mj, · · · , mµ)
in F (Km1 , · · · , Kmj )⊗ F (Kmj , · · · , Kmµ).
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(ii) For each (m1, · · · , mµ), one has
∂f(m1, · · · , mµ) +
∑
1≤t<µ
∑
mt<k<mt+1
(−1)mµ+µ+k+tϕKmk (f(m1, · · · , mt, k,mt+1, · · · , mµ) ) = 0 .
(Here ∂ is the differential of the complex F (Km1 , · · · , Kmµ).)
One observes that K is like a complex with terms Km in degree m, and with differentials
f(m,n) from Km to Kn for m < n. Note also that given an object X of C and n ∈ Z, one can
define a C-diagram K, by setting Kn = X , Km = O for m 6= n, and f(m1, · · · , mµ) = 0 for all
sequences (m1 < m2 < · · · < mµ). We write X [−n] for K.
For the class of C-diagrams to form a quasi DG category, we must define the complexes
F(K1, · · · , Kn) for a sequence of C-diagrams K1, · · · , Kn, together with the maps σ and ϕ.
We carry out the construction of these in §2, and verify the axioms of a quasi DG category in
§§2 and 3. If X , Y are objects of C that can be viewed as C-diagrams, one has the identity
F(X, Y ) = F (X, Y ). With the quasi DG category C∆ thus obtained, one can consider its
homotopy category. The main result of this paper is stated as follows (see (3.12) and (3.13) ).
Main Theorem. Let C be a quasi DG category satisfying the conditions (iv),(v) of (1.6).
Let C∆ be the quasi DG category of C-diagrams in C, and Ho(C∆) its homotopy category. Then
we have
(I) For an object X of C and n ∈ Z, there corresponds an object X [n] in C∆. For two objects
X, Y of C and m,n ∈ Z we have
HomHo(C∆)(X [m], Y [n]) = H
n−mF (X, Y ) .
The composition of morphisms between three objects X [m], Y [n], Z[ℓ] (where X, Y, Z are objects
of C and m,n, ℓ ∈ Z),
H0F(X [m], Y [n])⊗H0F(Y [n], Z[ℓ])→ H0F(X [m], Z[ℓ])
is identified via the above isomorphisms with the map
Hn−mF (X, Y )⊗Hℓ−nF (Y, Z)→ Hℓ−mF (X,Z) .
It coincides with the map induced on cohomology from the map in the derived category
F (X, Y )⊗ F (Y, Z)→ F (X,Z) ,
obtained by composing the inverse of σ and ϕ.
(II) The additive category Ho(C∆) has the structure of a triangulated category.
So far there is no geometry involved. For us the main example of a quasi DG category is
that of symbols over a quasi-projective variety S, denoted Symb(S), see (1.9) for details. A
typical object of Symb(S) is of the form (X, r), where r is an integer and X a smooth variety
with a projective map to S. For two such objects (X, r) and (Y, s), the corresponding complex
F ((X, r), (Y, s) ) is quasi-isomorphic to ZdimY−s+r(X ×S Y, •), the cycle complex of the fiber
product X ×S Y . We refer to [Ha-5] for the construction of the complexes
F ((X1, r1), · · · , (Xn, rn)|S)
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and the maps ιS , σS S′, and ϕK . The additional conditions (1.6), (iv) and (v) are satisfied for
Symb(S).
In §4 we apply the construction of §§2 and 3 to Symb(S). The resulting triangulated
category D(S) := Ho(Symb(S)∆) is by definition the triangulated category of mixed motives
over S. See (4.2) for the properties ofD(S). For S = Spec k the construction of the triangulated
category in [Ha-1] , [Ha-1] is similar but simpler since then Symb(S) is (almost) a DG category,
and the notion of C-diagrams is simpler. (Essentially the same idea appeared in [Ka], preceding
[Ha-1].) It is useful to have a construction of D(k) via C-diagrams, because one can construct
objects concretely using cycles; see for example [Te].
We collected basic notions in §0 regarding multiple complexes and finite totally ordered
sets.
Regarding the technical aspects, we point out two problems for the reader. The first is the
delicate question of signs; we give the basic argument in §0, and wherever there is additional
issue we elaborated on it. The signs for the complex H(K,L) in (2.6) require the most care.
The second is the question of general positions (choice of distinguished subcomplexes); the
notion of proper intersection and distinguished subcomplexes in (1.6) are designed to resolve
such problems, allowing us to take distinguished subcomplexes as suited for our purposes. The
places where we use this are (2.6), (2.7), (2.10) and (2.14).
In case S = Spec k, the work [Ha-1], [Ha-2], [Ha-3], [Ha-4] deals with not only the con-
struction of the triagulated category D(k), but also the cohomology realization functor and
the functor of cohomological motives (which associates to each quasi-projective variety X its
motive h(X) in D(k)). We will discuss these problems in a separate paper.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank S. Bloch, B. Kahn and P. May for helpful
discussions. We also gratefully acknowledge the helpful comments of the referee, which led to
a significant improvement of the paper.
0 Basic notions.
Subsections (0.1) and (0.2) are used throughout this paper, (0.3) and (0.4) are needed in §§2
and 3.
(0.1) Multiple complexes. By a complex of abelian groups we mean a graded abelian group
A• with a map d of degree one satisfying dd = 0. If u : A → B and v : B → C are maps of
complexes, we define u ·v : A→ C by (u ·v)(x) = v(u(x)). So u ·v is v ◦u in the usual notation.
As usual we also write vu for v ◦ u (but not for v · u).
A double complex A = (Ai,j ; d′, d′′) is a bi-graded abelian group with differentials d′ of degree
(1, 0), d′′ of degree (0, 1), satisfying d′d′′ + d′′d′ = 0. Its total complex Tot(A) is the complex
with Tot(A)k = ⊕i+j=kA
i,j and the differential d = d′ + d′′. In contrast a “double” complex
A = (Ai,j; d′, d′′) is a bi-graded abelian group with differentials d′ of degree (1, 0), d′′ of degree
(0, 1), satisfying d′d′′ = d′′d′. Its total complex Tot(A) is given by Tot(A)k = ⊕i+j=kA
i,j and the
differential d = d′+(−1)id′′ on Ai,j . (Note that the totalization depends on the ordering of the
two gradings; if we reverse the order, the corresponding totalization has differential (−1)jd′+d′′
on Ai,j.) A “double” complex can be viewed as a double complex by taking the differentials to
be (d′, (−1)id′′) (or, when we reverse the order, ( (−1)jd′, d′′)).
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Let (A, dA) and (B, dB) be complexes. Then (A
i,j = Aj ⊗ Bi; dA ⊗ 1, 1⊗ dB) is a “double”
complex. Its total complex has differential d given by
d(x⊗ y) = (−1)deg ydx⊗ y + x⊗ dy
(for the tensor product complex, we always take the reverse order of the gradings for the
totalization). Note this differs from the usual convention.
More generally for n ≥ 2 one has the notion of n-tuple complex and “n-tuple” complex.
An n-tuple (resp. “n-tuple”) complex is a Zn-graded abelian group Ai1,··· ,in with differen-
tials d1, · · · , dn, dk raising ik by 1, such that for k 6= ℓ, dkdℓ + dℓdk = 0 (resp. dkdℓ =
dℓdk). An “n-tuple” complex A
i1,··· ,in is an n-tuple complex with respect to the differentials
(d1, (−1)
α1d2, · · · , (−1)
αndn) where αk =
∑
j<i degj . In this way we turn an “n-tuple” into
an n-tuple complex. (As for double complexes, one may reverse the order of the gradings; in
that case we will explicitly mention it.) A single complex Tot(A), called the total complex, is
defined in either case.
As a variant one can define partial totalization. To explain it, let S1, · · · , Sm be an ordered
set of non-empty subsets of [1, n] := {1, · · · , n} such that Si∩Sj = ∅ for i 6= j and ∪Si = [1, n].
Such data corresponds to a surjective map f : [1, n]→ [1, m]. Then, given an n-tuple complex
(resp. an “n-tuple” complex) Ai1,··· ,in one can “totalize” in degrees in Si, and form an m-
tuple (resp. “m-tuple”) complex denoted TotS1,··· ,Sm(A) or Totf(A). Given surjective maps
f : [1, n] → [1, m] and g : [1, m] → [1, ℓ], one has Totg Totf (A) = Totgf (A). For example, if a
subset S = [k, ℓ] ⊂ [1, n] is specified, one can “totalize” in degrees in S, so the result TotS(A)
is an m-tuple (resp. “m-tuple”) complex, where m = n− |S|+ 1.
For n complexes A•1, · · · , A
•
n, the tensor product A
•
1⊗· · ·⊗A
•
n is an “n-tuple” complex. For
the tensor product, we view it as an n-tuple complex with respect to the reverse order of the
gradings. This n-tuple complex and its total complex will be still denoted A•1 ⊗ · · · ⊗A
•
n.
The only difference between n-tuple and “n-tuple” complexes is that of signs. For the rest
of this section, what we say for n-tuple complexes equally applies to “n-tuple” complexes.
If A is an n-tuple complex and B an m-tuple complex, and when S = [k, ℓ] ⊂ [1, n] with
m = n− |S|+ 1 is specified, one can talk of maps of m-tuple complexes TotS(A)→ B. When
the choice of S is obvious from the context, we just say maps of multiple complexes A→ B. For
example if A is an n-tuple complex and B an (n− 1)-tuple complex, for each set S = [k, k+1]
in [1, n] one can speak of maps of (n − 1)-tuple complexes TotS(A) → B; if n = 2 there is no
ambiguity.
(0.1.1) Multiple subcomplexes of a tensor product complex. Let A and B be complexes.
A double subcomplex C i,j ⊂ Ai ⊗ Bj is a submodule closed under the two differentials. If
Tot(C) →֒ Tot(A⊗ B) is a quasi-isomorphism, we say C• • is a quasi-isomorphic subcomplex.
It is convenient to let A•⊗ˆB• denote such a subcomplex. (Note it does not mean the tensor
product of subcomplexes of A and B.) Likewise a quasi-isomorphic multiple subcomplex of
A•1 ⊗ · · · ⊗A
•
n is denoted A
•
1⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆA
•
n.
(0.2) Finite ordered sets, partitions and segmentations. Let I be a non-empty finite totally
ordered set (we will simply say a finite ordered set), so I = {i1, · · · , in}, i1 < · · · < in, where
n = |I|. The initial (resp. terminal) element of I is i1 (resp. in); let in(I) = i1, tm(I) = in. If
n ≥ 2, let
◦
I = I − {in(I), tm(I)}.
If I = {i1, · · · , in}, a subset I
′ of the form [ia, ib] = {ia, · · · , ib} is called a sub-interval.
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In the main body of the paper, for the sake of concreteness we often assume I = [1, n] =
{1, · · · , n}, a subset of Z. More generally a finite subset of Z is an example of a finite ordered
set.
A partition of I is a disjoint decomposition into sub-intervals I1, · · · , Ia such that there is a
sequence of elememtns in(I) = i0 < i1 < · · · < ia−1 < ia = tm(I) so that Ik = [ik−1, ik − 1].
So far we have assumed I and Ii to be of cardinality ≥ 1. In some contexts we allow only
finite ordered sets with at least two elements. There instead of partition the following notion
plays a role. Given a subset of
◦
I , Σ = {i1, · · · , ia−1}, where i1 < i2 < · · · < ia−1, one has
a decomposition of I into the sub-intervals I1, · · · , Ia, where Ik = [ik−1, ik], with i0 = in(I),
ia = tm(I). Thus the sub-intervals satisfy Ik∩Ik+1 = {ik} for k = 1, · · · , a−1. The sequence of
sub-intervals I1, · · · , Ia is called the segmentation of I corresponding to Σ. (The terminology
is adopted to distinguish it from the partition).
(0.3) Tensor product of “double” complexes. Let A• • = (Aa,p; d′A, d
′′
A) be a “double” complex
(so d′ has degree (1, 0), d′′ has degree (0, 1), and d′d′ = 0, d′′d′′ = 0 and d′d′′ = d′′d′). The
associated total complex Tot(A) has differential dA given by dA = d
′ + (−1)ad′′ on Aa,p. The
association A 7→ Tot(A) forms a functor. Let (Bb,q; d′B, d
′′
B) be another “double” complex. Then
the tensor product of A and B as “double” complexes, denoted A• • ×B• •, is by definition the
“double” complex (Ec,r; d′E, d
′′
E), where
Ec,r = ⊕a+b=c ,p+q=rA
a,p ⊗ Bb,q
and d′E = (−1)
bd′A ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ d
′
B, d
′′
E = (−1)
qd′′A ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ d
′′
B.
The tensor product complex Tot(A)⊗Tot(B) and the total complex of A• •×B• • are related
as follows. There is an isomorphism of complexes
u : Tot(A)⊗ Tot(B)→ Tot(A• • × B• •)
given by u = (−1)aq · id on the summand Aa,p ⊗ Bb,q.
Let A• •, B• •, C• • be “double” complexes. One has an obvious isomorphism of “double”
complexes (A• • × B• •) × C• • = A• • × (B• • × C• •); it is denoted A × B × C. We will often
suppress the double dots for simplicity. The following diagram commutes:
Tot(A)⊗ Tot(B)⊗ Tot(C)
u⊗1
−−−→ Tot(A×B)⊗ Tot(C)y1⊗u yu
Tot(A)⊗ Tot(B × C)
u
−−−→ Tot(A× B × C) .
The composition defines an isomorphism u : Tot(A)⊗ Tot(B)⊗ Tot(C)
∼
→ Tot(A× B × C).
One can generalize this to the case of tensor product of more than two “double” complexes.
If A1, · · · , An are “double” complexes, there is an isomorphism of complexes
un : Tot(A1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Tot(An)→ Tot(A1 × · · · × An)
which coincides with the above u if n = 2, and is in general a composition of u’s in any order.
As in case n = 3, one has commutative diagrams involving u’s; we leave the details to the
reader.
Let A, B, C be “double” complexes and ρ : A• • × B• • → C• • be a map of “double”
complexes, namely it is bilinear and for α ∈ Aa,p and β ∈ Bb,q,
d′ρ(α⊗ β) = ρ((−1)bd′α⊗ β + α⊗ d′β)
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and
d′′ρ(α⊗ β) = ρ((−1)qd′′α⊗ β + α⊗ d′′β) .
Composing Tot(ρ) : Tot(A × B) → Tot(C) with u : Tot(A) ⊗ Tot(B)
∼
→ Tot(A × B), one
obtains the map
ρˆ : Tot(A)⊗ Tot(B)→ Tot(C) ;
it is given given by (−1)aq · ρ on the summand Aa,p ⊗ Bb,q.
The same holds for a map of “double” complexes ρ : A1 × · · · × An → C.
Remark. One could discuss more general sign rules for the change of ordering of the set of
gradings of multiple complexes. We have restricted our discussions to the case we will need in
§2.
(0.4)The subcomplex ΦA. Let (A• •; d1, d2) be a “double” complex satisfying
(i) Aa,p = 0 if p < 0,
(ii) The sequence of complexes
A• 0
d2−−−→A• 1
d2−−−→· · ·
is exact. In other words, for each a, the complex Aa,• sastisfies: H i(Aa,•) = 0 for i 6= 0.
We then let Φ(A)• be the kernel of d2 : A
• 0 → A• 1. Then one has an exact sequence of
complexes
0→ Φ(A)• → A•,0
d2−−−→A•,1
d2−−−→· · · .
Thus Φ(A)• is a complex with differential d1, and the inclusion Φ(A)
• →֒ Tot(A• •) is a quasi-
isomorphism. The association A 7→ ΦA forms an exact functor from the category of “double”
complexes satisfying the conditions (i), (ii) to the category of complexes. ΦA is so to speak the
peripheral complex of A• • in the second direction.
This can be generalized to the case of “n-tuple” complexes (A• ··· •; d1, · · · , dn) satisfying the
conditions similar to (i), (ii) with respect to the last degree and differential. Then Φ(A) =
Ker(dn) is an “(n−1)-tuple” complex, and the inclusion Φ(A) →֒ A
• ··· • is a quasi-isomorphism
on total complexes. If A• • • is a “triple” complex, for example, we put double dots, as in
Φ(A)
• •
, to indicate it is a “double” complex.
The operation Φ is compatible with tensor product as follows. If A• • and B• • are “double”
complexes satisfying (i), (ii), then A• •⊗B• • is a “quadruple” complex. Taking totalization with
respect to the second and fourth degree, one obtains a “triple” complex, with three differentials
d1⊗1, 1⊗d1 and d2⊗1±1⊗d2. The “triple” complex Tot24(A
• •⊗B• •) thus obtained satisfies
the condition (i), (ii) with respect to the third degree, and one has
Φ(A)• ⊗ Φ(B)• = Φ(Tot24(A
• • ⊗ B• •) ) (0.4.a)
as a “double” complex. Indeed H i(Aa,•⊗Bb,•) = 0 for i 6= 0 and H0(Aa,•⊗Bb,•) = H0(Aa,• )⊗
H0(Bb,•) by the Ku¨nneth formula.
The natural map
Φ(A)• ⊗ Φ(B)• → A
• •
⊗B
• •
,
obtained as the tensor product of the maps Φ(A)• → A
• •
and Φ(B)• → B
• •
, is a quasi-
isomorphism on total complexes. Indeed, using (0.4.a) it is identified with the inclusion
Φ(Tot24(A
• • ⊗ B• •) )→ Tot24(A
• • ⊗ B• •) , (0.4.b)
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which is a quasi-isomorphism.
This construction generalizes to the case of a finite sequence of “n-tuple” complexes
A•···•1 , A
• ···•
2 , · · · , A
• ···•
c ,
the above being the case c = n = 2. For example if A• • • and B• • • are “triple” complexes
satisfying (i), (ii), then A• • •⊗B• • • is a “6-tuple” complex. Tot36(A
• • •⊗B• • •) is a “5-tuple”
complex satisfying (i), (ii) with respect to the last degree. One has
Φ(A)
• •
⊗ Φ(B)
• •
= Φ(Tot36(A
• • • ⊗ B• • •) )
as a “quadruple” complex, and the natural map
Φ(A1)
• •
⊗ Φ(B)
• •
→ A
• • •
⊗ B
• • •
,
is a quasi-isomorphism on total complexes. For general c and n, we get a “c(n − 1)-tuple”
complex Φ(A1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Φ(Ac).
1 Quasi DG categories.
We refer to (0.1) for multiple complexes and tensor product of complexes. In this section we
will consider sequences of objects indexed by [1, n] = {1, · · · , n}, or more generally by a finite
(totally) ordered set I. For notions related to finite ordered sets see (0.2). For n ≥ 2, let (1, n)
be the set {2, · · · , n− 1}; if I = [1, n], then one has
◦
I = (1, n).
(1.1) A DG category C is an additive category such that for a pair of objects X , Y the group
of homomorphisms HomC(X, Y ) has the structure of a complex of abelian groups, written
F (X, Y )•, and the composition of arrows
F (X, Y )• ⊗ F (Y, Z)• → F (X,Z)•
which sends u ⊗ v to u · v, is a map of complexes. Here to u : X → Y and v : Y → Z there
corresponds the product u · v : X → Z, which is the composition v ◦ u in the usual notation.
A complex of abelian groups A• is said to be (degree-wise) Z-free if for each p there is a
set SpA such that A
p = ZSpA. In this section all complexes will be assumed Z-free and bounded
above.
The following facts will be often used in this section. Let A•, B• and C• be Z-free bounded-
above complexes, u : A• → B• be a map of complexes and u⊗ 1 : A• ⊗ C• → B• ⊗ C• be the
induced map. If u is injective, then u ⊗ 1 is injective. If u is a quasi-isomorphism, then u⊗ 1
is a quasi-isomorphism.
We now give the definition of a weak quasi DG category. To understand the conditions, the
reader may look at the example given after the definition.
(1.2)Definition. A weak quasi DG category C consists of the following data (i)-(iii), satisfying
the conditions (1)-(4).
(i) A symmetric monoidal category C0, which is a groupoid (namely all morphisms are
isomorphisms). Thus we have the functor (X, Y ) 7→ X ⊕ Y , the zero object O, and the
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commutativity constraint γXY : X ⊕ Y
∼
→ Y ⊕ X , the associativity constraint αXY Z : X ⊕
(Y ⊕ Z)
∼
→ (X ⊕ Y ) ⊕ Z, and the unit isomorphisms λX : O ⊕ X
∼
→ X , ρX : X ⊕ O
∼
→ X ,
that are subject to the axioms of symmetric monoidal category. See [Ma-1], Chap. VII, for
symmetric monoidal categories. The “product” operation is written additively, and the unit
object is called the zero object. In what follows, objects and morphisms will mean objects and
morphisms in C0.
(ii) For each sequence of objects of C0, X1, · · · , Xn (n ≥ 2), a (Z-free, bounded above)
complex of abelian groups F (X1, · · · , Xn).
(iii) Two types of maps as follows. For 1 < k < n a map of complexes
τk(X1, · · · , Xn) : F (X1, · · · , Xn)→ F (X1, · · · , Xk)⊗ F (Xk, · · · , Xn) ,
often just written τXk or τk; the map τk is assumed to be a quasi-isomorphism. For 1 < ℓ < n
a map of complexes
ϕℓ(X1, · · · , Xn) : F (X1, · · · , Xn)→ F (X1, · · · , X̂ℓ, · · · , Xn) ,
also written ϕXℓ or ϕℓ.
These complexes and maps satisfy the conditions below.
(1)(Functoriality.) The complex F (X1, · · · , Xn) is assumed covariantly functorial. Namely,
given a sequence of morphisms f = (f1, ···, fn) : (X1, ···, Xn) → (Y1, ···, Yn), where each fi is a
morphism in C0, there corresponds an isomorphism of complexes
f∗ : F (X1, · · · , Xn)→ F (Y1, · · · , Yn)
that is covariantly functorial in f . Also, if Xi = O for some i, the complex F (X1, · · · , Xn) is
assumed to be zero.
We require that τk is covariantly functorial: For a sequence of morphisms f : (X1, · · · , Xn)
→ (Y1, · · · , Yn) the following square commutes:
F (X1, · · · , Xn)
τk−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Xk)⊗ F (Xk, · · · , Xn)yf∗ yf∗⊗f∗
F (Y1, · · · , Yn)
τk−−−→ F (Y1, · · · , Yk)⊗ F (Yk, · · · , Yn)
where the right vertical map f∗ ⊗ f∗ is the tensor product of the maps f∗ : F (X1, · · · , Xk)
→ F (Y1, · · · , Yk) and f∗ : F (Xk, · · · , Xn)→ F (Yk, · · · , Yn). In short, one has (f∗⊗f∗)τk = τkf∗.
Also ϕℓ is assumed covariantly functorial in each Xi: For a sequence of morphisms f :
(X1, · · · , Xn)→ (Y1, · · · , Yn), the square
F (X1, · · · , Xn)
ϕℓ−−−→ F (X1, · · · , X̂ℓ, · · · , Xn)yf∗ yf∗
F (Y1, · · · , Yn)
ϕℓ−−−→ F (Y1, · · · , Ŷℓ, · · · , Yn)
commutes, namely f∗ϕℓ = ϕℓf∗.
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(2)(Commutation identities.) For two elements k < ℓ in (1, n), we have the identity
(1⊗ τXℓ)τXk = (τXk ⊗ 1)τXℓ , namely the following square commutes:
F (X1, · · · , Xn)
τXk−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Xk)⊗ F (Xk, · · · , Xn)yτXℓ y1⊗τXℓ
F (X1, · · · , Xℓ)⊗ F (Xℓ, · · · , Xn)
τXk⊗1−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Xk)⊗ F (Xk, · · · , Xℓ)⊗ F (Xℓ, · · · , Xn) .
Note the maps 1 ⊗ τXℓ and τXk ⊗ 1 are quasi-isomorphisms. Writing τk, ϕk for τXk , ϕXk , the
identity reads (1⊗ τℓ)τk = (τk ⊗ 1)τℓ. Note τℓ is not necessarily the ℓ-th τ -map.
For two elements k < ℓ in (1, n), ϕXℓϕXk = ϕXkϕXℓ , namely the following commutes:
F (X1, · · · , Xn)
ϕXk−−−→ F (X1, · · · , X̂k, · · · , Xn)yϕXℓ yϕXℓ
F (X1, · · · , X̂ℓ, · · · , Xn)
ϕXk−−−→ F (X1, · · · , X̂k, · · · , X̂ℓ, · · · , Xn) .
For distinct elements k and ℓ in (1, n), τXℓϕXk = (ϕXk ⊗ 1)τXℓ if k < ℓ, and τXℓϕXk =
(1⊗ ϕXk)τXℓ if k > ℓ. The following diagram is for k < ℓ.
F (X1, · · · , Xn)
ϕXk−−−→ F (X1, · · · , X̂k, · · · , Xn)yτXℓ yτXℓ
F (X1, · · · , Xℓ)⊗ F (Xℓ, · · · , Xn)
ϕXk⊗1−−−→ F (X1, · · · , X̂k, · · · , Xℓ)⊗ F (Xℓ, · · · , Xn)
(3)(Additivity of F (X1, · · · , Xn).) We will assume that the complex F (X1, · · · , Xn) is
additive in each variable, in the sense formulated below.
For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and a sequence of objects (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi, Zi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn), we are
given maps of complexes
si(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn)→ F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi ⊕ Zi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn)
and
ti(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Zi, · · · , Xn)→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn) .
For 1 < i < n, also given a map of complexes
πi(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi)⊗ F (Zi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn)→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn) .
The following conditions should be satisfied for the maps si, ti and πi; all the conditions
are natural and rather obvious ones, except possibly the requirements that si (resp. πi) be
compatible with τi and ϕi, and that θ be a quasi-isomorphism.
(ADD-1) Functoriality and commutativity. The maps si, ti are functorial: A sequence of
morphisms
f : (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi, Zi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn)→ (X
′
1, · · · , X
′
i−1, Y
′
i , Z
′
i, X
′
i+1, · · · , X
′
n)
induces a commutative square
F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)yf∗ yf∗
F (X ′1, · · · , Y
′
i , · · · , X
′
n)
si(Y
′
i ,Z
′
i)−−−−→ F (X ′1, · · · , Y
′
i ⊕ Z
′
i, · · · , X
′
n) .
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The same for the map ti(Yi, Zi).
Similarly the map πi(Yi, Zi) is functorial in (X1, · · · , Yi, Zi, · · · , Xn).
The maps si commute with each other: For i < j, the following square commutes (for
k 6= i, j, the variable in the k-th spot is Xk):
F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Yj, · · · , Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Yj, · · · , Xn)ysj(Yj ,Zj) ysj(Yj ,Zj)
F (X1, ···, Yi, ···, Yj ⊕ Zj, ···, Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Yj ⊕ Zj , ···, Xn) .
Similarly, ti and tj commute.
The maps πi commute with each other: For 1 < i < j < n, the following diagram commutes:
F (X1, ···, Yi)⊗ F (Zi, ···, Yj)⊗ F (Zj, ···, Xn)
πi⊗1−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Yj)⊗ F (Zj, ···, Xn)y1⊗πj yπj
F (X1, ···, Yi)⊗ F (Zi, ···, Yj ⊕ Zj , ···, Xn)
πi−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Yj ⊕ Zj, ···, Xn) .
For i 6= j, the maps si and πj commute, namely the following square commutes(if i < j):
F (X1, ···, Yi, ···, Yj)⊗ F (Zj, ···, Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)⊗1
−−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Yj)⊗ F (Zj, ···, Xn)yπj yπj
F (X1, ···, Yi, ···, Yj ⊕ Zj , ···, Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Yj ⊕ Zj , ···, Xn) .
(ADD-2) Compatibility with the constraint maps. The map si, ti are compatible with the
maps induced by the constraint maps, namely the following diagrams all commute.
F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)
‖
yγ(Yi,Zi)
F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)
ti(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Zi ⊕ Yi, · · · , Xn) .
Here the right vertical map is the isomorphism γ(Yi, Zi) induces. Because of this, the properties
(in this and subsequent subsections) for si will imply the analogous properites for ti.
F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)
si(Yi,Zi⊕Wi)
−−−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ (Zi ⊕Wi), · · · , Xn)ysi(Yi,Zi) yα(Yi,Zi,Wi)
F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)
si(Yi⊕Zi,Wi)
−−−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , (Yi ⊕ Zi)⊕Wi, · · · , Xn) ,
where the right vertical map is the isomorphism induced by α(Yi, Zi,Wi). The map
si(Yi, O) : F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕O, · · · , Xn)
coincides with the isomorphism induced by ρ : Yi → Yi ⊕ O. This says that si(Yi, O) is the
identity map, when Yi ⊕ O is identified with Yi. Similarly the map
ti(O, Yi) : F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)→ F (X1, · · · , O ⊕ Yi, · · · , Xn)
coincides with the isomorphism induced by λ : Yi → O ⊕ Yi.
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(ADD-3) Compatibility with τ . The maps si and τj commute. If i = j, it means the
commutativity of the following square:
F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)yτi yτi
F (X1, · · · , Yi)⊗ F (Yi, · · · , Xn)
si⊗si−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi)⊗ F (Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn) ,
where the lower horizontal map is the tensor product of si : F (X1, · · · , Yi)→ F (X1, · · · , Yi⊕Zi)
and si : F (Yi, · · · , Xn)→ F (Yi⊕Zi, · · · , Xn). For i 6= j it means the commutativity of following
square (if, say, i < j):
F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)yτj yτj
F (X1, ···, Yi, ···, Xj)⊗ F (Xj, · · · , Xn)
si⊗1−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xj)⊗ F (Xj, ···, Xn) .
Similarly, ti and τj commute.
The maps πi and τi are compatible, namely the following diagram commutes:
F (X1, · · · , Yi)⊗ F (Zi, · · · , Xn)
πi(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)
si⊗ti ց
yτi
F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi)⊗ F (Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)
where for example si is the map F (X1, · · · , Yi) → F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi). If 1 < i < j < n, the
maps πi and τj commute, i.e., the following diagram commutes:
F (X1, · · · , Yi)⊗ F (Zi, · · · , Xn)
πi(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)y1⊗τj yτj
F (X1, ···, Yi)⊗ F (Zi, ···, Xj)⊗ F (Xj, ···, Xn)
πi(Yi,Zi)⊗1
−−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xj)⊗F (Xj, ···, Xn) .
Similarly, if 1 < j < i < n, the maps πi and τj commute.
(ADD-4) Compatibility with ϕ. The maps si and ϕj commute (similarly, ti and ϕj com-
mute). Namely, if i = j, the following diagram commutes:
F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)
ϕi ց
yϕi
F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Xi+1, · · · , Xn) .
If i 6= j, it means the commutativity of the following square (assume i < j):
F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)yϕj yϕj
F (X1, ···, Yi, ···, X̂j, ···, Xn)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, X̂j, ···, Xn) .
The same for ti and ϕj.
The maps πi(Yi, Zi) and ϕj are compatible. It means that, if i = j, the composition of
πi(Yi, Zi) and the map
ϕi : F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)→ F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Xi+1, · · · , Xn)
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is zero. If i 6= j, the maps πi(Yi, Zi) and ϕj commute, meaning the commutativity of the
following digram (assume, say, i < j):
F (X1, · · · , Yi)⊗ F (Zi, · · · , Xn)
πi(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)y1⊗ϕj yϕj
F (X1, · · · , Yi)⊗ F (Zi, · · · , X̂j, · · · , Xn)
πi(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, X̂j, ···, Xn) .
(ADD-5) The map of additivity θ. If 1 < i < n, we define the map of additivity
θi(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)⊕ F (X1, · · · , Zi, · · · , Xn)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Yi)⊗ F (Zi, · · · , Xn)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Zi)⊗ F (Yi, · · · , Xn)
−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn) (1.2.a)
as the sum of the maps si(Yi, Zi), ti(Yi, Zi), πi(Yi, Zi), and πi(Zi, Yi). (The last map is, to be
precise, the composition of πi(Zi, Yi) with the isomorphism induced by γ(Zi, Yi). ) If i = 1 or
n, let
θi(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)⊕ F (X1, · · · , Zi, · · · , Xn)→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)
be the sum of si and ti. In either case we require that θ be a quasi-isomorphism. We often refer
to the last two terms in the source of θ in (1.2.a) as the cross terms.
Remarks to (3). • Note if F (X, Y ) is a complex, additive in each variable, then the tensor
product F (X1, X2)⊗ F (X2, X3)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Xn−1, Xn) is additive in each variable in the above
sense. So additivity here means “quadratic additivity”, so to speak.
• It follows that the map θi(Yi, Zi) is compatible with τj and with ϕj. For example, the
compatibility of θi and τi means the commutativity of the following diagram
F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Zi, · · · , Xn)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Yi)⊗ F (Zi, · · · , Xn)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Zi)⊗ F (Yi, · · · , Xn)
F (X1, · · · , Yi)⊗ F (Yi, · · · , Xn)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Zi)⊗ F (Zi, · · · , Xn)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Yi)⊗ F (Zi, · · · , Xn)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Zi)⊗ F (Yi, · · · , Xn)
F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)
τi
F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi)⊗ F (Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn)
θi
where the left vertical map is the diagonal sum of τi, τi, id, and id, and the lower horizontal
map is the diagonal sum of s⊗s, t⊗t, s⊗t and t⊗s. The compatibility of θi and ϕi means that
the composition of θi and ϕi : F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn) → F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Xi+1, · · · , Xn)
coincides with the sum of ϕi on F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn), ϕi on F (X1, · · · , Zi, · · · , Xn), and the
zero maps on the cross terms.
(4)(Existence of the identity in the ring H0F (X,X).) This condition will be stated in
(1.5).
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For a finite ordered set I and a collection of objects (Xi)i∈I indexed by I, one can define
the complex F ((Xi)i∈I ), also denoted F (X ; I), F (X
I) or F (I) for short. Then the conditions
(1)-(4) can be stated more naturally.
(1.3) Example. A DG category C, in which the complexes F (X, Y )• are Z-free and bounded
above, can be viewed as a weak quasi DG category.
We have the category Z0C, which has the same objects as C, and where the homomorphism
groups are given by
Hom(X, Y ) = Z0F (X, Y )• ,
namely the cocycles of degree 0 in the complex of homomorphisms F (X, Y )•. It is an additive
category, so in particular it has the structure of a symmetric monoidal category with the direct
sum and the zero object.
We take as C0 the subcategory of Z
0C, with the same objects as C and with morphisms the
invertible ones in Z0C.
For objects X,X ′, take F (X,X ′) to be the complex F (X,X ′)•, and for a sequence of objects
X1, · · · , Xn, let
F (X1, · · · , Xn) = F (X1, X2)⊗ F (X2, X3)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Xn−1, Xn) .
The complex F (X,X ′) is contravariantly functorial in X (resp. covariantly functorial in X ′) on
the category Z0C: if f : Y → X and f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ are morphisms in Z0C, we have the induced
map of complexes F (X,X ′) → F (Y, Y ′) given by u 7→ f · u · f ′. So F (X,X ′) is covariantly
functorial in both variables on C0 by the map u 7→ f
−1 ·u·f ′. It thus follows that F (X1, · · · , Xn)
is functorial on C0.
Let the map τk be the identity, and ϕℓ be the composition in Xℓ. One immediately verifies
that the conditions for a weak quasi DG category are satisfied (the map θ is the identity).
(1.4) Let C be a weak quasi DG category. Assume given a sequence of objects X1, · · · , Xn. For
a subset I = {ℓ1, · · · , ℓa} ⊂ [1, n], write F (I) in place of F (Xℓ1, · · · , Xℓa) for abbreviation. Set
(1, n) = {2, · · · , n− 1}. For a subset S = {i1, · · · , ia} ⊂ (1, n), let
F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) := F (X1, · · · , Xi1)⊗ F (Xi1 , · · · , Xi2)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Xia , · · · , Xn)
be the tensor product complex; in other words, if I1, · · · , Ia is the segmentation corresponding
to S, F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) = F (I1)⊗· · ·⊗F (Ia). It is an a-tuple complex where the ordered set of
gradings [1, a] is identified with the set {I1, · · · , Ia}. Note F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈∅) = F (X1, · · · , Xn).
We also write F ([1, n] ⌉⌈S) for F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S).
More generally, for a finite ordered set I, a sequence of objects indexed by I, (Xi)i∈I , and
a subset S of
◦
I = I − {in(I), tm(M)}, one defines the complex F (I ⌉⌈S) in a similar manner.
For subsets S ⊂ S ′ of
◦
I we will define a map of a-tuple complexes
τS S′ : F (I ⌉⌈S)→ Tot
f (F (I ⌉⌈S ′) ) .
Here, if I ′1, · · · , I
′
a′ is the segmentation of [1, n] by S
′, there is a map f : [1, a′]→ [1, a] such that
I ′f(i) ⊂ Ii for each i, thus one has an a-tuple complex Tot
f(F (I ⌉⌈S ′) ). With this understood,
we will just write τS S′ : F (I ⌉⌈S)→ F (I ⌉⌈S
′) more often than not.
Let
τS : F (I)→ F (I ⌉⌈S) or F (I)→ TotF (I ⌉⌈S)
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be the composition of τXk ’s for k ∈ S (if S = ∅, τS = id). Define for S ⊂ S
′ the map τS S′ as
follows. If S = ∅, let τ∅S′ = τS′ . In general let I1, · · · , Ia be the segmentation of I corresponding
to S, S ′i = S
′ ∩
◦
Ii, and τS′i : F (Ii)→ F (Ii ⌉⌈S
′
i) be the map just defined. Then
τSS′ :=
⊗
i
τS′i :
⊗
i
F (Ii)→
⊗
i
F (Ii ⌉⌈S
′
i ) = F (I ⌉⌈S) .
Note that τS,S = id.
For K = {k1, · · · , kb} ⊂ (1, n) disjoint from S, we define a map
ϕK : F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S)→ F (X1, · · · , X̂k1, · · · , X̂kb, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) .
More generally for S ⊂
◦
I and K ⊂
◦
I disjoint from S, we have ϕK : F (I ⌉⌈S) → F (I −K ⌉⌈S).
If S = ∅, ϕK is the composition of ϕk for k ∈ K; in general, let I1, · · · , Ia be the segmentation
of [1, n] corresponding to S, and
ϕK :=
⊗
i
ϕK∩Ii :
⊗
i
F (Ii)→
⊗
i
F (Ii −K) .
Note ϕK = id if K = ∅.
The complexes F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) and the above maps τ , ϕ satisfy the following properties,
extending (1)-(3) of the previous subsection.
(1)(Functoriality.) A sequence of morphisms f = (f1, · · · , fn) : (X1, · · · , Xn)
→ (Y1, · · · , Yn) induces an isomorphism of complexes
f∗ : F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S)→ F (Y1, · · · , Yn ⌉⌈S)
given by the formula f∗(u1⊗· · ·⊗ua) = (f∗u1)⊗· · ·⊗(f∗ua) for ui ∈ F (Ii). The f∗ is covariantly
functorial in f .
The map τS,S′ is covariantly functorial for morphisms. Also ϕK is covariantly functorial.
(2)(Commutation identities.) τS S′ is a quasi-isomorphism (as a tensor product of quasi-
isomorphisms). For S ⊂ S ′ ⊂ S ′′, τS′S′′τSS′ = τSS′′.
If K is the disjoint union of K ′ and K ′′, ϕK = ϕK ′′ϕK ′.
If K and S ′ are disjoint the following commutes:
F (I ⌉⌈S)
ϕK−−−→ F (I −K ⌉⌈S)yτSS′ yτSS′
F (I ⌉⌈S ′)
ϕK−−−→ F (I −K ⌉⌈S ′) .
(3)(Additivity of F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S).) Assume that a variable Xi is the direct sum of two
objects, Xi = Yi ⊕ Zi. For i 6∈ S, let S1, S2 be the partition of S by i, namely S1 = S ∩ (1, i)
and S2 = S ∩ (i, n). Then we have the map
si(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S)→ F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi ⊕ Zi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S)
defined as
1⊗ si(Yi, Zi)⊗ 1 : F (X1, ···, Xa ⌉⌈S1 − {a})⊗ F (Xa, ···, Yi, ···, Xb)⊗ F (Xb, ···, Xn ⌉⌈S2 − {b})
→ F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi ⊕ Zi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S)
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where a is the largest element of S1, b is the smallest element of S2, and si(Yi, Zi) is the
map in (1.2), (3). Similarly one has ti(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Zi, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) → F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕
Zi, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S). If 1 < i < n, we define a map of complexes
πi(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, ···, Xi−1, Yi ⌉⌈S1)⊗ F (Zi, Xi+1, ···, Xn ⌉⌈S2)→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xn ⌉⌈S)
as the map
1⊗ πi ⊗ 1 : F (X1, ···, Xa ⌉⌈S1 − {a})⊗ F (Xa, ···, Yi)⊗ F (Zi, ···, Xb)⊗ F (Xb, ···, Xn ⌉⌈S2 − {b})
→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S)
where a, b are as before, and πi = πi(Yi, Zi) : F (Xa, ···, Yi)⊗F (Zi, ···, Xb)→ F (Xa, ···, Yi⊕Zi, , Xb)
is the map given in (1.2), (3).
These maps satisfy properties parallel to those for si, ti, and πi(Yi, Zi) in (1.2), (3). In
particular, if we define the map (in case 1 < i < n)
θi(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S)⊕ F (X1, · · · , Zi, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Yi ⌉⌈S1)⊗ F (Zi, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S2)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Zi ⌉⌈S1)⊗ F (Yi, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S2)
−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) ,
as the sum of the maps si, ti, πi(Yi, Zi), and πi(Zi, Yi), then it is a quasi-isomorphism. If i = 1
or n, the map
θi(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, ···, Yi, ···, Xn ⌉⌈S)⊕ F (X1, ···, Zi, ···, Xn ⌉⌈S)→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xn ⌉⌈S)
defined as the sum of si and ts, is a quasi-isomorphism.
(1.5) Homotopy category. A weak quasi DG category C is not a category in the usual sense,
since the composition is not defined. Nevertheless, one has composition in a weak sense.
For three objects X , Y and Z, let
ψY : F (X, Y )⊗ F (Y, Z)→ F (X,Z)
be the map in the derived category defined as the composition ϕY ◦ (τY )
−1 where the maps are
as in
F (X, Y )⊗ F (Y, Z)
τY←−−−F (X, Y, Z)
ϕY−−−→F (X,Z) .
The map ψY is verified to be associative, namely the following commutes in the derived category:
F (X, Y )⊗ F (Y, Z)⊗ F (Z,W )
ψY ⊗id−−−→F (X,Z)⊗ F (Z,W )yid⊗ψZ yψZ
F (X, Y )⊗ F (Y,W )
ψY−−−→ F (X,W ) .
To prove this identity, ψZ(ψY ⊗id) = ψY (id⊗ψZ), compose the quasi-isomorphism (τY ⊗id)τZ =
(id⊗ τZ)τY from right. Using the commutation identities one has
ψZ(ψY ⊗ id)(τY ⊗ id)τZ = ψZ(ϕY ⊗ id)τZ
= ψZτZϕY
= ϕZϕY ;
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similarly, ψY (id⊗ ψZ)(id⊗ τZ)τY = ϕYϕZ . Since ϕZϕY = ϕY ϕZ , the assertion follows.
Let H0F (X, Y ) be the 0-th cohomology of F (X, Y ). ψY induces a map
ψY : H
0F (X, Y )⊗H0F (Y, Z)→ H0(F (X, Y )⊗ F (Y, Z) )
H0ψY−−−→H0F (X,Z) ,
which is associative. In particular H0F (X,X) is a ring. We often write u · v for ψY (u⊗ v).
The last condition (4) for a weak quasi DG category is:
(4) For each X there is an element 1X ∈ H
0F (X,X) such that 1X · u = u for any u ∈
H0F (X, Y ) and u · 1X = u for u ∈ H
0F (Y,X). (Call such 1X the identity.)
Thus one can associate to C an additive category, the associated homotopy category, denoted
by Ho(C). Objects of Ho(C) are the same as the objects of C, and Hom(X, Y ) := H0F (X, Y ).
Composition of arrows is the map induced from ψY . The object O is the zero object, and the
direct sum X ⊕ Y is the direct sum in the categorical sense. 1X gives the identity X → X .
Remark. More generally we have maps ψY : H
mF (X, Y ) ⊗ HnF (Y, Z) → Hm+nF (X,Z)
for m,n ∈ Z, defined in a similar manner. The groups HmF (X, Y ) and the composition maps
for them play roles when we consider quasi DG categories in the next subsection.
(1.6) Definition. A quasi DG category C is a weak quasi DG category satisfying further
conditions. Since it is a weak quasi DG category, it consists of data (i) - (iii) in (1.2),
(i) A symmetric monoidal groupoid C0,
(ii) Complexes F (X1, · · · , Xn) for sequence of objects,
(iii) Maps of complexes τk and ϕℓ,
satisfying the conditions (1)-(4) there:
(1) Functoriality,
(2) Commutation identities,
(3) Additivity,
(4) Existence of the identity.
As discussed in (1.5), we have the complexes F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) and maps τS S′, ϕK between
them. For a quasi DG category, we impose two more conditions (5) and (6) below. When
necessary we will also impose additional data (iv)-(v), satisfying (7) and (8).
(5)(Multiple complexes F (X1, · · · , Xn|S).) For each sequence of objects X1, · · ·Xn (n ≥
2), and a subset S of (1, n), we are given a (Z-free, bounded above) a-tuple complex of abelian
groups F (X1, · · · , Xn|S), where a = |S|+ 1, a surjective quasi-isomorphism of complexes
σS : F (X1, · · · , Xn)→ TotF (X1, · · · , Xn|S) ,
and an injective quasi-isomorphism of a-tuple complexes
ιS : F (X1, · · · , Xn|S)→ F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S)
such that the map τS : F (X1, · · · , Xn)→ TotF (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) factors as
F (X1, · · · , Xn)
σS−−−→TotF (X1, · · · , Xn|S)
ιS−−−→TotF (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S) . (1.6.a)
Note if S = ∅, one has F (X1, · · · , Xn|∅) = F (X1, · · · , Xn).
As in (1.2), for a finite ordered set I, a sequence of objects (Xi)i∈I , and a subset S ⊂
◦
I ,
one has a complex F (X ; I|S), also written F (I|S) or F (X|S). If I1, · · · , Ic is the segmentation
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of I by S, we also use the notation F (I1)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆF (Ic) for F (I|S). We will identify F (I|S)
with a subcomplex of F (I ⌉⌈S), and write an element of F (I|S) as a sum of u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc with
ui ∈ F (Ii).
By means of the factorization (1.6.a), we have induced maps σS S′, ϕK and ιS/T , with the
following properties. For S ⊂ S ′ one has a (unique) surjective quasi-isomorphism of multiple
complexes
σS S′ : F (X1, · · · , Xn|S)→ F (X1, · · · , Xn|S
′) ,
or F (I|S)→ F (I|S ′) for short, such that the following diagram
F (I|S)
ιS−−−→ F (I ⌉⌈S)yσS S′ yτS S′
F (I|S ′)
ιS′−−−→ F (I ⌉⌈S ′)
commutes (namely σ and τ are compatible via the maps ιS). To be more precise, if a = |S|+1,
the source of σS S′ is an a-tuple complex while the target is an (|S
′| + 1)-tuple complex; the
latter can be viewed as an a-tuple complex as in (1.4), and σS S′ is a map of a-tuple complexes.
To show how the map σS S′ is obtained, let c : [1, a]→ {1} and c
′ = c ◦ f : [1, a′]→ {1} be the
maps to a one point set. The commutative diagram of complexes
F (I)
τS−−−→ Totc F (I ⌉⌈S)
‖
yτS S′
F (I)
τS′−−−→ TotcTotf F (I ⌉⌈S ′)
induces another commutative diagram of complexes
Totc F (I|S)
ιS−−−→ Totc F (I ⌉⌈S)yσS S′ yτS S′
TotcTotf F (I|S ′)
ιS′−−−→ TotcTotf F (I ⌉⌈S ′)
with a map of complexes σS S′. Since τS S′ comes from a map of multiple complexes, and since
ιS and ιS′ are injections, one sees that σS S′ also comes from a map of multiple complexes
σS S′ : F (I|S)→ Tot
f F (I|S ′). This type of reasoning will repeatedly appear in this subsection.
Similarly one has a map of multiple complexes ϕK : F (I|S)→ F (I−K|S) that is compatible
with the map ϕK : F (I ⌉⌈S) → F (I −K ⌉⌈S) via the maps ιS , namely ϕK makes the following
square commute:
F (I|S)
ιS−−−→ F (I ⌉⌈S)yϕK yϕK
F (I −K|S)
ιS−−−→ F (I −K ⌉⌈S) .
For a subset T ⊂ S, if I1, · · · , Ic is the segmentation corresponding to T , and Si = S ∩
◦
Ii,
there is an inclusion of multiple complexes
ιS/T : F (I|S) →֒ F (I1|S1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ic|Sc)
such that the composition of ιS/T and the tensor product of the inclusions ιSi : F (Ii|Si) →֒
F (Ii ⌉⌈Si),
F (I1|S1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ic|Sc) →֒ F (I1 ⌉⌈S1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ic ⌉⌈Sc) = F (I ⌉⌈S)
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coincides with ιS . Notice that when T = ∅ or T = S, one has ιS/∅ = id or ιS/S = ιS respectively.
The above compatibility of ιS with σ (resp. ϕ) generalizes to the compatibility of ιS/T with
σ (resp. ϕ). The map σS S′ is compatible with the inclusion ιS/T : If T ⊂ S ⊂ S
′, let I1, · · · , Ic
be the segmentation of I by T , Si = S ∩
◦
Ii and S
′
i = S
′ ∩
◦
Ii. Then the following commutes:
F (I|S)
ιS/T
−−−→ F (I1|S1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (I1|S1)yσSS′ y⊗σSi S′i
F (I|S ′)
ιS′/T
−−−→ F (I1|S
′
1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (I1|S
′
1) .
The map ϕK is compatible with ιS/T : With the same notation as above, and with Ki = K ∩
◦
Ii,
the following commutes:
F (I|S)
ιS/T
−−−→ F (I1|S1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ic|Sc)yϕK yϕK
F (I −K|S)
ιS/T
−−−→ F (I1 −K1|S1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ic −Kc|Sc) .
In (1.7) we discuss further properties of the complexes F (I|S) that are consequences of (5)
and (1)-(3).
(6)(Acyclicity of σ) For disjoint subsets R, J of
◦
I with |J | 6= ∅, the following sequence of
complexes is exact, where the maps are alternating sums of σ, and S varies over subsets of J :
F (I|R)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|S|=1
S⊂J
F (I|R ∪ S)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|S|=2
S⊂J
F (I|R ∪ S)
σ
−−−→· · · → F (I|R ∪ J)→ 0 . (1.6.b)
Remarks to (6). • Since each σS S′ is a quasi-isomorphism, the total complex of the double
complex (1.6.b) is acyclic.
• From the remark above, the map
σ : F (I|R)→ T := Tot[
⊕
|S|=1
S⊂J
F (I|R ∪ S)→
⊕
|S|=2
S⊂J
F (I|R ∪ S)→ · · · → F (I|R ∪ J)→ 0]
is a quasi-isomorphism. This map factors as
F (I|R)→ Ker[
⊕
|S|=1
S⊂J
F (I|R ∪ S)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|S|=2
S⊂J
F (I|R ∪ S)] →֒ T ;
the requirement implies that the first map is surjective, and the first and the second maps are
quasi-isomorphisms.
• If |J | = 1, the assumption says that σRR′ : F (I|R)→ F (I|R
′) is a surjective map. This
was already required in (iii).
• One verifies by induction on ♯(R) that the exactness of (1.6.b) in case R = ∅ implies the
exactness for any R.
This concludes the definition of a quasi DG category. For the purpose of constructing a
related quasi DG category C∆ in subsequent sections, we need additional structure (iv) and (v)
below.
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(iv) Diagonal elements and diagonal extension. We are given, for each object X and a
constant sequence of objects i 7→ Xi = X on a finite ordered set I with |I| ≥ 2, a distinguished
element, called the diagonal element,
∆X(I) ∈ F (X ; I) = F (X, · · · , X)
of degree zero and coboundary zero. In particular for |I| = 2 we write ∆X = ∆X(I) ∈ F (X,X).
In the sequel we will often drop X from F (X ; I).
Let (Xi)i∈I be a sequence of objects on a finite ordered set I with |I| ≥ 2, and λ : J → I a
surjective map of finite ordered sets. Then by λ∗X we mean the sequence of objects j 7→ Xλ(j)
on J . Assume given a map of complexes, called the diagonal extension,
λ∗ : F (X ; I)→ F (λ∗X ; J)
such that, λ∗ = id if λ = id, and such that if λ′ : J ′ → J is another surjective map, then
λ′∗λ∗ = (λλ′)∗. When there is no confusion, we write diag(I, J) or diag for λ∗. One requires:
(7)(Compatibility of the diagonal with the maps σ and ϕ) The diagonal elements are
assumed compatible with diagonal extension: if λ : J → I is a surjective map of finite ordered
sets, then λ∗(∆X(I)) = ∆X(J). In particular, if λ : I → [1, 2] is any surjective map, one has
∆X(I) = λ
∗(∆X).
The diagonal elements are compatible with the maps σ and ϕ: If S ⊂
◦
I , and I1, · · · , Ic is
the corresponding segmentation, one has
τS(∆X(I) ) =∆X(I1)⊗ · · · ⊗∆X(Ic)
in F (I ⌉⌈S) = F (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ic). For K ⊂
◦
I ,
ϕK(∆X(I) ) = ∆X(I −K)
in F (I −K). (These indeed follow from the compatibility of the diagonal extension and σ, ϕ,
stated below.)
The diagonal extension is compatible with the maps σ and ϕ. For an element ℓ ∈ J such
that ♯λ−1{λ(ℓ)} = 1, the following square commutes:
F (X ; I)
λ∗
−−−→ F (λ∗X ; J)yϕλ(ℓ) yϕℓ
F (X ; I − {λ(ℓ)})
λ∗
−−−→ F (λ∗X ; J − {ℓ})
where the lower horizontal map is induced by the surjection λ : J − {ℓ} → I − {λ(ℓ)}. For
ℓ ∈ J with ♯λ−1{λ(ℓ)} > 1, the diagram
F (X ; I)
λ∗
−−−→ F (λ∗X ; J)
ց
yϕℓ
F (λ∗X ; J − {ℓ})
commutes, where the oblique arrow F (X ; I) → F (λ∗X ; J − {ℓ}) is induced by the surjection
λ : J − {ℓ} → I.
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For ℓ ∈
◦
J not over in(I) or tm(I), let J ′, J ′′ be the segmentation of J by ℓ, and I ′, I ′′ be
the segmentation of I by λ(ℓ), and λ′ : J ′ → I ′, λ′′ : J ′′ → I ′′ be the surjections obtained by
restricting λ. Then the following diagram commutes:
F (X ; I)
λ∗
−−−→ F (λ∗X ; J)yτλ(ℓ) yτℓ
F (X ; I ′)⊗ F (X ; I ′′)
λ′∗⊗λ′′∗
−−−−→ F (λ∗X ; J ′)⊗ F (λ∗X ; J ′′) .
Here the lower horizontal map is the tensor product of the maps λ′∗ and λ′′∗. For ℓ ∈
◦
J over
in(I) or tm(I), say I = [1, n] and λ(ℓ) = n, then with J ′, J ′′ and I ′, I ′′ as above, one has the
following commutative diagram
F (X ; I)
λ∗
−−−→ F (λ∗X ; J)yλ′∗ yτℓ
F (λ∗X ; J ′) −−−→ F (λ∗X ; J ′)⊗ F (Xn, · · · , Xn) .
Here the lower horizontal map is induced by λ′ : J ′ → I, and the lower vertical map is
u 7→ u⊗∆Xn(J
′′) with∆Xn(J
′′) ∈ F (Xn; J
′′) = F (Xn, · · · , Xn). Similarly in case λ(ℓ) = in(I).
Remark to (iv). Given a surjection λ : J → I as above, the finite ordered set J is deter-
mined by I and the function m : I ∋ i 7→ mi = ♯(λ
−1(i)) ∈ Z>0. If I = [1, n], J is isomorphic
to the ordered set
{11, · · · , 1m1 , 21, · · · , 2m2, · · · , n1, · · · , nmn }
(i is repeated mi times). Then one has F (X ; I) = F (X1, · · · , Xn), and
F (λ∗X ; J) = F (
m1 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
X1, · · · , X1,
m2 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
X2, · · · , X2, · · · ,
mn times︷ ︸︸ ︷
Xn, · · · , Xn) .
In the rest of this paper, instead of J we will usually give I and the multiplicities {mi}.
(v) The set of generators, notion of proper intersection, and distinguished subcomplexes with
respect to constraints.
We impose that the complex F (X ; I) be free with a given basis set, and that there is given
a notion of proper intersection for elements of F (X ; I).
For a sequence X on I, the complex F (I) = F (X ; I) is assumed degree-wise Z-free on a
given set of generators SF (I) = SF (X ; I). More precisely SF (I) = ∐p∈ZSF (I)
p, where SF (I)
p
generates F (I)p. A non-zero element u ∈ F (I) can be written
∑
cναν , with cν non-zero integers
and αν ∈ SF (I); then we say that αν appears in the basis expansion of u.
Let I be a finite ordered set, and let {Iα}α∈A be a collection of subintervals (of cardinality
≥ 2) of I, indexed by a set A. We say {Iα} is almost disjoint if for α, β distinct, Iα∩Iβ consists
of at most one element. Then there is a total ordering < on the set A given by α < β if and
only if in(Iα) < in(Iβ). When α < β, we have either Iα and Iβ disjoint, or tm(Iα) = in(Iβ).
Let I be a finite ordered set, and I1, · · · , Ir be almost disjoint subintervals of I. Let X be
a sequence of objects on I. We assume given a subset P({Ii}1≤i≤r) of the product set∏
1≤i≤r
SF (Ii) ,
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satisfying the conditions (8) below. It will be useful to introduce a terminology. For αi ∈ SF (Ii),
a collection of elements indexed by {1, · · · , r}, we shall say {αi} is properly intersecting when
it is in P. (The notation {αi} is being used for the indexed set {αi}i∈[1,r], and it should not
be confused with a set with elements αi.) The terminology comes from examples related to
algebraic cycles, where the condition means algebraic cycles intersecting properly.
For the basis set SF (I) and the notion of proper intersection, the following condition is to
be satisfied.
(8)(Notion of proper intersection and distinguished subcomplexes) For the condition of
proper intersection we require three conditions:
(PI-1) If {αi}i∈[1,r] is properly intersecting, for any subset J of [1, r], {αi}i∈J is properly
intersecting.
(PI-2) Assume that [1, r] = J∐J ′, and that ∪j∈JIj and ∪j∈J ′Ij are disjoint. Then {αi}i∈[1,r]
is properly intersecting if and only if {αi}i∈J and {αi}i∈J ′ are both properly intersecting.
(PI-3) Assume {α1, · · · , αr} is properly intersecting, i ∈ [1, r], and βν ∈ SF (Ii) appears in
the basis expansion of ∂αi (one has ∂αi =
∑
ciνβν with βν ∈ SF (Ii) and ciν 6= 0.) Then the set
{α1, · · · , αi−1, βν , αi+1, · · · , αr}
is properly intersecting.
The notion of proper intersection can be naturally extended to elements in the complexes
F (I): for a collection of elements ui ∈ F (Ii) indexed by i ∈ [1, r], we define {ui} to be properly
intersecting if, for any choice of elements αi ∈ SF (Ii) appearing in the basis expansion of ui,
the indexed set {αi} is properly intersecting. (We ignore those i with ui = 0.)
Next we explain conditions of constraint and distinguished subcomplexes. Let I be a finite
ordered set, I1, · · · , Ir be almost disjoint sub-intervals such that in(I1) < · · · < in(Ir) and
∪Ii = I; equivalently, in(I1) = in(I), tm(Ii) = in(Ii+1) or tm(Ii) + 1 = in(Ii+1) for 1 ≤ i < r,
and tm(Ir) = tm(I). Assume given a sequence of objects (Xi)i∈I on I. We shall consider a
class of subcomplexes of F (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir) specified as follows.
By a condition of constraint we mean a set of data
C = (I →֒ I;X on I;P ; {Jj}j=1,··· ,s; {fj ∈ F (Jj)} ) (1.6.c)
where
(a) I →֒ I is an inclusion into another finite ordered set I such that the image of each Ia is
a sub-interval,
(b) X is an extension of X to I, still denoted by X ,
(c) P ⊂ [1, r] is a (possibly empty) subset,
(d) J1, · · · , Js ⊂ I is a (possibly empty) set of sub-intervals of I such that the indexed
family {Ii, Jj}i,j is almost disjoint (namely, Ii ∩ Jj and Jj ∩ Jj′ for j 6= j
′ consist of at most one
element), and
(e) fj ∈ F (Jj), j = 1, · · · , s, is a set of elements such that {fj} is properly intersecting.
Given such consider the subcomplex of F (I1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir) generated by α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αr,
αi ∈ SF (Ii), such that the indexed set
{{αi}i∈P , {fj}1≤j≤s}
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is properly intersecting (it is a subcomplex by the last property of proper intersection). If P is
empty, there is no condition.
This subcomplex is denoted
[F (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir)]C
specifying the condition of constraint, or more simply [F (I1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir)]I;f or [F (I1) ⊗
· · · ⊗ F (Ir)]f . A subcomplex of F (I1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir) obtained as a finite intersection of such
subcomplexes is called a distinguished subcomplex. Thus a distinguished subcomplex is one of
the form
[F (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir)]
′ =
m⋂
i=1
[F (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir)]Ci
where Ci, i = 1, · · · , m is a finite collection of conditions of constraint; for distinct i’s, the
inclusions I →֒ Ii are not assumed related.
We require two conditions:
(DS-1) The inclusion of any distinguished subcomplex [F (I1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir)]
′ →֒ F (I1) ⊗
· · · ⊗ F (Ir) is a quasi-isomorphism.
(DS-2) As a special case, assume I1, · · · , Ir is a segmentation of I, namely when in(I1) =
in(I), tm(Ii) = in(Ii+1) for 1 ≤ i < r, and tm(Ir) = tm(I), the subcomplex of F (I1)⊗· · ·⊗F (Ir)
generated by α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αr with {αi}1≤i≤r properly intersecting is a distinguished subcomplex;
it corresponds to the condition of constraint C = (I = I, P = [1, r]) with no {fj}. We require
that it coincides with F (I|S) where S ⊂
◦
I is the subset corresponding to the segmentation.
The second condition can be phrased in concrete terms as follows. Recall that F (Ii) = ZSi,
the free abelian group on Si := SF (Ii). We have
F (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir) = Z[S1 × · · · × Sr] ,
and F (I|S) = Z[P({Ii}], with P({Ii}) ⊂ S1× · · · × Sr. An element u ∈ F (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir) has
a basis expansion
u =
∑
cα1,··· ,αrα1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αr
with (α1, · · · , αr) ∈ S1×· · ·×Sr and cα1,··· ,αr non-zero integers. We then say that α1⊗· · ·⊗αr
appears in the basis expansion of u. So u ∈ F (I|S) if and only if for each α1⊗· · ·⊗αr appearing
in its basis expansion, {α1, · · · , αr} is properly intersecting. In particular, for elements for
ui ∈ F (Ii), the index set {u1, · · · , ur} is properly intersecting if and only if u1⊗· · ·⊗ur ∈ F (I|S).
In the definition of a constraint, there appears the set P . If we take as P a smaller set,
while keeping the other data, the corresponding distinguished subcomplex becomes larger, by
condition (PI-1).
We also note that tensor product of distinguished subcomplexes is again a distinguished
subcomplex. To explain it let [F (I1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir)]
′ be a distinguished subcomplex as above.
Let I ′ be another finite ordered set, I ′1, · · · , I
′
r′ be almost disjoint set of sub-intervals such that
in(I ′1) < · · · < in(I
′
r′) and ∪I
′
i = I
′; let X ′ be a sequence of objects on I ′. Assume given a
distinguished subcomplex [F (I ′1)⊗· · ·⊗F (I
′
r′)]
′. Then the disjoint union I∐I ′ is a finite totally
ordered set (with x < x′ if x ∈ I and x′ ∈ I ′), and I1, · · · , Ir, I
′
1, · · · , I
′
r′ is an almost disjoint
set of sub-intervals with union I ∐ I ′. Under these hypotheses, the tensor product
[F (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir)]
′ ⊗ [F (I ′1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (I
′
r′)]
′
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is a distinguished subcomplex of F (I1)⊗· · ·⊗F (Ir)⊗F (I
′
1)⊗· · ·⊗F (I
′
r′). (Proof uses (PI-2) ).
Remark to (v). When we assume the structure (iv), the condition (4) is redundant. From
(7) and (8) it follows that [∆X ] ∈ H
0F (X,X) is the identity in the sense of (1.5). Indeed
for u ∈ H0F (X, Y ) take its representative u ∈ F (X, Y )0, then take its diagonal extension
diag(u) ∈ F (X,X, Y )0. Then one has τ2(diag(u)) = ∆X ⊗ u and ϕ2(diag(u) ) = u. The same
argument shows the following, which is stronger than (4):
(4)’ For each u ∈ HnF (X, Y ), n ∈ Z, one has 1X · u = u. Similarly for u ∈ H
nF (Y,X),
u · 1X = u.
(1.7) Remarks to (1.6). The reader may skip this subsection until it is needed in (2.6),(2.7),
(2.10), and (3.7).
From the condition (5), we easily deduce that the properties (1)-(3) for F (X1, · · · , Xn)
“descend” to the corresponding properties (1)’-(3)’ for F (X1, · · · , Xn|S), as we list below.
(1.7.1) Properties of F (I|S). (1)’ (Functoriality.) The complex F (X1, · · · , Xn|S) is co-
variantly functorial for morphisms: for a sequence of morphisms f = (f1, · · · , fn) : (X1, · · · , Xn)
→ (Y1, · · · , Yn), there corresponds an isomorphism of multiple complexes
f∗ : F (X1, · · · , Xn|S)→ F (Y1, · · · , Yn|S)
that is covariantly functorial in f . If Xi = O for some i, then F (X1, · · · , Xn|S) equals zero.
The inclusion ιS/T is covariantly functorial: For a sequence of morphisms f , the square
F (X ; I|S)
ιS/T
−−−→ F (X ; I1|S1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (X ; Ic|Sc)yf∗ yf∗
F (Y ; I|S)
ιS/T
−−−→ F (Y ; I1|S1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Y ; Ic|Sc)
commutes.
The map σS S′ is covariantly functorial: For a morphism f , the following square commutes:
F (X ; I|S)
σS S′−−−→ F (X ; I|S ′)yf∗ yf∗
F (Y, I|S)
σS S′−−−→ F (Y, I|S ′) ,
namely f∗σS S′ = σS S′f∗.
The map ϕK is covariantly functorial: For a morphism f the square
F (X ; I|S)
ϕK−−−→ F (X ; I −K|S)yf∗ yf∗
F (Y ; I|S)
ϕK−−−→ F (Y ; I −K|S)
commutes, namely f∗ϕK = ϕKf∗.
(2)’ (Commutation identities.) The maps σS S′ and ϕK are compatible with each other, as
follows.
We have that σS S = id and, for S ⊂ S
′ ⊂ S ′′, σS S′′ = σS′ S′′σS S′. If K = K
′ ∐ K ′′ then
ϕK = ϕK ′′ϕK ′ : F (I|S)→ F (I −K|S).
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The maps σ and ϕ commute: For K and S ′ disjoint, the following diagram commutes:
F (I|S)
ϕK−−−→ F (I −K|S)yσSS′ yσSS′
F (I|S ′)
ϕK−−−→ F (I −K|S ′) .
(3)’ (Additivity of F (X1, · · · , Xn|S).) For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and a sequence of objects
(X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi, Zi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn), one has maps of complexes
si(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn|S)→ F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi ⊕ Zi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn|S)
and
ti(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Zi, · · · , Xn|S)→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn|S) .
If 1 < i < n and i 6∈ S, one also has a map of complexes
πi(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Yi|S1)⊗ F (Zi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn|S2)→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn|S)
where S1 = (1, i) ∩ S and S2 = (i, n) ∩ S. These maps satisfy conditions parallel to those in
(3); they are obtained in a obvious manner by replacing F (X1, · · · , Xn) with F (X1, · · · , Xn|S).
Among them we will mention below only less trivial ones.
• Compatibility with σ. The maps si and σS S′ commute, namely the diagram
F (X1, ···, Yi, ···, Xn|S)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xn|S)yσS S′ yσS S′
F (X1, ···, Yi, ···, Xn|S
′)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xn|S
′)
commutes. The maps πi and σS S′ commute, namely if S ⊂ S
′ and i 6∈ S ′, the following square
commutes:
F (X1, ···, Yi|S1)⊗ F (Zi, ···, Xn|S2)
πi(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xn|S)yσS1 S′1⊗σS2 S′2 yσS S′
F (X1, ···, Yi|S
′
1)⊗ F (Zi, ···, Xn|S
′
2)
πi(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xn|S
′) .
If i ∈ S, the following diagram commutes:
F (X1, ···, Yi|S1)⊗ F (Zi, ···, Xn|S2)
πi(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xn|S)
s⊗t ց
yιS/{i}
F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi|S1)⊗ F (Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xn|S2) .
• Compatibility with ϕ. The maps si and ϕi commute, which means the commutativity
of the following diagram:
F (X1, ···, Yi, ···, Xn|S)
si(Yi,Zi)
−−−−→ F (X1, ···, Yi ⊕ Zi, ···, Xn|S)
ϕi ց
yϕi
F (X1, ···, Xi−1, Xi+1, ···, Xn|S) .
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• The map of additivity θ. The map
θi(Yi, Zi) : F (X1, · · · , Yi, · · · , Xn|S)⊕ F (X1, · · · , Zi, · · · , Xn|S)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Yi|S1)⊗ F (Zi, · · · , Xn|S2)
⊕F (X1, · · · , Zi|S1)⊗ F (Yi, · · · , Xn|S2)
−−−→ F (X1, · · · , Yi ⊕ Zi, · · · , Xn|S) ,
defined as the sum of the maps si, ti, πi(Yi, Zi), and πi(Zi, Yi) (if i = 1 or n, there are no “cross
terms”), is a quasi-isomorphism.
We note that the map θ is compatible with σ and ϕ.
(1.7.2) Functorial properties of proper intersection. Assuming (v) and (8), we state
functorial properties of the notion of proper intersection. These are translations of functorial
properties of the complex F (I|S) discussed above.
(1) Let X , Y be sequences of objects indexed by I = [1, n], and f : X → Y be a sequence
of isomorphisms of objects. Let I1, · · · , Ir be a segmentation of I. If {ui ∈ F (X ; Ii)}i=1,··· ,r
is properly intersecting, then {f∗(ui) ∈ F (Y ; Ii)}i=1,··· ,r is also properly intersecting. (Indeed
one has u := u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur ∈ F (X|S) if S corresponds to the segmentation. Then f∗(u) =
(f∗u1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (f∗ur) ∈ F (Y |S), showing the assertion.)
(2) Assume X = Yi ⊕ Zi for each i ∈ [1, n], and s : F (Y ; I) → F (X ; I) be the corre-
sponding map for I ⊂ [1, n]. If {ui ∈ F (Y ; Ii)}i=1,··· ,r is properly intersecting, then {s(ui) ∈
F (X ; Ii)}i=1,··· ,r is also properly intersecting. (The verification is similar to that for (1), using
s(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur) = s(u1)⊗ · · · ⊗ s(ur). )
(3) Let X be a sequence of objects on I = [1, n], I1, · · · , Ir a segmentation corresponding
to S, and K ⊂ (1, n) be disjoint from S. If {ui ∈ F (X ; Ii)}i=1,··· ,r is properly intersecting, then
letting Ki = K ∩ Ii, the indexed set {ϕKi(ui) ∈ F (X : Ii −K)}i=1,··· ,r is properly intersecting.
(4) To state that the notion of proper intersection is compatible with σ, we need some
preliminaries. With X and I1, · · · , Ir as above, a set of elements vj ∈ F (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir) (for
j = 1, · · · , m) is said to be basis-disjoint if each basis α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αr appears in at most one of
vj ’s. Then one has that
∑
j=1,··· ,m vj ∈ F (I|S) if and only if each vj ∈ F (I|S).
Assume now given elements ui ∈ F (Ii) such that {u1, · · · , ur} is properly intersecting, an
integer j with 1 ≤ j ≤ r, and k ∈
◦
Ij . Express
σk(uj) =
∑
λ
u′λ ⊗ u
′′
λ
where the set {u′λ ⊗ u
′′
λ} indexed by λ is basis-disjoint. Then for each λ, the set
{u1, · · · , uj−1, u
′
λ, u
′′
λ, uj+1, · · · , ur}
is properly intersecting. (For the proof, apply σk to the element u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur ∈ F (I|S) to get∑
λ
u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uj−1 ⊗ u
′
λ ⊗ u
′′
λ ⊗ · · ·ur ∈ F (I|S ∪ {k}) .
Then the elements {u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u
′
λ ⊗ u
′′
λ ⊗ · · ·ur}λ are basis-disjoint, so we have u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u
′
λ ⊗
u′′λ ⊗ · · ·ur ∈ F (I|S).)
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(5) Let X1, · · · , Xn be a sequence of objects, with a given decomposition Xe = Ye ⊕ Ze for
an element e with 1 < e < n. For r, s ≥ 1, assume given elements
u1 ∈ F (X1, X2, · · · , Xa−1, Xa) ,
u2 ∈ F (Xa, Xa+1, · · · , Xb−1, Xb) ,
· · ·
ur ∈ F (Xd, Xd+1, · · · , Xe−1, Ye) ,
ur+1 ∈ F (Ze, Xe+1, · · · , Xf−1, Xf) ,
ur+2 ∈ F (Xf , Xf+1, · · · , Xg−1, Xg) ,
· · ·
ur+s ∈ F (Xi, Xi+1, · · · , Xn−1, Xn) .
(the variables are X1, · · · , Xn, except Ye or Ze in the e-th spot) such that {u1, · · · , ur} and
{ur+1, · · · , ur+s} are both properly intersecting. Then the indexed set
{u1, · · · , ur−1, s(ur), t(ur+1), ur+2, · · · , ur+s} ,
is properly intersecting, where s(ur) is the image by the map s : F (Xd, Xd+1, · · · , Xe−1, Ye)→
F (Xd, Xd+1, · · · , Xe−1, Xe), and similarly for t(ur+1) ∈ F (Xe, Xe+1, · · · , Xf−1, Xf). Also the
indexed set
{u1, · · · , ur−1, πe(ur ⊗ ur+1), ur+2, · · · , ur+s}
is properly intersecting, where πe(ur ⊗ ur+1) is the image of ur ⊗ ur+1 by the map
πe : F (Xd, · · · , Ye)⊗ F (Ze, · · · , Xf)→ F (Xd, Xd+1, · · · , Xe−1, Xe, Xe+1, · · · , Xf−1, Xf) .
(This is shown, if r = s = 2, say, as follows. One has u = u1 ⊗ u2 ∈ F (X1, ···, Xa, ···, Ye|{a}))
and u′ = u3 ⊗ u4 ∈ F (Ze, ···, Xf , ···, Xn|{f}). Let v = πe(u ⊗ u
′) ∈ F (X1, ···, Xe, ···, Xn|{a, f}).
Then we have
π{a,e,f}(v) = u1 ⊗ u2 ⊗ u3 ⊗ u4
and
π{a,f}(v) = u1 ⊗ πe(u2 ⊗ u3)⊗ u4
showing that both {u1, u2, u3, u4} and {u1, πe(u2 ⊗ u3), u4} are properly intersecting.)
(1.8) Example. A DG category can be viewed as a quasi DG category. It is a weak DG
category, as already discussed in (1.4).
The condition (5) is satisfied with F (X1, · · · , Xn) = F (X1, · · · , Xn|S) = F (X1, · · · , Xn ⌉⌈S)
and σS = ιS = id. The condition (6) is also verified.
Indeed we also have the additional structure (iv) and (v). We define ∆X = idX ∈ F (X,X)
and
∆X(I) = ∆X ⊗ · · · ⊗∆X ∈ F (X ; I) ;
the diagonal extension λ∗ is defined in the evident manner. Then the condition (7) is satisfied.
As for the condition of proper intersection, we declare any indexed set {αi} in F (Ii) be properly
intersecting.
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(1.9) The quasi DG category Symb(S). Let S be a quasi-projective variety. The category of
smooth varieties X equipped with projective maps to S will be denoted by (Smooth/k ,Proj/S).
A symbol over S is an object the form ⊕
α∈A
(Xα/S, rα)
where Xα is a collection of objects in (Smooth/k ,Proj/S) indexed by a finite set A, and rα ∈ Z.
A morphism of symbols
f :
⊕
α∈A
(Xα/S, rα)→
⊕
β∈B
(Yβ/S, sβ)
is given by an isomorphism of sets u : A → B such that rα = su(α) for each α ∈ A and a
collection of isomorphisms of varieties over S, fα : Xα → Yu(α) for α ∈ A. Composition of
morphisms is given in the evident way. The direct sum of two symbols is defined in an obvious
manner, and the zero object corresponds to the symbol with A = ∅.
In [Ha-5] we defined
• the complexes F (K1, · · · , Kn|S) for a sequence of symbols Ki and S ⊂ (1, n),
• the maps ι, σ and ϕ,
• the diagonal elements ∆K(I) and the diagonal extension,
• the notion of proper intersection on F (K1, · · · , Kn),
and verified the conditions (1)-(8) for a quasi DG category. We refer to this as the quasi DG
category Symb(S).
We have the relation to the cycle complex of S. Bloch, as follows. For K = (X/S, r) and
(Y/S, s), there is a quasi-isomorphism
ZdimY−s+r(X ×S Y )→ F (K,L) .
The left hand side is the cycle complex of the fiber product X×S Y in dimension dimY −s+ r.
Thus there is a canonical isomorphism with the higher Chow group
H−nF ((X/S, r), (Y/S, s) ) = CHdimY−s+r(X ×S Y, n) .
Via this isomorphism, the map ψ in Remark to (1.5) reads
ψ : CHdimY−s+r(X ×S Y, n)⊗ CHdimZ−t+s(Y ×S Z,m)→ CHdimZ−t+r(X ×S Z, n+m) .
If f : X → Y is a map over S, then its graph Γf is an element of ZdimX(X ×S Y ) of
degree zero, thus it gives a cocycle of degree zero in the complex F ((Y/S, 0), (X/S, 0) ). Let
[Γf ] ∈ H
0F ((Y/S, 0), (X/S, 0) ) be its cohomology class. If g : Y → Z is another map, then
one verifies that ψ([Γf ]⊗ [Γg]) = [Γg◦f ].
(1.10) C-diagrams. Let C be a quasi DG category. We will construct another quasi DG
category C∆ out of C. An object of C∆ is of the form K = (Km; f(m1, · · · , mµ) ), where (K
m)
is a sequence of objects of C indexed by m ∈ Z, almost all of which are zero, and
f(m1, · · · , mµ) ∈ F (K
m1 , · · · , Kmµ)−(mµ−m1−µ+1)
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is a collection of elements indexed by sequences (m1 < m2 < · · · < mµ) with µ ≥ 2. We require
the following conditions:
(i) For each j = 2, · · · , µ− 1
σKmj (f(m1, · · · , mµ) ) = f(m1, · · · , mj)⊗ f(mj, · · · , mµ)
in F (Km1 , · · · , Kmj )⊗ F (Kmj , · · · , Kmµ).
(ii) For each (m1, · · · , mµ), one has
∂f(m1, · · · , mµ) +
∑
1≤t<µ
∑
mt<k<mt+1
(−1)mµ+µ+k+tϕKmk (f(m1, · · · , mt, k,mt+1, · · · , mµ) ) = 0 .
Here ∂ is the differential of the complex F (Km1 , · · · , Kmµ). We call an object of C∆ a C-diagram
in C.
In subsequent sections, for C-diagrams K1, · · · , Kn we will define complexes of abelian
groups F(K1, · · · , Kn) together with maps σKi and ϕKi. It will be shown that C
∆ forms a
quasi DG category, and that its homotopy category Ho(C∆) has the structure of a triangulated
category.
2 Function complexes F(K1, · · · , Kn).
In this section we keep the notation of §1. The operation Φ of (0.4) is used in (2.6). A variant
of the operation is discussed in (2.9), which is needed in (2.10). In (2.10) we also refer to (0.3)
for tensor product of “double” complexes.
Throughout this section, let C be a quasi DG category having additional structure (iv) and
(v) of (1.6). We have defined the notion of C-diagrams in the category. For a sequence of
C-diagrams K1, · · · , Kn, we will define the complexes F(K1, · · · , Kn) and the maps ϕ and σ
among them, and show that they satisfy the conditions for a quasi DG category (1.6), except
two of them that will be proven in §3.
(2.1) In this section a sequence is a pair (M |M ′) consisting of a finite increasing sequence of
integersM = (m1, · · · , mµ) wherem1 < · · · < mµ with µ ≥ 2, and a subsetM
′ ofM−{m1, mµ}.
We allow M ′ to be empty. For simplicity we also use the notation M for (M |M ′). When there
is no confusion denote (M |∅) by M .
Let in(M) = m1, tm(M) = mµ,
◦
M = M − {m1, mµ}. Let |M | = µ. For sequences (M |M
′)
and (N |N ′) with tm(M) = in(N), let
M ◦ N = (M ∪N |M ′ ∪ {tm(M)} ∪N ′) .
A double sequence a quadruple (M1|M
′
1;M2|M
′
2). Here M1, M2 are finite sequences of
integers, each of cardinality ≥ 1, andM ′1 andM
′
2 are subsets ofM1−{in(M1)},M2−{tm(M2)},
respectively. A double sequence may be viewed as a map defined on [1, 2], which sends i to
Mi := (Mi|M
′
i). To be specific, we will say it is a double sequence on the set [1, 2]. (Note
however that Mi is not a sequence in the sense just defined, since Mi may have cardinality one,
and even if |M1| ≥ 2, M
′
1 may contain tm(M1).) We also use a single letter A to denote a
double sequence,
A = (M1;M2) = (M1|M
′
1;M2|M
′
2) .
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The following figure on the left illustrates a sequence, where the line segment is [m1, mµ],
the dots indicate the set M and the encircled dots the subset M ′.
m1 m2 m3 m4 m5
M = (M |M ′) = ({m1, · · · , m5}|{m3, m4})
M1
M2
mµ
n1
m1
nν
The figure on the right illustrates a double sequence. In the first line lies M1 which is a line
segment with solid and encircled dots, and in the second lies M2 = (M2 = {n1, · · · , nν}|M
′
2).
(In the figure mµ < n1, but there are also cases mµ = n1 and mµ > n1.)
(2.2) The complex F (M |M ′). Let (Km) be a sequence of objects in C indexed by integers
m, all but a finite number of them being zero. To a sequence (M |M ′), one can associate the
complex
F (M) = F (M |M ′) := F (Km1 , · · · , Kmµ |M ′) .
If M = (M |∅), we simply write F (M) = F (M |∅); in general, if M1, · · · ,Mr is the segmentation
ofM given byM ′, F (M |M ′) = F (M1)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆF (Mr) ⊂ F (M1)⊗· · ·⊗F (Mr). In this section the
differential of F (M) is denoted ∂. For k ∈
◦
M−M ′ there is the corresponding map of complexes
ϕk : F (M |M
′) → F (M − {k}|M ′). There is also the map σk : F (M |M
′) → F (M |M ′ ∪ {k}).
The maps ϕk commute with each other, σk commute with each other, and ϕk and σℓ commute
with other.
(2.3) The complex ⊕F (M |M ′). We will define the structure of a complex on ⊕F (M |M ′), the
direct sum over all sequences (M |M ′).
For M = (m1, · · · , mµ), let
γ(M) = mµ −m1 − µ+ 1 .
If M and N are sequences with tmM = inN , then γ(M ∪N) = γ(M) + γ(N).
If k ∈
◦
M , let M≤k := {mi ∈ M | m ≤ k}. In this section, for an integer d, write
{d} := (−1)d; this is useful when d is a complicated expression. It will not lead to a confusion
since braces are used exclusively for this. For u ∈ F (M |M ′), let |u| = deg u (the degree in
F (M |M ′)).
We will define a map ∂ : F (M |M ′)→ F (M |M ′) of degree 1, and a map ϕ : ⊕F (M |M ′)→
⊕F (M |M ′) of degree 0. They are obtained from ∂ and ϕ by putting appropriate signs.
For u ∈ F (M |∅) define ∂(u) := ∂u. For k ∈
◦
M , define ϕk : F (M |∅)→ F (M − {k}|∅) by
ϕk(u) := {|u|+ γ(M≤k)}ϕk(u) .
Note that the maps u 7→ ∂(u) and u 7→ ϕk(u) increase the number |u| + γ(M) by one. In
general let M1, · · · ,Mr be the segmentation of M corresponding to M
′, so that F (M |M ′) =
F (M1)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆF (Mr). For u = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur ∈ F (M |M
′), define
∂(u) =
∑
i
{
∑
j>i
(|uj|+ γ(uj) )}u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (∂ui)⊗ · · · ⊗ ur .
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Here γ(ui) := γ(Mi) if ui ∈ F (Mi). For k ∈
◦
M −M ′, let i be such that k ∈ Mi, and define
ϕk : F (M |M
′)→ F (M − {k}|M ′) by
ϕk(u) = {
∑
j>i
(|uj|+ γ(uj) )}u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕk(ui)⊗ · · · ⊗ ur .
Now let
ϕ(u) :=
∑
k
ϕk(u) ,
the sum over k ∈
◦
M −M ′.
One verifies the following equalities:
∂∂(u) = 0, ϕϕ(u) = 0, ∂ϕ(u) +ϕ∂(u) = 0 . (2.3.a)
For u⊗ v ∈ F (M |M ′), where u ∈ F (M1)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆF (Ms), v ∈ F (Ms+1)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆF (Mr),
∂(u⊗v) = {|v|+γ(v)}∂u⊗v+u⊗∂v , ϕ(u⊗v) = {|v|+γ(v)}ϕ(u)⊗v+u⊗ϕ(v) . (2.3.b)
Indeed the equalities (2.3.b) are obvious. From these we obtain:
∂∂(u) = (∂∂u)⊗ v + u⊗ (∂∂v) ,
ϕϕ(u) = (ϕϕu)⊗ v + u⊗ (ϕϕv) ,
(∂ϕ+ϕ∂)(u⊗ v) = (∂ϕ+ϕ∂)u⊗ v + u⊗ (∂ϕ+ϕ∂)v .
Using them, one may assume u ∈ F (M |∅) to prove the three equalities (2.3.a). The verification
for ∂ is obvious. For the second equality of (1), one must show, for k, l ∈
◦
M with k < l and
u ∈ F (M |∅),
(ϕkϕl +ϕlϕk)u = 0 .
But
ϕkϕl(u) = {|u|+ γ(M≤l)}{|u|+ γ(M≤k)}ϕkϕl(u) ,
ϕlϕk(u) = {|u|+ γ(M≤k)}{|u|+ γ((M − {k})≤l) }ϕlϕk(u) ,
which add up to zero, since γ((M − {k})≤l) = γ(M≤l) + 1. The verification of the second
equality is similar.
Let ⊕F (M |M ′) be the direct sum over all sequences (M |M ′), and
δ := ∂ +ϕ : ⊕F (M |M ′)→ ⊕F (M |M ′) .
Define the first degree of u ∈ F (M |M ′) by
deg1(u) = |u|+ γ(M) .
Then δ increases the first degree by 1. We have the following proposition, so ⊕F (M |M ′) is
a complex with degree deg1 and differential δ, and the differential is compatible with tensor
product. The next proposition is a restatement of the identities (2.3.a) and (2.3.b).
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(2.3.1) Proposition. (1) δδ = 0.
(2) For u⊗ v ∈ F (M |M ′), where u ∈ F (M1)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆF (Ms), v ∈ F (Ms+1)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆF (Mr), one
has δ(u⊗ v) = {|v|+ γ(v)}δu⊗ v + u⊗ δv .
If one fixesM ′ and takes the sum over (M |M ′) where onlyM varies with conditionM ′ ⊂
◦
M ,
one still obtains a complex; taking then the sum over M ′ gives the complex discussed above.
In particular, ⊕F (M) = ⊕F (M |∅) is a complex, which appears in the following subsection.
(2.4) In the complex ⊕F (M), an element f = (f(M)) ∈ ⊕F (M) is of first degree 0 if deg f(M)+
γ(M) = 0. It satisfies δ(f) = 0 if for each M = (m1, · · · , mµ),
∂f(M) +
∑
k
ϕk(f(M ∪ {k}) ) = 0
where k varies over the set [inM, tmM ]−M . Concretely
∂f(m1, · · · , mµ) +
µ−1∑
t=1
∑
mt<k<mt+1
(−1)mµ+µ+k+tϕk(f(m1, · · · , mt, k,mt+1, · · · , mµ) = 0 .
We now restate the definition of a C-diagram.
(2.4.1) Definition. A C-diagram K = (Km; f(M)) in the quasi DG category is a se-
quence of objects Km indexed by m ∈ Z, all but a finite number of them being zero, and a
set of elements f(M) ∈ F (M)−γ(M) indexed by M = (m1, · · · , mµ), satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) For each k ∈
◦
M , σk(f(M)) = f(M≤k) ⊗ f(M≥k) in F (M≤k)⊗ F (M≥k). (To be precise
one should write τk for σk, but we may not make the distinction.)
(ii) f = (f(M) ) ∈ ⊕F (M) satisfies δ(f) = 0.
For an object X and n ∈ Z, there is a C-diagram K with Kn = X , Km = 0 if m 6= n, and
f(M) = 0 for all M . We write X [−n] for this.
(2.5) The differential σ. Under the same assumption, we define, for each k ∈
◦
M −M ′, the
map σk : F (M |M
′)→ F (M |M ′∪{k}) as follows. For u ∈ F (M |∅), if σk(u) =
∑
u′⊗u′′ where
u′ ∈ F (M≤k) and u
′′ ∈ F (M≥k), let
σk(u) =
∑
{deg1(u
′) · γ(u′′)}u′ ⊗ u′′ .
One has σk(u) ∈ F (M |{k}). Indeed, since F (M |{k}) is a “double” subcomplex of F (M≤k)⊗
F (M≥k), writing σk(u) =
∑
ua,b, the sum of elements of bidegree (a, b), each ua,b is in F (M |{k});
hence
∑
{a · γ(M≥k)}u
a,b is also in F (M |{k}).
In general, let M1, · · · ,Mr be the segmentation ofM by M
′. For u =
∑
u1⊗u2⊗· · ·⊗ur ∈
F (M |M ′) with ui ∈ F (Mi), and for k ∈ Mi −M
′, set
σk(u) = (−1)
|M ′>k|u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σk(ui)⊗ · · · ⊗ ur ;
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then we let
σ(u) :=
∑
k
σk(u)
where k varies over the set
◦
M −M ′. (Here M ′>k denotes the subset of M
′ of elements > k.)
For u ∈ F (M |M ′), define τ(u) := |M ′|. Note σ increases τ(u) by one.
(2.5.1) Proposition. (1) σσ(u) = 0.
(2) δσ(u) = σδ(u).
(3) σ(u⊗ v) = {τ(v) + 1}σ(u)⊗ v + u⊗ σ(v) .
Proof. (3) is obvious from the definitions. For (1), using (3) one may thus assume u ∈
F (M |∅). If u ∈ F (M |∅), for k, l ∈
◦
M with k < l, write
σkσl(u) =
∑
u′ ⊗ u′′ ⊗ u′′′
with u′ ∈ F (M≤k), u
′′ ∈ F (M≥k ∩M≤l), and u
′′′ ∈ F (M≥l). Then we have
σkσl(u) = {(|u
′|+ |u′′|+ γ(u′) + γ(u′′) ) · γ(u′′′)}{1 + (|u′|+ γ(u′)) · γ(u′′)}σkσl(u) ,
σlσk(u) = {(|u
′|+ γ(u′)) · (γ(u′′) + γ(u′′′))}{(|u′′|+ γ(u′′)) · γ(u′′′)}σlσk(u) .
The sum of them is zero.
For (2), using (3) and (2.3.1), (2), one may again assume u ∈ F (M |∅). We will then show
∂σk(u) = σk∂(u)
and
σkϕl(u) = ϕlσk(u)
for k 6= l. For the first equality, writing σk(u) =
∑
u′ ⊗ u′′, one has
σk(∂u) = ∂σk(u) =
∑
{|u′′|}∂u′ ⊗ u′′ +
∑
u′ ⊗ (∂u′′)
since σk and ∂ commute. So
σk(∂u) =
∑
{|u′′|+ (|∂u′|+ γ(u′)) · γ(u′′)}(∂u′)⊗ u′′ +
∑
{|u′|+ γ(u′)) · γ(u′′)}u′ ⊗ (∂u′′) .
On the other hand,
∂σk(u) = {(|u
′|+ γ(u′)) · γ(u′′)} · ∂(u′ ⊗ u′′) ,
which coincides with the above. The proof of the second equality is similar: write σk(u) =∑
u′ ⊗ u′′ ⊗ u′′′ as in the proof of (2.3.1), and compute σkϕl(u) and ϕlσk(u).
(2.6) The complexes G(K,L) and F(K,L). Let K = (Km; fK(M)) and L = (L
m; fL(M)) be
C-diagrams. To a double sequence A = (M |M ′;N |N ′) one associates the complex
F (A) = F (M |M ′;N |N ′) := F (Km1 , · · · , Kmµ ;Ln1 , · · · , Lnν |M ′ ∪N ′) .
To be precise, consider the finite ordered setM∐N (where we give the orderingm < n ifm ∈M
and n ∈ N), the sequence of objects (Km)m∈M , (L
n)n∈N on it, and the subsetM
′∐N ′ ⊂M∐N .
Then the corresponding complex is the F (A).
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If M1, · · · ,Mr is the segmentation of M given by M
′, and N1, · · · , Ns that of N given by
N ′, then
F (M |M ′;N |N ′) = F (M1)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆF (Mr ∪N1)⊗ˆF (N2)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆF (Ns) .
We refer to M1, · · · ,Mr−1,Mr ∪N1, N2, · · · , Ns as the segmentation of M ∪N by M
′ ∪N ′.
Let us say the double sequence is free when M ′ and N ′ are empty; then the corresponding
complex is free of tensor products.
As for F (M |M ′), one has maps ∂, ϕ and σ among the F (A). Recall for M = (m1, · · · , mµ),
γ(M) := mµ −m1 − µ+ 1. For A = (M;N), set |A| = |M |+ |N |,
γ(A) = γ(M) + γ(N) + (n1 −mµ)
and τ(A) = |M ′| + |N ′|. Note |A| and γ(A) depend only on (M ;N), while τ(A) depends
only on (M ′;N ′). The following obvious equalities will be repeatedly used. If k ∈ A with
k 6∈ {m1, nν}∪M
′ ∪N ′, then let A−{k} be the double sequence obtained by removing k from
M or N , and keeping M ′ and N ′. Then
γ(A− {k}) = γ(A) + 1 .
Also,
γ(A) = γ(A≤k) + γ(A≥k)
where A≤k, for instance, is the (double or single) sequence consisting of elements a ∈ A with
a ≤ k.
For u ∈ F (A), let γ(u) = γ(A) and τ(u) = τ(A). One can then define the maps ∂ and ϕ
as before, as well as the sum
δ = ∂ +ϕ : ⊕F (A)→ ⊕F (A) .
Specifically if u ∈ F (A) with A = (M |∅;N |∅), then ∂(u) = ∂(u). If u = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur ⊗ ur+1⊗
· · · ⊗ ur+s−1 ∈ F (M1)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆF (Ns) as above, then
∂(u) =
∑
i
{
∑
j>i
(|uj|+ γ(uj) )}u1 ⊗ · · · (∂ui)⊗ · · · ⊗ ur+s−1 .
Similarly for ϕ.
One also has the map σ : ⊕F (A) → ⊕F (A). These maps satisfy the same identities as
before. In addition, we will define maps fK and fL.
For this purpose one needs to invoke (1.6), (v) and take appropriate quasi-isomorphic sub-
complexes. There is a distinguished subcomplex [F (M |M ′;N |N ′)]f →֒ F (M |M
′;N |N ′) satis-
fying the following conditions:
• If P = (P |∅) is a sequence with tm(P ) = in(M), then the map
fK(P )⊗ (−) : [F (M;N)]f → [F (P ◦M;N)]f
is defined. Here P ◦M := (P ∪M |{tm(M)} ∪M ′).
M
N
(P |∅)
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• Similarly if tm(N) = in(Q), then
(−)⊗ fL(Q) : [F (M;N)]f → [F (M;N ◦Q)]f
is defined.
• [F (M;N)]f is closed under the maps ϕ and σ.
For the existence of such a subcomplex, with reference to (1.6), (8), we proceed as follows.
Let I = M ∐N , and I1, · · · , Ic be its segmentation by M
′ ∐N ′ (same as M1, · · · ,Mr−1,Mr ∪
N1, N2, · · · , Ns at the beginning of this subsection). To specify a condition of constraint C on
this, let
I := [−w, tm(M)] ∐ [in(N), w]
where w is a positive integer large enough so that Km = O for m < −w and Lm = O for
m > w. As a subset of [1, c], we take P = [1, c]. Choose a set of almost disjoint sub-intervals
of I such that for each j, one has either Jj ⊂ [−w, in(M)] or Jj ⊂ [tm(N), w]. Set
f(Jj) =
{
fK(Jj) if Jj ⊂ [−w, in(M)] ,
fL(Jj) if Jj ⊂ [tm(N), w] .
These give a constraint C = (I;P ; {Jj}; {f(Jj)}). Thus the corresponding distinguished sub-
complex is generated by u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc with ui ∈ F (Ii) such that
{u1, · · · , uc, {f(Jj)} } is properly intersecting. (2.6.a)
We take all possible sets of sub-intervals {Jj}, and take the intersection of the corresponding
distinguished subcomplexes; this gives a subcomplex satisfying the required conditions, as can
be shown using functorial properties of proper intersection, (1.7.2). In short, we could say that
we take {fK(P )} and {fL(Q)} as the set of constraints. In the rest of this paper we write
F (M;N) for [F (M;N)]f as long as no confusion is likely.
For a sequence P = (P |∅) with tm(P ) = in(M) and u ∈ F (M;N), let
fK(P )⊗ u = {|τ(u)|+ 1}fK(P )⊗ u ∈ F (P ◦M;N) .
Let fK ⊗ u :=
∑
fK(P )⊗ u where P varies over sequences with tm(P ) = in(M). When there
is no confusion, we also write fK(u) = fK ⊗ u like an operator.
If in(Q) = tm(N) let
u⊗ fL(Q) = −u⊗ fL(Q) ∈ F (M;N ◦Q) ,
and u⊗ fL =
∑
u⊗ fL(Q), the sum over Q with in(Q) = tm(N). We also write fL(u) = u⊗ fL.
These operations are subject to the following identities.
(2.6.1) Proposition. (1) δfK = fKδ. δfL = fLδ.
(2) One has
σ(fK ⊗ u) + fK ⊗ (fK ⊗ u) + fK ⊗ σ(u) = 0 .
Similarly σ(u⊗ fL) + (u ⊗ fL)⊗ fL + σ(u)⊗ fL = 0. (With the operator-like notation, σfK +
fKσ + fKfK = 0, etc. )
(3) One has fK⊗(u⊗v) = {τ(v)+1}(fK⊗u)⊗v. (Here u ∈ F (M) = F (K
M), v ∈ F (M′;N)
with tm(M) = in(M ′); or either, u ∈ F (M;N), v ∈ F (N′) = F (LN
′
) with tm(N) = in(N ′). )
Similarly (u⊗ v)⊗ fL = u⊗ (v ⊗ fL).
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(4) (fK ⊗ u)⊗ fL+ fK ⊗ (u⊗ fL) = 0. (With the operator-like notation, fKfL+ fLfK = 0. )
Proof. (1) We show δfK = fKδ. Since δ(f) = 0, by (2.3.1), (2),
δ(f ⊗ u) = {τ(u) + 1}f ⊗ δ(u) .
Noting τ(δ(u)) = τ(u), one has
f ⊗ δ(u) = {τ(u) + 1}f ⊗ δ(u)
as well. The proof of δfL = fLδ is similar.
(2) By |f(P )|+ γ(P ) = 0, one has
σ(f(P )) =
∑
f(P1)⊗ f(P2) ,
the sum over all segmentations of P to P1 and P2. So, using (2.5.1),
σ(f(P )⊗ u)
= {τ(u) + 1}({τ(u) + 1}σ(f(P ))⊗ u+ f(P )⊗ σ(u) )
=
∑
f(P1)⊗ f(P2)⊗ u+ {τ(u) + 1}f(P )⊗ σ(u) .
Also,
f(P1)⊗ f(P2)⊗ u = −f(P1)⊗ f(P2)⊗ u ,
and
f(P )⊗ σ(u) = {τ(σ(u)) + 1}f(P )⊗ σ(u) ,
where τ(σ(u)) = τ(u) + 1. The equality hence follows.
(3) Obvious from the definitions.
(4) One has
(fK ⊗ u)⊗ fL = −
∑
{τ(u) + 1}(fK(P )⊗ u)⊗ fL(Q) ,
and
fK ⊗ (u⊗ fL) = −
∑
{τ(u)}fK(P )⊗ (u⊗ fL(Q)) ,
which add to zero.
For u ∈ F (A) define
d′(u) = σ(u) + fK(u) + fL(u) .
It increases τ(u) by one, and by (2.5.1) and (2.6.1), we have d′d′ = 0 and δd′ = d′δ. In addition,
d′(u⊗v) = {τ(v)+1}(d′u)⊗v+u⊗ (d′v). Thus the direct sum ⊕AF (A) is a “double” complex
Ha,b with respect to the two gradings
a = deg1(u) + 1, b = τ(u) ,
with deg1(u) := |u|+ γ(A), and the commuting differentials −δ, d
′. Denote it by H• •(K,L):
H• •(K,L) = ⊕AF (A) = ⊕A[F (A)]f .
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Clearly Ha,b = 0 unless b ≥ 0.
Let
H(K,L) = Tot(H• •(K,L) )
be the associated total complex. The total degree is of u ∈ F (A) is given by degH(u) =
deg1(u) + τ(u) + 1, and the total differential dH is given by
dH(u) = −δ(u) + (−1)
deg1(u)+1d′(u)
on u ∈ F (A).
(2.6.2) Proposition. For each a, the complex with respect to d′,
Ha,0 → Ha,1 → · · ·
is exact.
Proof. On the complex (Ha,•, d′), consider the filtration given by the sum of terms F (A)
with inM ≤ p and tmN ≥ q, for varying p, q; in the subquotients the maps fK and fL are zero,
so the differentials d′ are just σ. So they are sums of the complexes
F (I|∅)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|S|=1
F (I|S)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|S|=2
F (I|S)
σ
−−−→· · · → F (I|
◦
I)→ 0
where I = M ∐ N with inM = p and tmN = q given, and S varies over subsets of
◦
I . The
claim follows from the acyclicity axiom of σ, (1.6), (6).
Applying the operation Φ in (0.4) we obtain a complex
G
•(K,L) := ΦH• •(K,L) = Ker(d′ : H• 0 → H• 1) ,
and the differential is the restriction of dH to ΦH
• •(K,L). So the degree and differential are
given by degG(u) = deg1(u) + 1 and dG = −δ on u ∈ F (A). Set finally
F(K,L) = G(K,L)[1] .
The degree and the differential are given as follows:
degF(u) = deg1(u) , dF(u) = δ(u).
The following facts are obvious from the definitions.
(2.6.3) An element u ∈ Ha,0 consists of u(M ;N) ∈ F (KM ;LN) with deg1 u(M ;N) = a−1,
where (M ;N) varies over free double sequences. It is in G(K,L)a if the following condition is
satisfied.
(i) For k ∈M , k 6= in(M),
σk(u(M ;N)) = fK(M≤k)⊗ u(M≥k;N) ,
equivalently,
σk(u(M ;N)) = fK(M≤k)⊗ u(M≥k;N) .
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(ii) For k ∈ N , k 6= tm(N),
σk(u(M ;N) ) = u(M ;N≤k)⊗ fL(N≥k) ,
equivalently,
σk(u(M ;N) ) = {(a− 1) · γ(N≥k)} u(M ;N≤k)⊗ fL(N≥k) .
(2.6.4) Example. If X , Y are objects in C and K = X [0] and L = Y [n] (see (2.4)), we
have F(K,L) = F (X, Y )[n].
(2.7) The complexes H(I) and G(I). Let n ≥ 2. Assume given a sequence of C-diagrams Ki =
(Kmi ; fKi(M)) for i = 1, · · · , n. We will define complexes H(K1, · · · , Kn) and G(K1, · · · , Kn),
generalizing H(K,L) and G(K,L) in case n = 2. As in the case |I| = 2, G is a quasi-isomorphic
subcomplex of H. The generalization of F(K,L) to F(K1, · · · , Kn) will be discussed later in
this section.
A multi-sequence on [1, n] is a 2n-tuple of finite sequences
A = (M1; · · · ;Mn) = (M1|M
′
1;M2|M
′
2; · · · ,Mn−1|M
′
n−1;Mn|M
′
n)
satisfying the following conditions:
• Each Mi is non-empty;
• M ′j ⊂Mj for j = 1, · · · , n, and in(M1) 6∈M
′
1, and tm(Mn) 6∈M
′
n.
The following illustrates a multi-sequence. The vertical direction is for [1, n], and the hori-
zontal direction for the Mi.
M1
M2
M3
M4
1
2
3
4
Associated to A is a finite ordered set M =M1∪· · ·∪Mn (disjoint union) and (K
m
i ) defines
a sequence of objects on it, Mi ∋ m 7→ K
m
i on each Mi. There corresponds the complex
F (A) = F (M1; · · · ;Mn) = F (M1 ∪ · · · ∪Mn|M
′
1 ∪ · · · ∪M
′
n) .
An element u ∈ F (A) can be written as a sum of u1⊗· · ·⊗ur where ui ∈ F (Ai) and (A1, · · · , Ar)
is the segmentation of ∐Mi by ∐M
′
i . Let ∂ be its differential. Set |A| =
∑
|Mi|,
γ(A) =
∑
1≤i≤n
γ(Mi) +
∑
1≤i<n
(in(Mi+1)− tm(Mi) ) ,
and τ(A) =
∑
|M ′i |.
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Now consider the group
⊕AF (A)
the direct sum over all multi-sequences A on [1, n]. We make it into a “triple” complex,
denoted H• • • = H• • •(K1, · · · , Kn). It is analogous to the double complex H
• • in the previous
subsection. Set
M ′int =
⋃
1<i<n
M ′i , M
′
out =M
′
1 ∪M
′
n .
• The first degree (namely the number a in Ha,b,c) is deg1(u) = |u|+ γ(u), and the first
differential is d1 = −δ, where δ is to be defined as follows.
As in the case n = 2, one has the map ∂. For each k ∈ M1 −M
′
1 with k 6= in(M1) (resp.
k ∈Mn −M
′
n with k 6= tm(Mn)), one has the map
ϕk : F (M1; · · · ;Mn)→ F ((M1 − {k}|M
′
1);M2; · · · ;Mn)
(resp. F (M1; · · · ;Mn)→ F (M1;M2; · · · ; (Mn − {k}|M
′
n)) ). So ϕ =
∑
ϕk and δ = ∂ + ϕ are
endomorphisms of ⊕F (A).
• The second degree is deg2(u) = |M
′
int| + 1, and the second differential is d2 = σint
defined as follows: For k ∈ ∪1<i<n(Mi −M
′
i), define
σk(u) = (−1)
|(M ′int)>k|u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σk(uj)⊗ · · · ⊗ ur
where σk(uj) is as in (2.5), and taking the sum of them,
σint(u) :=
∑
σk(u) .
• The third degree is deg3(u) = |M
′
out|, and the third differential is d3 = σout+ fK1 + fKn ,
where the three operators are defined as follows.
For k ∈ (M1 −M
′
1) ∪ (Mn −M
′
n), let
σk(u) = (−1)
|(M ′out)>k |u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σk(uj)⊗ · · · ⊗ ur
(so j = 1 or r), and
σout(u) :=
∑
σk(u) ,
the sum over k ∈ (M1 −M
′
1) ∪ (Mn −M
′
n).
For a sequence P with tm(P ) = in(M), set
fK1(P )⊗ u = {|M
′
out|+ 1}fK1(P )⊗ u and fK1(u) =
∑
P
fK1(P )⊗ u .
Similarly set
u⊗ fKn(Q) = −u⊗ fKn(Q) and fKn(u) =
∑
Q
u⊗ fKn(Q) .
For these maps to be defined, one must take appropriate distinguished subcomplexes of F (A)
as for the case n = 2.
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By the following result, which can be shown as in the previous subsection, we have a “triple”
complex.
(2.7.1) Proposition. (1) σint is a differential, and it commutes with δ; namely we have
the following identities:
σintσint = 0 , σintδ = δσint .
Similarly for σout:
σoutσout = 0 , σoutδ = δσout .
The differentials σint and σout commute:
σintσout = σoutσint .
(2) The maps d1 = −δ, d2 = σint, and d3 = σout + fK1 + fKn are differentials, commuting
with each other.
Proof. (1) Similar to the proof of (2.5.1).
(2) Similar to the proof of (2.6.1).
(3) Follows from (1) and (2).
Let H(K1, · · · , Kn) be the total complex of H
• • •. The total differential is
dH = −δ + (−1)
deg1d2 + (−1)
deg1+deg2d3 .
As in the case |I| = 2, we have the following claim; the proof is parallel to that for (2.6.2).
(2.7.2) Proposition. The complex
H• • 0
d3−−−→H• • 1
d3−−−→· · ·
is exact.
Now set G• •(K1, · · · , Kn) = Φ(H
• • •(K1, · · · , Kn) ); it is a “double” complex. We also
define G(K1, · · · , Kn) to be its total complex. Note the total degree and differential of this
complex are deg1+deg2 and
dG = −δ + (−1)
deg1σint
when acting on u. It is a quasi-isomorphic subcomplex of H(K1, · · · , Kn). When the sequence
K1, · · · , Kn is understood, write them as G
• •([1, n]) and G([1, n]), respectively.
The same construction applies to any finite totally ordered set I and a sequence of C-
diagrams indexed by I, so we have the complex G(I).
If |I| = 2, say I = [1, 2], the construction in this subsection is related to that in (2.6) as
follows. Let K = K1 and L = K2. Then the second degree of H
• • •(K,L) is concentrated in
one, and σint = 0. Thus one sees that the partial totalization Tot12(H
• • •(K,L)) coincides with
H• •(K,L) in (2.6), and that the totalization of G• •(K,L) coincides with G(K,L) in (2.6).
For the sake of reference we record the condition for an element of Ha,b,0(I) be in Ga,b(I).
(2.7.3)(σ-consistency) Let u ∈ Ha,b,0([1, n]) be an element with components
u(M1;M2; · · · ;Mn−1;Mn) ∈ F (M1;M2; · · · ;Mn−1;Mn)
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(note the sequencesM1 andMn are free by the assumption deg3(u) = 0). Then u is inG
a,b([1, n])
if and only if the following equalities are satisfied (we then say u is σ-consistent.) Note the
signs in the second equality.
(i) For each k ∈M1 − {in(M1)}, one has
−fK1((M1)≤k)⊗ u((M1)≥k;M2; · · · ;Mn−1;Mn) + σk(u(M1;M2; · · · ;Mn−1;Mn) ) = 0 ,
equivalently,
−fK1((M1)≤k)⊗ u((M1)≥k;M2; · · · ;Mn−1;Mn) + σk(u(M1;M2; · · · ;Mn−1;Mn) ) = 0 .
(ii) For each k ∈Mn − {tm(Mn)},
−u(M1;M2; · · · ;Mn−1; (Mn)≤k)⊗ fKn((Mn)≥k) + σk(u(M1;M2; · · · ;Mn−1;Mn) ) = 0 ,
equivalently, writing u(M1;M2; · · · ;Mn−1;Mn) =
∑
u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur , with ui ∈ F (Ai) as before,
one has
−u(M1;M2; · · · ;Mn−1; (Mn)≤k)⊗ fKn((Mn)≥k) +
∑
±σk(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur) = 0 ,
the sign for σk being given by (−1)
deg1(ur)·γ((Mn)≥k).
The following proposition shows a difference between the cases |I| = 2 and |I| ≥ 3.
(2.8) Proposition. G(I) is acyclic if |I| ≥ 3.
Proof. We show the acyclicity of H(I) for I = [1, n]. For each pair of integers (a, b), the
sum
F(a, b) =
⊕
inM1≤a, tmMn≥b
F (M1; · · · ;Mn)
is a subcomplex of H(I), and gives its filtration (increasing in a, decreasing in b). In a successive
quotient, which is the form
Gr
(a,b)
F
=
⊕
inM1=a, tmMn=b
F (M1; · · · ;Mn) ,
the maps fK are zero, so the differential is a signed sum of ∂, ϕ, and σ. Consider an increasing
filtration on it defined by
Filc =
⊕
|M |≤c
F (M1; · · · ;Mn) .
In a successive quotient GrcF ilGr
(a,b)
F
, one has ϕ = 0, so it is a sum of the total complexes of
the following form:
0→ F (I|∅)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|S|=1
F (I|S)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|S|=2
F (I|S)
σ
−−−→· · · → F (I|
◦
I)→ 0
where I = ∐Mi and S varies over subsets of
◦
I . Since |I| ≥ 3, one has |I| ≥ 3; thus the total
complex of the above is acyclic as shown by the spectral sequence argument using the following
obvious lemma.
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(2.8.1) Lemma. Let A be an abelian group, T be a non-empty finite set. For each subset
S of T let AS = A be a copy of A, and for an inclusion S ⊂ S
′, let αS S′ : AS → AS′ be the
identity map. Then the sequence
0→ A∅ →
⊕
|S|=1
AS →
⊕
|S|=2
AS → · · · → AT → 0 ,
where the maps are alternating sums of αS S′, is exact.
(2.9)The subcomplexes Φ(A)⊗ˆΦ(B). This subsection is a complement to (0.4), from which
we keep the notation. We explain a procedure to give a quasi-isomorphic subcomplex of the
complexes Φ(A)⊗ Φ(B). (This will be needed in the next subsection.)
Assume we have a quasi-isomorphic “quadruple” subcomplex A
• •
⊗ˆB
• •
→֒ A
• •
⊗ B
• •
, see
(0.1.1). Assume further that A
• •
and B
• •
are complexes of free Z-modules. By the freeness
assumption, the natural map Φ(A)• ⊗ Φ(B)• → A• 0 ⊗B• 0 is an injection. We set
Φ(A)•⊗ˆΦ(B)• := (Φ(A)• ⊗ Φ(B)• ) ∩ (A• 0⊗ˆB• 0)
the intersection being taken in A• 0 ⊗ B• 0. Note one has the identity
Φ(A)•⊗ˆΦ(B)• = Φ(Tot24(A
• •
⊗ˆB
• •
) ) . (2.9.a)
Using this one sees that the four inclusions in the following square are all quasi-isomorphisms.
Φ(A)•⊗ˆΦ(B)• →֒ A• •⊗ˆB• •
↓ ↓
Φ(A)• ⊗ Φ(B)• →֒ A• • ⊗ B• • .
If the freeness assumption is not satisfied, one could take the identity (2.9.a) as the definition
of the left hand side; but in this paper the freeness assumption will be always satisfied.
More generally, assume given a sequence of “n-tuple” complexes A•···•1 , A
• ···•
2 , · · · , A
• ···•
c , and
a quasi-isomorphic multiple subcomplex A•···•1 ⊗ˆA
• ···•
2 ⊗ˆA
• ···•
c . One then has a “c(n − 1)”-tuple
subcomplex
Φ(A1)⊗ˆ · · · ⊗ˆΦ(Ac) →֒ Φ(A1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Φ(Ac) .
In the next subsection, we have “triple” complexes A• • •, B• • •, and a quasi-isomorphic
subcomplex A• • •⊗ˆB• • • is given. One then has a “quadruple” complex Φ(A)• •⊗ˆΦ(B)• •. We
have, as in (0.3), a “double” complex
Φ(A)• •×ˆΦ(B)• • := Tot13Tot24(Φ(A)
• •⊗ˆΦ(B)• •) ,
and an isomorphism
u : Tot(Φ(A)• •)⊗ˆTot(Φ(B)• •)
∼
→ Tot(Φ(A)• •×ˆΦ(B)• •) . (2.9.b)
(2.10) The complex G(I|Σ) In the rest of this section we work under the following assumption:
I is a finite totally ordered set, and given a sequence of C-diagramsKi = (K
m
i ; fKi(M)) indexed
by I. For simplicity of notation we often assume I = [1, n].
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Let I1, · · · , Ic be a segmentation of I. We will define a quasi-isomorphic multiple subcomplex
denoted
G(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G(Ic) ⊂ G(I1)⊗ · · · ⊗G(Ic) .
The usage of the symbol ⊗˜ is made in line with the convention (0.1.1) for a quasi-isomorphic
multiple subcomplex, but to avoid confusion with ⊗ˆ.
First consider the case c = 2, and for simplicity assume I1 = [1, m] and I2 = [m,n].
Let A1 = (M1; · · · ;Mm) and A2 = (Nm; · · · ;Nn) be multi-sequences on [1, m] and [m,n],
respectively.
A1
A2
1
m
n
A1
A2
−w
w
Pair of multi-sequences. The ordered set I in Case (ii).
[tm(Mm), in(Nm)]
Let
F (A1)⊗˜F (A2)
be the distinguished subcomplex of F (A1)⊗ F (A2) defined as follows.
(i)Case tm(Mm) > in(Nm) . One has a distinguished subcomplex [F (A1)]f →֒ F (A1) sat-
isfying the same conditions with respect to fK1(P ) ⊗ (−) and (−) ⊗ fKn(Q) as the complex
[F (M |M ′;N |N ′)]f in (2.6). Similarly one has [F (A2)]f . We set
F (A1)⊗˜F (A2) = [F (A1)]f ⊗ [F (A2)]f ,
which is a distinguished subcomplex as a tensor product of distinguished subcomplexes, see
(1.6), (8).
(ii)Case tm(Mm) ≤ in(Nm) . Set M = ∐Mi, N = ∐Ni, M
′ = ∐M ′i and N
′ = ∐N ′i for
convenience, and let I = M ∐N , and I1, · · · , Ir be the segmentation of I obtained as the union
of the segmentation of M by M ′ and that of N by N ′. The corresponding tensor product
complex is F (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (Ir), and it contains F (A1)⊗ F (A2) as a distinguished subcomplex.
To specify a condition of constraint on the tensor product complex, let
I = [−w, tm(M1)]∐ (
∐
2≤i≤m−1
Mi)∐ [tm(Mm), in(Nm)]∐ (
∐
m+1≤i≤n−1
Ni) ∐ [in(Nn), w] ,
with w large enough (see the figure on the right). Choose a set of almost disjoint sub-intervals
{Jj} such that each Ji is contained in one of the intervals [−w, in(M1)], [in(Mm), tm(Nm)], or
[tm(Nn), w]. Correspondingly let
f(Jj) =

fK1(Jj) if Jj ⊂ [−w, in(M1)],
fKm(Jj) if Jj ⊂ [tm(Mm), in(Nm)],
fKn(Jj) if Jj ⊂ [tm(Nn), w].
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The set of data C = (I;P = [1, r]; {Jj}; {f(Jj)}) gives a constraint; the corresponding distin-
guished subcomplex is generated by u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur with ui ∈ F (Ii) such that
{u1, · · · , ur, {f(Jj)} } is properly intersecting. (2.10.a)
To obtain our subcomplex F (A1)⊗˜F (A2), take the intersection of such distinguished subcom-
plexes for all possible sets of sub-intervals {Jj}, then take the intersection with [F (A1)]f ⊗
[F (A2)]f as in Case (i):
F (A1)⊗˜F (A2) =
⋂
C
[F (A1)⊗ F (A2)]C ∩ ([F (A1)]f ⊗ [F (A2)]f ) .
The subcomplex F (A1)⊗˜F (A2) was so specified that
(a) H• • •⊗˜H• • • is a subcomplex of H• • • ⊗H• • • (see below for this), and
(b) the map ρm can be defined in the next subsection; the following fact will be used
there. If tm(Mm) = in(Nm) = {ℓ} (we will then say that A1 and A2 are composable) one has
F (A1)⊗˜F (A2) ⊂ [F (A1 ◦ A2)]f , where we recall A1 ◦ A2 is the “concatenation” of A1 and A2,
namely
A1 ◦ A2 := (M1; · · · ;Mm−1; (Mm ∪Nm|M
′
m ∪ {ℓ} ∪N
′
m); · · · ;Nn) .
Indeed ∩C[F (A1)⊗ F (A2)]C equals [F (A1 ◦ A2)]f in this case.
With these subcomplexes, let
H• • •([1, m])⊗˜H• • •([m,n]) ⊂ H• • •([1, m])⊗H• • •([m,n])
be the “6-tuple” subcomplex defined as the sum ⊕F (A1)⊗˜F (A2) ⊂ ⊕[F (A1)]f ⊗ [F (A2)]f . It
is a quasi-isomorphic subcomplex. To this subcomplex, we apply the construction of (2.9) to
obtain a quasi-isomorphic “4-tuple” subcomplex
G• •([1, m])⊗˜G• •([m,n]) = Φ(H• • •([1, m]) )⊗˜Φ(H• • •([m,n]) ) →֒ G• •([1, m])⊗G• •([m,n]) .
Then set
G([1, m])⊗˜G([m,n]) = Tot12 Tot34(G
• •([1, m])⊗˜G• •([m,n]) ) .
This is a “double” complex, which can be turned into a double complex by changing signs as
in (0.1).
Also, as discussed in (2.9), we have the “double” complex
G• •([1, m])×˜G• •([m,n]) = Tot13Tot24(G
• •([1, m])⊗˜G• •([m,n]) )
and an isomorphism of complexes (2.9.b)
u : G([1, m])⊗˜G([m,n])→ Tot(G• •([1, m])×˜G• •([m,n]) ) .
If c > 2 the definition is similar. For multi-sequences A1, · · · , Ac on I1, · · · , Ic respectively,
one can define a distinguished subcomplex
F (A1)⊗˜F (A2)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜F (Ac)
subject to similar conditions. Taking the sum of them we have the “3c-tuple” subcomplex
H• • •(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜H
• • •(Ic)
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(also denoted H• • •(I|Σ) if Σ corresponds to the segmentation I1, · · · , Ic) and taking the Φ-part
of this we get a “2c-tuple” quasi-isomorphic subcomplex
G• •(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G
• •(Ic) ⊂ G
• •(I1)⊗ · · · ⊗G
• •(Ic) .
Then we get a “c-tuple” subcomplex
G(I|Σ) = G(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G(Ic) := Tot12 Tot34 · · ·Tot2c−1,2c(G
• •(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G
• •(Ic)) (2.10.b)
of G(I ⌉⌈Σ) = G(I1)⊗ · · · ⊗G(Ic). We always view this as a c-tuple complex by changing signs
as in (0.1). Let ιΣ : G(I|Σ)→ G(I ⌉⌈Σ) be the inclusion. The complex G(I|Σ) will play a major
role in the rest of this section.
(2.11) The maps ρ and Π. We define a map called the product map (for m ∈ Σ)
ρm : G(I|Σ)→ G(I|Σ− {m}) .
This is to be a map of multiple complexes as follows. If I1, · · · , Ia is the segmentation of I by
Σ − {m}, I ′1, · · · , I
′
a+1 the segmentation by Σ, and f : [1, a + 1] → [1, a] the map such that
I ′f(i) ⊂ Ii, then Tot
f
G(I|Σ) and G(I|Σ − {m}) are a-tuple complexes, and ρm is a map of
a-tuple complexes.
For simplicity of notation let us consider the case Σ = {m}, where the map is of the form
ρm : G([1, m])⊗˜G([m,n])→ G([1, n]). Consider the map
ρm : H
• • •([1, m])⊗˜H• • •([m,n])→ H• • •([1, n])
defined as follows. The source is the sum of F (A1)⊗˜F (A2), where A1 andA2 are multi-sequences
on [1, m] and [m,n], respectively. On each direct summand F (A1)⊗˜F (A2) where A1 and A2
are composable, ρm is the inclusion map F (A1)⊗˜F (A2)→ [F (A1 ◦A2)]f . If A1 and A2 are not
composable, ρm is set to be zero on F (A1)⊗˜F (A2).
Observe that ρm takes H
a,b,c⊗˜Ha
′,b′,c′ to Ha+a
′,b+b′,c+c′. Indeed if A1 = (M1; · · · ;Mm),
A2 = (Nm; · · · ;Nn) are composable, Mm = Nm = {ℓ}, and u ∈ F (A1), v ∈ F (A2), set
M ′int = ∪1<i≤mM
′
i , N
′
int = ∪m≤i<nN
′
i .
One has
deg1(u⊗ v) = |u|+ |v|+ γ(M1) + γ(Nn) = deg1(u) + deg1(v) ,
deg2(u⊗ v) = |M
′
int ∪ {ℓ} ∪N
′
int|+ 1 = deg2 u+ deg2 v ,
and
deg3(u⊗ v) = |M
′
1 ∪N
′
m| = deg3(u) + deg3(v) .
By restriction one obtains a map ρm : H
• • 0([1, m])⊗˜H• • 0([m,n])→ H• • 0([1, n]).
(2.11.1) Lemma. (1) The map ρm above gives rise to a map of “double” complexes
ρm : G
• •([1, m])×˜G• •([m,n])→ G• •([1, n]) .
(2) One has an induced map of complexes
ρm : G([1, m])⊗˜G([m,n])→ G([1, n]) ;
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it sends the sum of terms u ⊗ v ∈ F (A1)⊗˜F (A2), with A1, A2 composable, to the sum of
{(deg1 u) · (deg2 v)}u⊗ v.
Proof. (1) The meaning of the statement is that the degree-preserving map
ρm : H
• • 0([1, m])⊗˜H• • 0([m,n])→ H• • 0([1, n])
sends G• •⊗˜G• • into G• •, and the induced map
G• •×˜G• • := Tot13Tot24(G
• •⊗˜G• • )→ G• •
is a map of “double” complexes: One has, for a homogeneous element u ⊗ v ∈ G• •⊗˜G• •,
equalities
δρ(u⊗ v) = (−1)deg1 vρ(δu⊗ v) + ρ(u⊗ δv) ,
σintρ(u⊗ v) = (−1)
deg2 vρ(σintu⊗ v) + ρ(u⊗ σintv) .
For u = (u(A1) ) ∈ G
• •([1, m]) and v = (v(A2) ) ∈ G
• •([m,n]), one has ρm(u ⊗ v) =∑
u(A1)⊗ v(A2), the sum over composable pairs A1 = (M1; · · · ;Mm) and A2 = (Nm; · · · ;Nn)
both of third degree 0 (M1 = (M1|∅) and Mm,Nm,Nn are free sequences). It is in G
• • since
the condition (2.7.3) holds; this shows the first assertion.
The first equality holds, since for each composable (A1, A2), one has
δ(u(A1)⊗ v(A2)) = (−1)
deg1 v(δu(A1) )⊗ v(A2) + u(A1)⊗ (δv(A2)) .
by (2.3.1).
For the second equality, if A1 and A2 are composable with tm(Mm) = in(Nm) = {ℓ}, one
has from the definition
σint(u(A1)⊗ v(A2)) = σ
′
int(u(A1)⊗ v(A2)) + σ
′′
int(u(A1)⊗ v(A2))
where σ′int :=
∑
σk, the sum over k ∈ ∪1<i<m(Mi − M
′
i) and k ∈ ∪m<i<n(Ni − N
′
i), and
σ′′int :=
∑
σk, the sum over k ∈ (Mm ∪Nm)− {ℓ}. We have
σ′int(u(A1)⊗ v(A2)) = (−1)
deg2 v (σint(u(A1))⊗ v(A2) + u(A1)⊗ σint(v(A2)) ) ,
by the same proof as for (2.5.1), (3).
As for the other term σ′′int(u(A1)⊗ v(A2)), we claim that the sum of them over composable
pairs (A1, A2) equals zero. If (L|{ℓ, ℓ
′}) is a sequence with ℓ < ℓ′ in L, L is segmented into
three intervals L≤ℓ, L[ℓ,ℓ′], and L≥ℓ′ . The elements u(A1), v(A2) associated to the composable
pair
A1 = (M1;M2; · · · ;Mm−1;L≤ℓ), A2 = (L≥ℓ;Nm+1; · · · ;Nn−1;Nn)
will be denoted by u(L≤ℓ) and v(L≥ℓ). Similarly we have elements u(L≤ℓ′) and v(L≥ℓ′). Now
σ′′int(u⊗ v) has in it terms
σℓ′(u(L≤ℓ)⊗ v(L≥ℓ) ) + σℓ(u(L≤ℓ′)⊗ v(L≥ℓ′) ) ,
that equals (with τ = |N ′|)
(−1)τu(L≤ℓ)⊗ σℓ′(v(L≥ℓ) ) + (−1)
τ+1σℓ(u(L≤ℓ′) )⊗ v(L≥ℓ′) .
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We find it is zero using the identities (see (2.7.3) )
σℓ′(v(L≥ℓ) ) = fKm(L[ℓ,ℓ′])⊗ v(L≥ℓ′) ,
σℓ(u(L≥ℓ′) ) = u(L≤ℓ)⊗ fKm(L[ℓ,ℓ′]) .
(2) Apply the operation Tot to the map ρm of (1) to get a map of complexes
Tot(G• •([1, m])×˜G• •([m,n]) )→ G([1, n]) ,
and compose it with the isomorphism u : G([1, m])⊗˜G([m,n]) → Tot(G• •×˜G• •) recalled in
(2.9). This completes the proof of the lemma.
The case Σ contains more than one element is similar, so one has ρm : G(I|Σ) → G(I|Σ−
{m}). Explicitly, consider the map (Ii ∪ Ii+1 = {m})
ρm : H
• • •(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜H
• • •(Ic)→ H
• • •(I1)⊗ · · · ⊗H
• • •(Ii ∪ Ii+1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜H
• • •(Ic)
which is the identity on H• • •(Ij) with j 6= i, i+ 1, and which is, on the remaining factors, the
map
ρm : H
• • •(Ii)⊗˜H
• • •(Ii+1)→ H
• • •(Ii ∪ Ii+1)
as in (2.10). This induces by restriction the map of “2(c− 1)-tuple” complexes
ρm : G
• •(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜(G
• •(Ii)×˜G
• •(Ii+1) )⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G
• •(Ic)
→ G• •(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G
• •(Ii ∪ Ii+1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G
• •(Ic) .
Taking the totalization Tot12 · · ·Tot2c−3,2c−2, obtains a map of “(c− 1)-tuple” complexes
ρm : G(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜Tot(G(Ii)×˜G(Ii+1) )⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G(Ic)
→ G(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G(Ii ∪ Ii+1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G(Ic) .
This is also a map of (c− 1)-tuple complexes if we view the source and the target as “(c− 1)”-
tuple complexes as in (0.1). Arguing as before on the factor G• •(Ii)⊗˜G
• •(Ii+1)
→ G• •(Ii ∪ Ii+1), we obtain a map of (c− 1)-tuple complexes
ρm : G(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G(Ic)→ G(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G(Ii ∪ Ii+1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G(Ic) .
By definition it is obvious that, for m, m′ distinct, ρmρm′ = ρm′ρm. So one can define, for
K ⊂
◦
I , a map
ρK : G(I|Σ)→ G(I|Σ−K) (2.11.a)
by composing ρm for m ∈ Σ.
For k ∈
◦
I − Σ, define a map of complexes
Πk : G(I|Σ)→ G(I − {k}|Σ) (2.11.b)
as follows. Let I = [1, n] for simplicity.
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First assume Σ = ∅. On the direct sum F (A) where A = (M1; · · · ;Mn) is a multi-sequence
on [1, n], let Πk = 0 unless Mk = (Mk|∅) with |Mk| = 1. For such Mk, letting Mk = {j} and
A|[1,n]−{k} = (M1; · · · ; M̂k; · · · ;Mn), we define
Πk : F (A)→ F (A|[1,n]−{k}) ,
by Πk(u) = (−1)
jϕj(u) (not a typo for (−1)
jϕj(u)). The following figure is for the case n = 3
and k = 2.
M1
M2 = {j}
M3
M1
M3
Taking the sum over A’s, we obtain a map Πk : H
• • •(I)→ H• • •(I −{k}). Note that the map
u 7→ Πk(u) preserves the number γ, and thus also deg1. One verifies
(2.11.2) Lemma. (1) The map Πk : H
• • •(I) → H• • •(I − {k}) is a map of “triple”
complexes.
(2) If k 6= k′, ΠkΠk′ = Πk′Πk.
Proof. (1) For A = (M1; · · · ;Mn) withMk = (Mk|∅), |Mk| = 1 andMk = {j}, if u ∈ F (A),
one has
∂ϕj(u) = ϕj∂(u) ,
ϕiϕj(u) = ϕjϕi(u) for i 6= j.
To show the first equality, let A1, · · · , Ar be the segmentation of M = M1 ∪ · · · ∪Mn by M
′,
and assume u = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur ∈ F (A) with ui ∈ F (Ai) as before. Then
∂(u) =
∑
i
{
∑
a>i
deg1(ua)}u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (∂ui)⊗ · · · ⊗ ur .
One also has, if Mk is contained in As,
ϕj(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur) = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕj(us)⊗ · · ·ur
by the compatibility of ϕj and the tensor product, (1.6),(2). Since deg1(uk) = deg1 ϕj(uk), the
first equality follows. The proof of the second equality is similar.
We also have
σaϕj(u) = ϕjσa(u) .
Indeed if a ∈M−M ′, a 6= j, and if σa(u) =
∑
u′⊗u′′, then σa(u) =
∑
{deg1(u
′) ·γ(u′′)}u′⊗u′′.
If a > j, u′ and ϕj(u
′) have the same deg1; if a < j, u
′′ and ϕj(u
′′) have the same deg1. Hence
the equality follows. Taking the sum over a, we obtain
σintϕj(u) = ϕjσint(u) ,
σoutϕj(u) = ϕjσout(u) .
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As for f , one easily verifies
fK1ϕj(u) = ϕjfK1(u) , fKnϕj(u) = ϕjfKn(u) .
When Mk = (Mk|∅) with Mk = {j, j
′}, j < j′, then for u ∈ F (A),
((−1)j
′
ϕj′ )ϕj +ϕj′((−1)
jϕj ) = 0 .
(These terms appear in Πkϕ(u).) To prove this assume As contains Mk, so that
ϕj(u) =
∑
i
{
∑
a>i
deg1(ua)}u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕj(ui)⊗ · · · ⊗ ur ,
and ϕj(ui) = {|ui| + γ((As)≤j)}ϕj(ui). The identity follows from γ((As)≤j′) − γ((As)≤j) =
j′ − j − 1.
Combining these, we conclude that Πk commutes with δ, σint, and d3 = σout + fK1 + fKn .
(2) is obvious from the definition.
Taking Φ and then Tot we get an induced map Πk : G(I)→ G(I − {k}).
We extend this to a map of complexes Πk : G(I|Σ) → G(I − {k}|Σ) as follows. First
consider the map (where k ∈ Ii)
H• • •(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜H
• • •(Ic)→ H
• • •(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜H
• • •(Ii − {k})⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜H
• • •(Ic)
which sends u = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc to
u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Πk(ui)⊗ · · · ⊗ uc .
Applying Φ, we obtain a map of “2c-tuple” complexes
G• •(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G
• •(Ic)→ G
• •(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G
• •(Ii − {k})⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G
• •(Ic) ,
and further applying Tot, we get a map of “c-tuple” complexes
Πk : G(I|Σ)→ G(I − {k}|Σ) .
The source and target can be viewed as c-tuple complexes, and then Πk is a map of c-tuple
complexes. It satisfies the following properties.
(2.11.3) Lemma. (1) The Πk : G(I|Σ)→ G(I − {k}|Σ) is a map of multiple complexes.
(2) If k 6= k′, ΠkΠk′ = Πk′Πk.
(3) If m 6= k, Πkρm = ρmΠk.
(4) The map Πmρm : G(I|Σ)→ G(I − {m}|Σ− {m}) is zero.
Proof. (1) holds by definition. (2) holds at the level of “triple” complexes H• • •(I|Σ), the
proof being parallel to that for (2.11.2). (3) and (4) are obvious from the definitions.
For a non-empty subset K ⊂
◦
I − Σ, define
ΠK : G(I|Σ)→ G(I −K|Σ)
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by composing Πk for k ∈ K. If K is the disjoint union of K
′ and K ′′, then ΠK = ΠK ′ΠK ′′.
(2.12)Complements on double complexes. A “double” complex (A• •; d1, d2) is the same thing
as a complex of complexes
d1−−−→Ap,•
d1−−−→Ap+1,•
d1−−−→· · ·
where each Ap,• = (Ap,•; d2) is a complex. The total complex Tot(A), as defined in (0.1), has a
filtration by subcomplexes with graded quotients Ap,•[−p].
Note that the total complex A• = Tot(A) satisfies the following properties. For each i, there
is a direct sum decomposition Ai =
⊕
pA
i
p, where A
i
p := A
p,i−p, and the differential d is the
sum of d′ : Aip → A
i+1
p+1 and d
′′ : Aip → A
i+1
p .
Conversely assume (A•; d) is a complex of abelian groups and given a direct sum decompo-
sition
Ai =
⊕
p∈Z
Aip
for each i, such that d decomposes as d′ + d′′ as above. Then if we set Ap,q = Ap+qp , d1 = d
′
and d2 = (−1)
pd′′, then we obtain a “double” complex (A• •; d1, d2). We recover (A
•, d) as the
associated total complex.
In the next we have a complex equipped with such a direct sum decomposition, which we
will view as a “double” complex.
(2.13)The complexes G(I, T ). For I = [1, n], and a multi-sequence A = (M1; · · · ;Mn), the
type of A is the subset of
◦
I defined by
T = {i ∈
◦
I |M ′i 6= ∅}.
For T ⊂
◦
I , consider the direct sum ⊕
A of type T
F (A) .
We form a “triple” complex denoted H• • •(I, T ) as follows.
The first degree and differential are the same as before in (2.7). The second degree is
deg2 = |M
′
int|, and the second differential is σint =
∑
σk(u), the sum over k ∈ Mi − M
′
i
with i ∈ T . The third degree and differential are the same as before: deg3(u) = |M
′
out|,
d3 = σout + fK1 + fKn.
TheH• • •(I, T ) is a subquotient ofH• • •(I), as follows. The complexH• • •(I) has a filtration
by subcomplexes indexed by types. For a given type T the corresponding subcomplex FilT is
given as the sum ⊕F (A), where A varies over multi-sequences A with type containing T . The
subquotient (at T ) in the filtration is the complex H• • •(I, T ) introduced above.
Temporarily let G′(I, T ) be the complex obtained fromH• • •(I, T ) by applying Φ and taking
Tot: G′(I, T ) = Tot(ΦH• • •(I, T ) ). Thus its differential is −δ + (−1)deg1d2, with
d2 =
∑
k
σk , the sum over k ∈Mi −M
′
i with i ∈ T .
As a graded group G(I) is the direct sum of G′(I, T ) for T ⊂
◦
I . Recall that the differential of
G(I) is −δ +
∑
(−1)deg1σk, where the sum is over k ∈Mi −M
′
i , i 6= 1, n. Also note:
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• The map δ takes G′(I, T ) to itself.
• For k ∈Mi −M
′
i with i ∈ T , the map σk takes G
′(I, T ) to itself.
• For k ∈Mi −M
′
i with i 6∈ T , σk takes G
′(I, T ) to G′(I, T ∪ {i}).
Now we can apply the discussion of (2.12) and present G(I) as a “double” complex. We
define G(I, T ) to be the complex obtained from G′(I, T ) by shifting the degree by −|I|+ |T |+2:
G(I, T ) = Tot(ΦH• • •(I, T ) )[−|I|+ |T |+ 2] .
Namely
degG(I,T )(u) = degG(I)(u) + |I| − |T | − 2
and the differential dG(I,T ) is (−1)
−|I|+|T |+2 times the original differential of Tot(ΦH• • •(I, T ) ).
The complex G(I) is the total complex of the “double” complex
G(I, ∅)
σ˜
−−−→
⊕
|T |=1
G(I, T )
σ˜
−−−→· · ·
σ˜
−−−→G(I,
◦
I ) , (2.13.a)
where G(I, T ) is placed in first degree −|I|+ |T |+ 2, and the first differential σ˜ on G(I, T ) is
given by
σ˜ =
∑
k
(−1)deg1σk , the sum over k ∈Mi −M
′
i with i 6∈ T . (2.13.b)
The following remark is obvious, but will be often used. If |I| = 2, then T is an empty set,
so G(I, ∅) is placed in first degree 0, and
G(I) = G(I, ∅) .
If |I| = 3, say I = [1, 3], then the complex G([1, 3]) is of the form
G([1, 3], ∅)
σ˜
−−−→G([1, 3], {2})
with the two terms placed in degrees −1 and 0, respectively. More generally, G([1, n], T ) is
placed in degrees −n + 2, . . . , 0.
We go one step further, and write σ˜ as a signed sum of maps σT,T ′. For T ⊂ T
′ with
|T ′| = |T |+ 1, let
σT,T ′ := (−1)
|T>i|
∑
(−1)deg1σk : G(I, T )→ G(I, T
′) , (2.13.c)
the sum over k ∈Mi, T
′ = T ∪ {i}. Then σT,T ′ is a map of complexes. The map σ˜ is the sum
of (−1)|T>i|σT,T ′.
(2.13.1) Lemma. (1) If i, j are distinct elements not in T , letting T1 = T ∪ {i}, T2 =
T ∪ {j}, and T ′′ = T ∪ {i, j}, one has σT1 T ′′σT T1 = σT2 T ′′σT T2.
(2) σT,T ′ is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. (1) Immediate from the definition, the property σσ = 0, (2.5.1), and the sign
change by (−1)|T>i|.
(2) For each A = (M1; · · · ;Mn) of type T , T
′ = T ∪ {i}, the total complex of the following
double complex is acyclic by (1.6), (6):
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F (A)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|M ′i |=1
F (M1; · · · ; (Mi|M
′
i); · · · ;Mn)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|M ′i |=2
F (M1; · · · ; (Mi|M
′
i); · · · ;Mn)
σ
−−−→· · · → F (M1; · · · ; (Mi|Mi); · · · ;Mn) .
Taking the sum over A and applying Φ, the first term F (A) gives G(I, T ), and the terms from
the second to the last give G(I, T ′). Hence the assertion.
By (1) can define, for any pair T, T ′ with T ⊂ T ′, the map σT T ′ : G(I, T ) → G(I, T
′) by
taking a chain T = T0 ⊂ T1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ta = T
′ with |Ti+1| = |Ti|+ 1 and setting
σT T ′ = σTa−1,Ta · · ·σT1,T2σT0,T1 .
This is a quasi-isomorphism.
(2.14)The complex G(I, T |Σ). One can refine (2.10) taking the type into account. For Σ ⊂
◦
I
and T ⊂
◦
I − Σ, letting I1, · · · , Ic be the corresponding segmentation of I and Ti = T ∩
◦
Ii, let
H• • •(I, T |Σ) = H• • •(I1, T1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜H
• • •(Ic, Tc)
=
⊕
F (A1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜F (Ac) ,
the sum over (A1, · · · , Ac) where Ai is a multi-sequence on Ii of type Ti.
With this subcomplex we proceed as follows.
• Applying the construction of (2.9), we get the “2c-tuple” subcomplex
Φ(H• • •(I1, T1) )⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜Φ(H
• • •(Ic, Tc) ) →֒ H
• • •(I, T |Σ)
which we abbreviate to Φ(H• • •(I, T |Σ) ).
• Take the totalization Tot12 · · ·Tot2c−1,2c to get a “c-tuple” complex, then turn it into a
c-tuple complex by changing signs of the differentials as in (0.1).
• Finally shift the degree by [d1, · · · , dc], with di = −|Ii| + |Ti| + 2, to obtain a c-tuple
complex denoted G(I, T |Σ). So
G(I, T |Σ) := (Tot12 · · ·Tot2c−1,2cΦ(H
• • •(I, T |Σ) ) )[d1, · · · , dc] .
The differential of the complex G(I|Σ) comes from the maps δ, σk on each G(Ii) by taking
tensor product, namely
d =
∑
±1⊗ · · · ⊗ δ ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 +
∑
±1⊗ · · · ⊗ σk ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 .
The map 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σk ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 takes G(I, T |Σ) to itself if k ∈ Mi − M
′
i with i ∈ T , and
takes G(I, T |Σ) to G(I, T ∪ {i}|Σ) if k ∈ Mi −M
′
i with i 6∈ T . So the situation is parallel to
that in the (2.13). Thus the c-tuple complex G(I|Σ) is identified with the total complex of the
(c+ 1)-tuple complex
G(I, ∅|Σ)
σ˜
−−−→
⊕
|T |=1
G(I, T |Σ)
σ˜
−−−→· · ·
σ˜
−−−→G(I,
◦
I − Σ|Σ)
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where G(I, T |Σ) is placed in degree −|I|+ |T |+ |Σ|+ 2 and the differential σ˜ is a signed sum
of the maps σk.
One can define the map of complexes
σT,T ′ : G(I, T |Σ)→ G(I, T
′|Σ)
for T ⊂ T ′, |T ′| = |T |+1 by changing the sign of σ˜ by (−1)|T>i|. It is, up to quasi-isomorphism,
of the form ±1⊗· · ·⊗σTl,T ′l ⊗· · · 1 where i ∈ Il. Since σTl,T ′l is a quasi-isomorphism (2.13.1), it
follows σT,T ′ is also a quasi-isomorphism (recall all the complexes involved are free). We have
thus obtained the following generalization of (2.13.1).
(2.14.1) Lemma. The map σT,T ′ : G(I, T |Σ) → G(I, T
′|Σ) satisfies the following proper-
ties.
(1) If i, j are distinct elements not in T , letting T1 = T ∪ {i}, T2 = T ∪ {j}, and T
′′ =
T ∪ {i, j}, one has σT1 T ′′σT T1 = σT2 T ′′σT T2.
(2) σT,T ′ is a quasi-isomorphism.
As before, one can define the map σT T ′ for any T ⊂ T
′.
The maps ιΣ, ρ and Π for G(I|Σ) defined in previous subsections decompose according to
the type as follows.
• There is an injective quasi-isomorphism
ιΣ : G(I, T |Σ)→ G(I, T ⌉⌈Σ) (2.14.d)
The map ιΣ : G(I|Σ)→ G(I ⌉⌈Σ) is the sum of them as a map of graded groups.
• The map ρm : G(I|Σ)→ G(I|Σ− {m}) defined in (2.11) is, as a map of graded groups,
the direct sum of the maps ρm : G(I, T |Σ)→ G(I, T ∪{m}|Σ−{m}). Observe that the degree
shift is the same for the source and the target (indeed the shift was chosen for this to hold).
For a subset K ⊂
◦
I disjoint from T and Σ, composing ρm’s for m ∈ K one obtains the map
ρK : G(I, T |Σ)→ G(I, T ∪K|Σ−K) . (2.14.e)
The map ρK : G(I|Σ)→ G(I|Σ−K) is the sum of them.
• The map Πk : G(I|Σ)→ G(I −{k}|Σ) defined in (2.11) is the sum of Πk : G(I, T |Σ)→
G(I −{k}, T |Σ)[−1]. If K ⊂
◦
I is disjoint from Σ, composing Πk’s for k ∈ K one obtains (with
c = |K|)
ΠK : G(I, T |Σ)→ G(I −K, T |Σ)[−c] . (2.14.f)
The map ΠK : G(I|Σ)→ G(I −K|Σ) is the sum of them.
(2.15) The complex F(I|S). For each subset S ⊂
◦
I we define a complex of abelian groups
F(I|S). The construction is a variant of the so-called bar construction. For simplicity assume
I = [1, n].
First we consider the case S = ∅. As an abelian group,
F(I) = F(I|∅) :=
⊕
Σ
G(I|Σ) ,
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where Σ varies over subsets of
◦
I . The degree of u = u1⊗· · ·⊗uc ∈ G(I|Σ) = G(I1)⊗˜ · · · ⊗˜G(Ic)
is
degF(u) := degG(u)− c =
∑
(ǫj − 1) ǫj = degG uj .
The differential dF is the sum d¯G + ρ¯ of the maps given as follows. If I1, · · · , Ic is the partition
of I corresponding to Σ, on an element u = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc ∈ G(I|Σ) with ǫj = deg(uj)− 1,
d¯G(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc) = −
∑
(−1)
∑
j>i ǫj u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ui−1 ⊗ dG(ui)⊗ · · · ⊗ uc ∈ G(I|Σ) , (2.15.a)
ρ¯(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc) =
∑
1≤i≤c−1
(−1)
∑
j≥i ǫjρki(u) ∈
⊕
k∈Σ
G(I|Σ− {k}) (2.15.b)
with ki = tm(Ii). One easily verifies d¯Gd¯G = 0, ρ¯ρ¯ = 0, and d¯Gρ¯ + ρ¯d¯G = 0 so that dF is a
differential that increases degF by one. Note that there is an increasing filtration of F(I) by
subcomplexes, in which Filc is the sum of G(I|Σ) with |Σ|+1 ≤ c. The graded quotient Gr
F il
c
is, as a group, the sum of G(I|Σ) with given c = |Σ| + 1. As a complex, G(I|Σ) has degree
given by degG(u)−c and differential given by d¯G; we denote it by G(I|Σ)
shift. Then by (2.15.a),
G(I|Σ)shift is a subcomplex of the tensor product complex G(I1)[1]⊗ · · · ⊗ G(Ic)[1]. There is
a canonical isomorphism of complexes
G(I1)[1]⊗ · · · ⊗G(Ic)[1]
∼
→ G(I ⌉⌈Σ)[c]
(see [Ma-2], §§8 and 9, in particular the proof of Proposition 9.3, for the isomorphism K[1]⊗
L[1]→ (K ⊗L)[2] for complexes K, L); it induces by restriction an isomorphism of complexes
G(I|Σ)shift
∼
→ G(I|Σ)[c] . (2.15.c)
If |I| = 2, F(I) coincides with F(K,L) defined before.
In general, let |I| = n and set
Gi,j =
⊕
i=|T |, j=|Σ|
G(I, T |Σ)
for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 2 and 0 ≤ i+ j ≤ n− 2. Then F(I) may be displayed as follows:
G0,n−2yρ
G0,n−3
σ
−−−→ G1,n−3yρ yρ
G0,n−4
σ
−−−→ G1,n−4
σ
−−−→ G2,n−4y y y
G0,1 →
...
...
...yρ yρ yρ yρ
G0,0
σ
−−−→ G1,0 → · · · → Gn−4,0
σ
−−−→ Gn−3,0
σ
−−−→ Gn−2,0 .
For S ⊂
◦
I , the complex F(I|S) is the quotient complex of F(I) given by
F(I|S) :=
⊕
Σ⊃S
G(I|Σ) ,
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where Σ varies over subsets containing S. Note
⊕
Σ 6⊃S G(I|Σ) is a subcomplex, and F(I|S) is
the quotient. Obviously F(I|
◦
I) = G(I|
◦
I)[n− 1] if n = |I|.
One has the corresponding surjection
σS S′ : F(I|S)→ F(I|S
′)
for S ⊂ S ′; it is easy to see σS S′ is a quasi-isomorphism (since all summands G(I|Σ) except
G(I|
◦
I ) are acyclic by (2.8) ).
There is an injective quasi-isomorphism ιS : F(I|S) → F(I ⌉⌈S), defined as follows. Let
I1, · · · , Ic be the segmentation of I by S. For Σ ⊃ S, let Σi = Σ ∩
◦
Ii. Then
F(I ⌉⌈S) = F(I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F(Ic)
=
⊕
Σ⊃S
G(I1|Σ1)⊗ · · · ⊗G(Ic|Σc)
using the definition of F(Ii). On the other hand F(I|S) =
⊕
Σ⊃S G(I|Σ) by definition. The ιS
is defined to be the sum of inclusions G(I|Σ) →֒ G(I1|Σ1)⊗ · · · ⊗G(Ic|Σc). One easily verifies
ιS is compatible with the differentials.
For K ⊂
◦
I disjoint from S, let
ϕK : F(I|S)→ F(I −K|S)
be the sum of the maps ΠK : G(I|Σ) → G(I − K|Σ) for K is disjoint from Σ, and the zero
maps on G(I|Σ) with K∩Σ = ∅. This is a map of complexes, as can be seen from the identities
(see (2.11.3) )
ΠKρm = ρmΠK : G(I|Σ)→ G(I −K|Σ− {m})
for m 6∈ K and ΠKρm = 0 : G(I|Σ)→ G(I −K|Σ− {m}) for m ∈ K.
From the definitions it is obvious that one has σS S = id and, for S ⊂ S
′ ⊂ S ′′, σS S′′ =
σS′ S′′σS S′ . Also, if K = K
′ ∐ K ′′ then ϕK = ϕK ′′ϕK ′ : F(I|S) → F(I − K|S). Further, the
maps σ and ϕ commute.
(2.16) Definition. Let (C∆)0 be the category defined as follows. The objects are the C-
diagrams in C. For C-diagrams (Km; fK(M)) and (L
m; fL(M)), a morphism in (C
∆)0 is a
collection of morphisms um : Km → Lm in C0 such that, if u : F (K
M) → F (LM) is the
isomorphism of complexes induced by u, then u(fK(M)) = fL(M). Composition of morphisms
is defined in the obvious manner.
Thus (C∆)0 is the category of C-diagrams and isomorphisms between them. The complexs
F(I) = F(K1, · · · , Kn) and F(I|S) defined in the previous subsection is functorial on (C
∆)0.
Note that the maps σS,S′ and ϕK are functorial.
Let τS := ιSσS : F (I) → F (I ⌉⌈S) (in particular we have τk). We now have the category
(C∆)0, the complexes F(I), and the maps τk and ϕℓ, that satisfy the conditions (1),(2),(5) of
(1.6) (the same as (1),(2),(5) of (1.2) ). Indeed the factorization (5) is given in the construction.
In the following proposition, we show that the condition (6) are also satisfied. The remaining
condition (3) and (4) for a quasi DG category will be shown in §3.
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(2.17) Proposition. (1) F(I) is a complex of free Z-modules and F(I|S) is a multiple complex
of free Z-modules. The category (C∆)0, the complexes F(I), and the maps the maps τk and ϕℓ
satisfy the conditions (1),(2),(5) of (1.6).
(2) The condition (6) of (1.6) is satisfied: Let R, J be disjoint subsets of
◦
I , with J non-
empty. Then the following sequence of complexes is exact (the maps are alternating sums of
the quotient maps σ)
F(I|R)
σ
−−−→
⊕
S⊂J
|S|=1
F(I|R ∪ S)
σ
−−−→
⊕
S⊂J
|S|=2
F(I|R ∪ S)
σ
−−−→· · · → F(I|R ∪ J)→ 0 .
(2.18) Proof of (2.17), (2). We verify (2.17), (3), that is the acyclicity axiom of the map σ.
We begin with noting that the complex F(I|S) has a decreasing filtration by subcomplexes,
denoted FilΣ, indexed by sets Σ containing S, given by
FilΣ =
⊕
Σ′⊃Σ
G(I|Σ′)
(as a group). The graded quotient at Σ is GrΣF il F(I|S) = G(I|Σ)[ |Σ| + 1 ]. The map σS S′ :
F(I|S)→ F(I|S ′) preserves the filtration.
Thus the sequence in (2.17), (3) also has a filtration indexed by Σ containing R. For the
term F(I|R∪S), the corresponding graded quotient GrΣF il is non-zero if and only if Σ ⊃ R∪S,
equivalently, if S ⊂ (Σ−R)∩ J . So the graded quotient of the sequence in question is (setting
T := (Σ−R) ∩ J ):
G(I|Σ)
σ
−−−→
⊕
S⊂T
|S|=1
G(I|Σ)
σ
−−−→
⊕
S⊂T
|S|=2
G(I|Σ)
σ
−−−→· · · → G(I|Σ)→ 0 .
Here the maps σ are the alternating sums of the identity maps. If T is non-empty, the exactness
of this sequence (even with (0 →) at left) is consequence of Lemma (2.8.1). If T = ∅, the
sequence is trivially exact.
3 The quasi DG category C∆.
(3.1) We keep the assumption from the previous section, so C is a quasi DG category with
additional structure (iv) and (v). It has been shown that the complex F(K1, · · · , Kn) and
maps τ , ϕ satisfy the conditions of (1.6), (1),(2) and (5). In this section we will verify the
the remaining conditions in (3.2)-(3.11), establishing Theorem (3.12), which says that the C-
diagrams in C form a quasi DG category.
We further give another theorem (3.13), which states that the homotopy category of the
quasi DG category of C-diagrams has the structure of a triangulated category. The proof takes
the rest of this section (3.14)-(3.17).
(3.2) The complex F(K,L). We will examine the composition in the homotopy category. Let
us first recall F(K,L) is given by
F(K,L) = G(K,L)[1] , G(K,L) = ΦH• • ⊂ H• 0
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where
H• 0 =
⊕
F (M |∅;N |∅)
the sum over double sequences (M |∅;N |∅). We will abbreviate (M |∅;N |∅) to (M ;N). So an
element of H• 0 is of the form u = (u(M ;N) ) ∈ ⊕F (M ;N). The differential dF acting on u is
nothing but δ = ∂ + ϕ as defined in §2. The u has degF = 0 if u(M ;N) ∈ F (M ;N)
−γ(M ;N).
We will often make use of the following conditions.
(i) An element u ∈ H• 0 is in F(K,L)•−1 if the following condition (σ-consistency) is satisfied.
For k ∈M , k 6= in(M),
σk(u(M ;N)) = fK(M≤k)⊗ u(M≥k;N) .
For k ∈ N , k 6= tm(N),
σk(u(M ;N) ) = {(deg1 u(M ;N)) · γ(N≥k)} u(M ;N≤k)⊗ fL(N≥k)
(recall {i} := (−1)i for i ∈ Z).
(ii) It is δ-closed if
∂(u(M ;N) ) +
∑
ϕk(u(M ∪ {k};N) ) +
∑
ϕk(u(M ;N ∪ {k}) ) = 0 .
Here k in the first sum varies over the set [inM,∞)−M := {k ∈ Z | k ≥ in(M) and k 6∈ M},
and k in the second sum over (−∞, tmN ]−N .
Recall from §1 we have the homotopy category Ho(C∆), where the morphisms are given by
HomHo(K,L) = H
0F(K,L). A morphism u : K → L in the homotopy category is represented
by a cocycle of degree 0, namely by an element u ∈ Z0F(K,L).
(3.3)The complex F(K,L,M). Let K, L, M be three C-diagrams. The complex F(K,L,M)
is of the form
G([1, 3], ∅|{2})yρ¯
G([1, 3], ∅)
−σ˜
−−−→ G([1, 3], {2})
which we also write
G(K,L)⊗˜G(L,M)yρ¯
G(K,L,M, ∅)
−σ˜
−−−→ G(K,L,M, {2}) .
(3.3.a)
• The differential dF is equal to d¯G + ρ¯, to be specified below.
• Recall that the complex G(I) has differential u 7→ dG(u) = −δ(u) + (−1)
deg1 uσint(u).
Also, G(I) is the direct sum of G(I, T ), each G(I, T ) is a complex with differential dG(I,T ), and
on G(I, T )
dG =
∑
(−1)|T |+|I|dG(I,T ) + σ˜
where σ˜ =
∑
(−1)deg1σk, the sum over k ∈ Mi with i 6∈ T (see (2.13.b) ). In particular, if
I = [1, 3], G([1, 3]) is of the form
G([1, 3], ∅)
σ˜
−−−→G([1, 3], {2}) .
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• For u⊗ v ∈ G(K,L)•⊗˜G(L,M)•, degF(u⊗ v) = degG(u)+degG(v)− 2, and dF(u⊗ v) =
d¯G(u⊗ v) + ρ¯(u⊗ v), where
d¯G(u⊗ v) = −(−1)
degG(v)−1dG(u)⊗ v − u⊗ dG(v) ,
ρ¯(u⊗ v) = (−1)degG(v)−1ρ(u⊗ v) .
Note if u⊗ v ∈ G(K,L)1⊗˜G(L,M)1 the signs simplify as follows:
ρ¯(u⊗ v) = ρ(u⊗ v) ,
and, since deg1 u = deg1 v = 0,
ρ(u⊗ v) = u⊗ v
if tm(A) = in(B), and zero otherwise.
• For W ∈ G(∅) := G(K,L,M, ∅), degF(W ) = degG(W )− 1 = degG(∅)(W )− 2, and
dF(W ) = −dG(W ) = dG(∅)(W )− σ˜(W ) .
• For z ∈ G({2}) := G(K,L,M, {2}), degF(z) = degG(z)− 1 = degG({2})(z)− 1, and
dF(z) = −dG(z) = −dG({2})(z) .
In particular, for a degree 0 element of F(K,L,M) of the form (u⊗ v,W, z) with
u⊗ v ∈ G(K,L)1⊗˜G(L,M)1 , W ∈ G(K,L,M, ∅)1 , z ∈ G(K,L,M, {2})2 ,
one has
dF(u⊗ v,W, z) = −dG(u)⊗ v − u⊗ dG(v) + ρ(u⊗ v)
+dG(∅)(W )− σ˜(W )
−dG({2})(z) .
We also recall there is a map of complexes Π2 = ΠL : G(K,L,M, ∅)[1]→ G(K,M).
(3.4) Proposition. Let u : K → L and v : L → M be morphisms. Assume u is represented
by u ∈ G(K,L)1, v is represented by v ∈ G(L,M)1, and u⊗ v ∈ G(K,L)⊗˜G(L,M).
(1) There are an element W ∈ G(K,L,M, ∅)2, d-closed in G(K,L,M, ∅) such that
σ˜(W ) = ρ(u⊗ v) .
In this case (u⊗ v,W ) ∈ F(K,L,M)0 is dF-closed.
(2) If (1) is satisfied, the element ΠL(W ) ∈ G(K,M)
1 is d-closed and represents the mor-
phism u · v : K → M .
Remark. If W ∈ G(K,L,M, ∅)2, then deg1W = 0.
Proof. (1) For i ≥ 0, let
Fi =
⊕
|M ′2|=i
F (KM1;LM2 ;MM3) ,
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the sum over triple sequences (M1;M2;M3). It is a “double” complex with respect to the
differentials −δ and d3 of (2.7). One has a sequence of “double” complexes (with c sufficiently
large)
F0
σ′
−−−→F1
σ′
−−−→· · · → Fc → 0
where the maps σ′ are
∑
(−1)deg1σk, the sum over k ∈M2−M
′
2; note the first σ
′ : F0 → F1 is
σ˜ of (2.13). By (1.6), (6) and the remark to it, this sequence is exact and induces a surjective
quasi-isomorphism
σ˜ : F0 → Ker(σ
′ : F1 → F2) .
Applying the exact functor Φ of (0.4), we obtain an exact sequence forG(K,L,M)i := Φ(Fi),
G(K,L,M)0
σ′
−−−→G(K,L,M)1
σ′
−−−→· · · → G(K,L,M)c → 0 .
Thus we get a surjective quasi-isomorphism
σ˜ : G(K,L,M)0 → Ker[σ
′ : G(K,L,M)1 → G(K,L,M)2] .
Now ρ(u ⊗ v) is a cocycle in Ker[σ′ : G(K,L,M)1 → G(K,L,M)2)]. Thus we obtain the
assertion by the following fact: If f : A → B is a surjective quasi-isomorphism of complexes,
then the induced map f : ZnA→ ZnB on cocycles is surjective.
(2) By definition the composition is defined by lifting the class [u⊗v] to a cohomology class
in H0F(K,L,M), then mapping by ϕL to H
0F(K,M). So the assertion follows.
(3.5)The identity map. Let K = (Km; f(M)) be an object. For a non-decreasing sequence
M = (m1, · · · , mµ), m1 ≤ m2 ≤ · · · ≤ mµ, with µ ≥ 2, let M
′ be the increasing sequence
obtained by eliminating repetitions. Thus if, say, M = (1, 2, 2, 4, 5, 5), then M ′ = (1, 2, 4, 5).
Set γ(M) = γ(M ′). Assume first that M is a non-constant sequence. There is a natural
surjection λ : M → M ′, and one has the corresponding diagonal extension map (1.6), (iv).
λ∗ : F (K;M ′)→ F (λ∗K;M) ;
this is also denoted diag : F (M ′)→ F (M). Let f(M) ∈ F (M)−γ(M) be the image of f(M ′) ∈
F (M ′)−γ(M). We say that f(M) is obtained from f(M ′) by means of diagonal extension. If M
is a constant sequence M = (m, · · · , m), we take
f(M) = ∆M ∈ F (M) = F (K
m, · · · , Km) ,
the diagonal element in (1.6), (iv).
These elements
f(M) = f(m1, · · · , mµ) ∈ F (K
m1 , · · · , Kmµ)−γ(M)
satisfy the following properties. They follow from the definition and the compatibility of λ∗
with σ and ϕ.
(i) For each M ,
∂f(M) +
∑
a
ϕa(f(M ∪ {a}) ) = 0
where a varies over [in(M), tm(M)]−M = [in(M ′), tm(M ′)]−M ′.
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(ii) For k = mi with k 6= m1, mµ, one has
σmi(f(M) ) = f(m1, · · · , mi)⊗ f(mi, · · · , mµ) .
which we also write σk(f(M)) = f(M≤k) ⊗ f(M≥k) for short, when there is no danger of
confusion.
(iii) For k = mi, k 6= m1, mµ,
ϕmi(f(m1, · · · , mµ) ) = f(m1, · · · , m̂i, · · · , mµ) .
(iv) If m1 = · · · = mµ = m, then f(m, · · · , m) = ∆(m, · · · , m) ∈ F (K
m1 , · · · , Kmµ).
For a free double sequence (M ;N) = (m1, · · · , mµ;n1, · · · , nν) with m1 < · · · < mµ, n1 <
· · · < nν , define the element f˜(M ;N) in F (M ;N)
−γ(M ;N) by
f˜(M ;N) = f˜(m1, · · · , mµ;n1, · · · , nν)
=
{
(−1)n1f(m1, · · · , mµ, n1, · · · , nν) if mµ = n1
0 if mµ 6= n1 .
One may simply write f˜(m1, · · · , mµ;n1, · · · , nν) = (−1)
n1δmµ n1f(m1, · · · , mµ, n1, · · · , nν).
Note the repetition of indices can occur only in the first case, and then for mµ and n1. The
collection (f˜(M ;N) ), as (M ;N) varies, gives an element in H1,0(K,K).
(3.5.1)Proposition. The element (f˜(M ;N) ) is contained in F(K,K)0 and δ-closed.
Proof. We verify the two conditions in (3.2). The first condition is obvious. To show the
identity
∂(f˜ (M ;N) ) +
∑
ϕk(f˜(M ∪ {k};N) ) +
∑
ϕk(f˜(M ;N ∪ {k}) ) = 0 ,
there are cases mµ > n1, mµ = n1 and mµ < n1. If mµ > n1, all the three terms are zero, so
the identity trivially holds. If mµ = n1 it holds by property (i) for f(M). If mµ < n1, the first
term is zero and the last two terms are
ϕn1({n1}f(m1, · · · , mµ, n1, n1, · · · , nν) ) +ϕmµ({mµ}f(m1, · · · , mµ, mµ, n1, · · · , nν) )
which is zero, since by properties (ii) and (iii) above, we have
ϕn1(f(m1, · · · , mµ, n1, n1, · · · , nν) ) = {−γ(M,N) + γ(m1, · · · , mµ, n1)}f(M,N)
and
ϕmµ(f(m1, · · · , mµ, mµ, n1, · · · , nν) ) = {−γ(M,N) + γ(m1, · · · , mµ)}f(M,N) .
(Note γ(m1, · · · , mµ, n1)− γ(m1, · · · , mµ) = n1 −mµ − 1.)
Let ιK : K → K be the morphism represented by (f˜(M ;N) ). The following shows it is the
identity map.
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(3.6) Proposition. For any morphism u : K → L, one has ιK · u = u. Similarly for any
u : K → L, u · ιL = u.
Proof. Let u be represented by u = (u(M ;N)) ∈ F(K,L)0. Then by the definition of ρ
recalled in (3.3), ρ(f˜ ⊗ u) equals∑
tmN=in N¯
f˜(M ;N)⊗ u(N¯ ;R) ∈ ⊕F (KM ;KN)⊗˜F (KN¯ ;LR) ⊂ H0,2,0(K,K,L, {2}) .
Here (M ;N) and (N¯ ;R) are free double sequences. The restriction tmN = in N¯ occurs since
ρ acts as identity in that case, and as zero otherwise.
M
N
R
N¯
The element ρ(f˜ ⊗ u) is σ-consistent (the condition (3.2), (i) is obviously satisfied), namely
contained in G(K,K,L, {2})1, and d-closed (as the image of the closed element f˜ ⊗ u).
For each pair (M ;N) of non-decreasing sequences M = (m1 ≤ · · · ≤ mµ) and N = (n1 ≤
· · · ≤ nν) with µ ≥ 1, ν ≥ 1, one has the complex F (M ;N) = F (K
M ;LN ) just as we obtained
F (M) in (3.5). To be specific, if M ′ (resp. N ′) is the sequence obtained from M (resp. N) by
eliminating repetitions, and λ : M →M ′ (resp. µ : N → N ′) is the natural surjection, we let
F (M ;N) = F (KM ;LN) := F ((λ∗K)M ; (µ∗L)N ) .
There is the diagonal extension map diag : F (M ′;N ′) → F (M ;N). Thus we have elements
u(M ;N) as the image of u(M ′;N ′), and they satisfy properties similar to those for f(M) in
(3.5).
Let
W = (W (M ;N ;R) ) ∈
⊕
F (KM ;KN ;LR) ⊂ H0,1,0(K,K,L, ∅)
where for each free triple sequence (M ;N ;R),
W (M ;N ;R) = u(M△N ;R) :=
{
(−1)ℓu(M,N ;R) if tmM = ℓ = inN ,
0 if tmM 6= inN .
The sign △ indicates applying diagonal extension at K
ℓ if tmM = ℓ = inN and putting sign
(−1)ℓ. It is obvious that W is σ-consistent in the sense of (2.7.3), namely
σk(W (M ;N ;R) ) =
{
f(M≤k)⊗W (M≥k;N ;R) if k ∈M − {inM} ,
W (M ;N ;R≤k)⊗ fL(R≥k) if k ∈ R− {tmR} .
Also, W is δ-closed, as can be shown by the same argument as in the proof of the above
proposition.
Further one has
σ˜(W ) = ρ(f˜ ⊗ u) .
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Indeed, according to the definition of σ˜ in (2.13),
σ˜(W ) =
∑
(M ;N ;R)
∑
k
(−1)deg1Wσk(W (M ;N ;R) )
where k varies over k ∈ N . Since
σk(W (M ;N ;R)) = f˜(M ;N≤k)⊗ u(N≥k;R)
for k ∈ N , and since deg1 f˜(M ;N≤k) = 0, one has
σk(W (M ;N ;R)) = σk(W (M ;N ;R)) .
Thus
σ˜(W ) =
∑
(M ;N ;R)
∑
k
f˜(M ;N≤k)⊗ u(N≥k;R) .
The right hand side coincides with ρ(f˜ ⊗ u) in view of the description of ρ(u⊗ v) in (3.3).
By Proposition (3.4), ι · u is represented by ΠL(W )(M ;R), and they are:
ΠL(W )(M ;R) = (−1)
ℓϕℓ(W (M ; {ℓ};R) )
= u(M ;R) .
Thus one has ι · u = u. The argument for the second statement is similar.
(3.7) σ-consistent prolongation. For a = 1, 2, assume given a finite sequence of objects
k 7→ Xka . Let X = X1 ⊕X2 be the direct sum sequence, namely the sequence of objects given
by Xk = Xk1⊕X
k
2 . For a finite set of integersM with cardinality ≥ 2 and a map α : M → {1, 2},
let XMα denote the sequence of objects X
k
α(k) indexed by k ∈M , and let F (X
M
α ) := F (Xα;M )
be the corresponding complex. One also has the complex F (XM) = F (X ;M) associated to the
sequence Xk on M . Generalizing the map θ of (1.6), we give a quasi-isomorphism
θ :
⊕
F (XM1α1 )⊗ · · · ⊗ F (X
Mc
αc )→ F (X
M) (3.7.a)
where the sum is over all segmentations M1, · · · ,Mc of M and functions αi : Mi → {1, 2}
satisfying the following condition:
at each k = tmMi = inMi+1, 1 ≤ i < c, αi(k) 6= αi+1(k) . (3.7.b)
In other words, the maps αi take distinct values at the overlaps of the segmentation. This map
θ on the summand F (XM1α1 )⊗ · · · ⊗ F (X
Mc
αc ) is obtained as follows. Let S ⊂ M correspond to
the segmentation M1, · · · ,Mc. On each Mi, consider a new sequence of objects X˜ given by
X˜k =
{
Xkα(k) if k ∈ S ,
Xk if k 6∈ S
(keep the Xkα(k) for k ∈ S and replace it with X
k for k 6∈ S). Recall from (1.6), (3) that we
have maps s and t for Xk = Xk1 ⊕X
k
2 . Let
F (XMiαi )→ F (X˜
Mi), u 7→ u′ ,
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be the map of complexes obtained by composing (in any order) sk or tk (according as α(k) = 1, 2)
for k ∈
◦
M i. One has the tensor product of these maps,
F (XM1α1 )⊗ · · · ⊗ F (X
Mc
αc )→ F (X˜
M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (X˜Mc), u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc 7→ u
′
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u
′
c .
Compose this with the map
π : F (X˜M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (X˜Mc)→ F (XM)
which is the composition (in any order) of πk in (3) of (1.6) for k ∈ S. We thus have the map
θ : F (XM1α1 )⊗ · · · ⊗ F (X
Mc
αc )→ F (X
M) ,
θ(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc) = π(u
′
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u
′
c). Taking the sum of these, we have the map θ of (3.7.a).
Note that θ is compatible with the maps σ and ϕ. The compatibility with σ means, for
u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc ∈ F (X
M1
α1
)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (XMcαc ), one has
σk(θ(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc) ) = θ(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ui)⊗ θ(ui+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc)
if k = tm(Mi), and
σk(θ(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc) ) =
∑
θ(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ui−1 ⊗ u
′)⊗ θ(u′′ ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc)
if k ∈
◦
Mi and σk(ui) =
∑
u′ ⊗ u′′ with u′ ∈ F ((Mi)≤k), u
′′ ∈ F ((Mi)≥k).
In particular, an element u ∈ F (XMα ) for α :M → {1, 2} (namely an element in a summand
with c = 1) – called a primary component – gives rise to the element u′ ∈ F (XM).
It is convenient to introduce a variant of the complex ⊕F (XM) in (2.3). We consider the
group, called the primary part, defined by⊕
(α,M)
F (XMα ) ,
the sum over sequences M and α : M → {1, 2}; this is a double complex where the two
differentials are
∂ : F (XMα )→ F (X
M
α )
and the sum of
ϕk : F (X
M
α )→ F (X
M−{k}
α′ )
for k ∈
◦
M where α′ is the restriction of α to M − {k}. From this one obtains a complex with
degree given by deg1(u) = |u|+ γ(M) and differential δ = ∂ +ϕ.
An element (f(α,M)) of in ⊕F (XMα ) is said σ-consistent if for each pair (α,M) and k ∈
◦
M ,
one has
σk(f(α,M) ) = f(α≤k,M≤k)⊗ f(α≥k,M≥k) ,
where α≤k (resp. α≥k) is the restriction of α toM≤k (resp. M≥k)). We say (f(α,M)) is δ-closed
if it is closed in the complex ⊕F (XMα ), namely if for each (α,M),
∂f(α,M) +
∑
(k,α˜)
ϕk (f(α˜,M ∪ {k})) = 0
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where the sum is over elements k ∈ [inM, tmM ]−M and maps α˜ : M∪{k} → {1, 2} extending
α. One has:
(3.7.1)Proposition. (1) Assume given a σ-consistent set of elements of first degree zero,
(f(α,M)) in ⊕F (XMα ). Define elements f(M) ∈ F (X
M) by
f(M) = θ
(∑
f(α1,M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ f(αc,Mc)
)
,
the sum over segmentationsM1, · · · ,Mc and functions αi :Mi → {1, 2} satisfying (3.7.b). Then
f(M) ∈ F (XM) is σ-consistent, namely it satisfies for k ∈
◦
M , σk(f(M) ) = f(M≤k)⊗ f(M≥k)
in F (M≤k)⊗ F (M≥k). We call (f(M) ) the σ-consistent prolongation of (f(α,M) ).
(2) Assume in addition the element (f(α,M) ) ∈ ⊕F (XMα ) is δ-closed. Then (f(M)) ∈
⊕F (XM) is δ-closed.
Proof. (1) This follows from the compatibility of σ with the map θ.
(2) Let M1, · · · ,Mc be a segmentation of M , and αi : Mi → {1, 2} be functions satisfying
the condition (3.7.b). Assume given elements ui ∈ F (X
Mi
αi
). Then one has u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc ∈
F (XM1α1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ F (X
Mc
αc ). One verifies the following identities using the definitions and the
compatibility of the map ϕ with the decomposition (3.7.a):
∂( θ(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc) ) = θ
(∑
i
(−1)νiu1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ui−1 ⊗ (∂ui)⊗ ui+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc
)
with νi =
∑
j>i |uj|, and
ϕ (θ(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc) ) = θ
(∑
(−1)µiu1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ui−1 ⊗ ϕ(ui)⊗ ui+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc
)
with µi =
∑
j<i(deg1 uj) +
∑
j>i |uj|. The latter is shown by a repeated application of the
equality (which follows from the definition)
ϕ(θ(u⊗ v)) = (−1)|v|θ(ϕ(u)⊗ v) + (−1)deg1 u(u⊗ϕ(v) ) .
Thus if deg1(ui) = 0 for i < c, then νi = µi for all i and
δ ( θ(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc)) = θ
(∑
i
(−1)νiu1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δ(ui)⊗ · · · ⊗ uc
)
.
Applying these to the elements ui = f(αi,Mi), the assertion follows.
(3.7.2) Definition. Let (Km1 ) and (K
m
2 ) be finite sequences of objects indexed by m ∈ Z.
If (f(α,M)) ∈ ⊕F (KMα ) is of degree zero, σ-consistent and δ-closed, so that the element
(f(M)) ∈ ⊕F (KM ) given by the above procedure is σ-consistent and δ-closed, (Km; f(M)) is
called the C-diagram obtained by means of σ-consistent prolongation from (f(α,M) ).
If (K1, fK1(M)) and (K2, fK2(M)) are C-diagrams, and if one defines elements f(α,M) ∈
F (KMα ) by setting f(1,M) = fK1(M), f(2,M) = fK2(M) for constant functions α = 1 and 2
and f(α,M) = 0 otherwise, they give a set of σ-consistent and δ-closed elements (we then say
that (f(α,M) ) is split). The resulting C-diagram is called the direct sum of the C-diagrams
K1 and K2.
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Remark. (1) In all the examples we encounter, the set of elements (f(α,M) ) is either split,
or the following weaker condition will be satisfied: f(α,M) = 0 unless α is non-decreasing, i.e.,
of the form α = (1, · · · , 1, 2, · · · , 2).
(2) It is clear that one can generalize the argument to the case K is the direct sum of more
than two objects.
(3.8) With regard to the map θ in the previous subsection, we state a proposition which will
be used in the rest of this section. Recall that we have Xm = Xm1 ⊕ X
m
2 , and for a function
α : M → {1, 2}, we have the complexes F (XMα ) = F (α,M) and F (X
M) = F (M).
If I is a finite set of integers, α : I → {1, 2} is a function, and I1, · · · , Ir is a segmentation
of I, then for elements ui ∈ F (α, Ii), i = 1, · · · , r, we have the condition of proper intersection
for {ui}, with respect to the sequence m 7→ X
m
α(m).
Let I be a finite set of integers, T ⊂ S ⊂
◦
I , and I1, · · · , Ir (resp. J1, · · · , Js) be the
segmentation of I by S (resp. T ). Thus there are integers 1 = i1 < · · · < is < is+1 = r+1 such
that
Jj = Iij ∪ · · · ∪ Iij+1−1 , for j = 1, · · · , s.
Let αi : Ii → {1, 2}, i = 1, · · · , r be functions such that if k = tm(Ii) ∈ T (resp. ∈ S − T )
then αi(k) = αi+1(k) (resp. αi(k) 6= αi+1(k) ) (in other words, αi are consistent on T , and
inconsistent on S − T ). Assume given elements ui ∈ F (αi, Ii) for i = 1, · · · , r.
Before giving the statement, we give a few remarks. Note we have the maps
θ : F (αij , Iij)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (αij+1−1, Iij+1−1)→ F (Jj)
for j = 1, · · · , s.
Assume that k < ℓ and ik, · · · , iℓ are consecutive integers so that Jj = Iij for j = k, · · · , ℓ.
Then I := Iik ∪ · · · ∪ Iiℓ = Jk ∪ · · · ∪ Jℓ, and the functions αi on Ii glue to define a function
α on I. By what we said before, it then makes sense to ask whether the set {uik , · · · , uiℓ} is
properly intersecting.
By the property (5) of proper intersection in (1.7.2), we have:
Proposition. Under the above hypothesis, assume that the elements ui ∈ F (αi, Ii) satisfy
the following condition:
If k < ℓ and ik, · · · , iℓ are consecutive integers, then {uik , · · · , uiℓ} is properly intersecting.
Then if we set vj = θ(uij ⊗ · · · ⊗ uij+1−1) ∈ F (Ii) for j = 1, · · · , s, the set {v1, · · · , vs} is
properly intersecting.
(3.9) The additivity of G(K,L). Assume given two sequences of objects Ka = (K
m
a ) for a =
1, 2, and a set of elements (f(α,M)) ∈ ⊕F (KMα ) of first degree zero which is σ-consistent and
δ-closed, see (3.7). Let (Km = Km1 ⊕ K
m
2 ; f(M)) with f(M) ∈ F (K
M) be the C-diagram
obtained by σ-consistent prolongation (3.7).
Let (L; g(N)) be another C-diagram. As a variant of the complex H• •(K,L) in (2.6),
consider the “double” complex (the P in the notation indicates “primary part”)
PH• • = PH• •(K1 ⊕K2;L) := ⊕[F (A)]f ,
the sum over A = (α,M;N), where (M;N) is a double sequence and α : M → {1, 2} is a function,
and F (A) = F (α,M;N) := F (KMα ;L
N); we denote by [F (A)]f a distinguished subcomplex.
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The constraint for the distinguished subcomplex [F (A)]f is given by modifying that in (2.6)
as follows. Let I = M∐N , the segmentation I1, · · · , Ic, and I be the same as just before (2.6.1).
Take a function α : [−w, tm(M)] → {1, 2} that takes the same values as α : M → {1, 2} on
M . Let {Jj} be a set of almost disjoint sub-intervals I such that for each j, one has either
Jj ⊂ [−w, in(M)] or Jj ⊂ [tm(N), w], and set
f(Jj) =
{
f(α, Jj) if Jj ⊂ [−w, in(M)] ,
g(Jj) if Jj ⊂ [tm(N), w] .
Then one has a condition of constraint C = (I; [1, c]; {Jj}; {f(Jj)}), and the corresponding
distinguished subcomplex [F (A)]C. Consider all possible functions α extending M and all
possible sets of sub-intervals {Jj}, and take the intersection of the corresponding distinguished
subcomplexes, and denote it by [F (A)]f . The constraint has been so chosen that the operations
∂, ϕ, σ, and fK , fL below are defined on [F (A)]f .
The bigrading PHa,b is given by a = deg1(u) + 1 = |u|+ γ(M ;N) + 1, b = τ(u) as in (2.6).
The first differential is ∂ +ϕ, where ϕ is the sum of
ϕk : [F (α,M;N)]f → [F (α,M− {k};N)]f
for k ∈
◦
M − (M ′ ∪ {in(M)}) and
ϕk : [F (α,M;N)]f → [F (α,M;N− {k})]f
for k ∈
◦
N − (N ′ ∪ {tm(N)}). The second differential is d′ = σ + fK + fL, where σ and fL are
the same as in (2.6), and fK is the sum of
[F (α′,M;N)]f ∋ u 7→ {|τ(u)|+ 1}f(α, P )⊗ u ∈ [F (α
′ ◦ α, P ◦M;N)]f
for all pairs (α′, P ) with tm(P ) = in(M) = ℓ and α′(ℓ) = α(ℓ), where P ◦M := (P ∪M |{ℓ}∪M ′)
as before and α′ ◦ α : P ∪M → {1, 2} is the function that extends both α′ and α. From now
we will write F (A) for [F (A)]f , except when we need to exercise caution.
For the “double” complex PH• •(K1 ⊕K2, L), we have an analogue of the claim (2.6.2), so
that we can form the complex
PG(K1 ⊕K2, L) := ΦPH
• •(K1 ⊕K2;L) .
We shall study the relationship to the complex G(K,L) := ΦPH• •(K,L). Recall that an
element u of G(K,L) is a σ-consistent collection u = (u(M ;N)) with u(M ;N) ∈ F (KM ;LN)
for free double sequences (M ;N). As in (3.7), one has a quasi-isomorphism
θ :
⊕
F (α1, K
M1)⊗ F (α2, K
M2)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (αr, K
Mr ;LN)→ F (KM ;LN)
where the sum is over segmentations M1, · · · ,Mr of M and functions αi : Mi → {1, 2} taking
distinct values at the overlaps of the segmentation, Mi∩Mi+1, 1 ≤ i < r. We call the summands
⊕F (α,KM ;LN) the primary part.
(3.9.1)Proposition. There is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes
P : PG(K1 ⊕K2, L)→ G(K,L) .
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Proof. To an element u of PG(K1 ⊕ K2, L), namely for a collection u = (u(α,M ;N)),
u(α,M ;N) ∈ F (α,KM ;LN ) for free double sequences (M ;N) and α : M → {1, 2} satisfying
the σ-consistency, associate an element v = (v(M ;N)) in ⊕F (KM ;LN) given by
v(M ;N) = θ
(∑
f(α1,M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ f(αc,Mc)⊗ u(α
′,M ′;N)
)
the sum over segmentations (M1, · · · ,Mc,M
′) of M and functions αi : Mi → {1, 2}, α
′ :
M ′ → {1, 2} that take distinct values on the overlaps of the segmentation. By (3.8), one has
v(M ;N) ∈ [F (KM ;LN )]f . Further v is σ-consistent (the condition in (3.2) is clearly satisfied),
so it is an element of G(K,L). Set P(u) = v.
The assignment u 7→ P(u) is a map of complexes, since by the same computation as in the
proof of (3.7.1), one has
δ(θ (
∑
f(α1,M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ f(αc,Mc)⊗ u(α
′,M ′;N)) )
= θ (
∑
f(α1,M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ f(αc,Mc)⊗ δ(u(α
′,M ′;N)) ) ,
in other words, δ(P(u)) = P(δu).
We next show that P is a quasi-isomorphism. On the “double” complex H• •(K,L) consider
a filtration by subcomplexes indexed by pairs of integers (m,n)
Fm,nH• •(K,L) =
⊕
tm(M)≤m, in(N)≥n
F (KM;LN) .
One has an analogue of (2.6.2) for Fm,nH• •(K,L) with the same proof, so one can apply the
operation Φ to obtain a subcomplex
Fm,nG(K,L) := Φ (Fm,nH• •(K,L)) ⊂ G(K,L) ,
giving a filtration of G(K,L) by subcomplexes. Since the operation Φ is exact, a subquotient
in the filtration is
Grm,nF G(K,L) = Φ (Gr
m,n
F H
• •(K,L)) ,
where
Grm,nF H
• •(K,L)
⊕
tm(M)=m, in(N)=n
F (KM;LN)
is a “double” complex with differentials −δ and d′, where δ = ∂ +
∑
ϕk, the sum over k ∈
M − (M ′ ∪ {m}) and k ∈ N − (N ′ ∪ {n}).
On Grm,nF H
• •(K,L) we consider the filtration analogous to the one in the proof of (2.8),
indexed by (a, b) with a ≤ m and b ≥ n,
F(a, b)Grm,nF H
• •(K,L) =
⊕
inM≤a,tmN≥b
F (KM;LN) .
We show that the graded quotient
Gra,b
F
Grm,nF H
• •(K,L) =
⊕
F (KM;LN) ,
the sum over (M;N) satisfying inM = a ≤ tmM = m, inN = n ≤ tmN = b, is acyclic unless
(a, b) = (m,n). Indeed consider the filtration Filc on it given by Filc = ⊕F (K
M;LN), the sum
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over (M;N) satisfying |M | + |N | ≤ c. Then the graded quotient GrcF ilGr
a,b
F
Grm,nF is a sum of
the total complexes of the complexes of the form
0→ F (I|∅)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|S|=1
F (I|S)
σ
−−−→
⊕
|S|=2
F (I|S)
σ
−−−→· · · → F (I|
◦
I)→ 0
where I = M ∐ N and S varies over subsets of
◦
I. When a < m or b > n, we have |J| ≥ 3, so
the total complex is acyclic by Lemma (2.8.1).
Thus the natural surjection
Grm,nF H
• •(K,L)→ Grm,n
F
Grm,nF H
• •(K,L) = F (Km;Ln)
is a quasi-isomorphism; consequently the induced surjection
Grm,nF G(K,L)→ F (K
m;Ln)
is a quasi-isomorphism.
We have a similarly defined filtration on the “double” complex PH• •(K1 ⊕K2, L):
Fm,nPH• •(K1 ⊕K2, L) =
⊕
tm(M)≤m,in(N)≥n
F (α,KM;LN) ,
and a proof parallel to the one above shows that there is a quasi-isomorphism
Grm,nF PG(K1 ⊕K2, L)→ F (K
m
1 ;L
n)⊕ F (Km2 ;L
n).
The map P : PG(K1 ⊕K2, L) → G(K,L) respects the filtrations F
m,n, so there is an induced
map on Grm,nF , and we have a commutative square
Grm,nF PG(K1 ⊕K2, L)
P
−−−→ Grm,nF G(K,L)y y
F (Km1 ;L
n)⊕ F (Km2 ;L
n)
θ
−−−→ F (Km;Ln)
where the vertical maps are the above quasi-isomorphisms. Since the lower horizontal map θ
is a quasi-isomorphism, it follows that the upper horizontal arrow P is a quasi-isomorphism.
Hence the map P : PG(K1 ⊕K2, L)→ G(K,L) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Assume now given two sequences of objects La = (L
m
a ) for a = 1, 2, and a set of elements
(g(α,N)) ∈ ⊕F (LNα ) of first degree zero which is σ-consistent and δ-closed; let (L
m = Lm1 ⊕
Lm2 ; g(N)) with g(N) ∈ F (L
N ) be the C-diagram given by σ-consistent prolongation. Let
K = (Km; f(M)) be another C-diagram. We define the “double” complex
PH• • = PH• •(K;L1 ⊕ L2)
as the sum ⊕[F (A)]f ; the sum is over A = (M;α,N), where (M;N) is a double sequence,
α : N → {1, 2} is a function, and F (A) = F (KM;LNα); by [F (A)]f we denote an appropriately
defined distinguished subcomplex. One makes it into a “double” complex as one did with
PH• •(K1 ⊕K2;L), and then form the complex PG(K;L1 ⊕ L2) := ΦPH
• •(K;L1 ⊕ L2). With
this we have:
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(3.9.2)Proposition. There is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes
P : PG(K,L1 ⊕ L2)→ G(K,L) .
Proof. Take an element u of PG(K,L1⊕L2), namely a σ-consistent collection of elements
u = (u(M ;α,N)), u(α,M ;N) ∈ F (KM ;α, LN) for free double sequences (M ;N) and α : N →
{1, 2}, and define an element v = (v(M ;N)) in ⊕F (KM ;LN) given by
v(M ;N) = θ
(∑
(−1)ku(M ;α′, N ′)⊗ g(α1, N1)⊗ · · · ⊗ g(αc, Nc)
)
,
with k = (deg1 u(M ;α
′, N ′) ) · (γ(N1) + · · ·+ γ(Nc) ) ,
the sum over segmentations (N ′, N1, · · · , Nc) of N and functions αi : Ni → {1, 2}, α
′ : N ′ →
{1, 2} that take distinct values on the overlaps of the segmentation. Here
θ :
⊕
F (KM ;α′, LN
′
)⊗ F (α1, L
N1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (αc, Nc)→ F (K
M ;LN )
is the quasi-isomorphism as in (3.7). Notice the sign assigned for each term. We have v(M ;N) ∈
[F (KM ;LN)]f by (3.8), thus v ∈ H
• •(K;L); also v is σ-consistent, namely v ∈ G(K,L). Set
P(u) = v. One verifies that P is a map of complexes and is a quasi-isomorphism as in the proof
for the previous proposition.
We next specialize to the split case.
(3.9.3)Proposition. Let (K1, fK1(M)) and (K2, fK2(M)) be C-diagrams, and (K; f(M))
be the direct sum of them, see (3.7.2). Then there is a canonical quasi-isomorphism
P : G(K1, L)⊕G(K2, L)→ G(K,L) .
Similarly, one has a canonical quasi-isomorphism G(K,L1)⊕G(K,L2)→ G(K,L).
Proof. In the first case, one has an inclusionH• •(K1, L)⊕H
• •(K2, L)→ PH
• •(K1⊕K2, L).
Indeed each summand [F (KM1 ;L
N)]f maps into [F (K
M;LN)]f by (3.8). Composing it with the
map P : PH• •(K1 ⊕K2, L)→ H
• •(K,L) in (3.9.1), we obtain a map
H• •(K1, L)⊕H
• •(K2, L)→ H
• •(K,L) .
It induces a map G(K1, L) ⊕ G(K2, L) → G(K,L). This is shown to be a quasi-isomorphism
by an argument parallel to that for (3.9.1). The proof for the latter case is similar.
Remarks. • We refer to the maps P in (3.9.1), (3.9.2) and (3.9.3) as the σ-consistent
prolongation.
• It is obvious how to generalize the above to the case where the object K (or L) is the
direct sum of a finite number of objects, K1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Kr.
• Combining (3.9.1) and (3.9.2), one can consider σ-consistent prolongation when K =
K1 ⊕K2 as in (3.9.1), and L = L1 ⊕ L2 as in (3.9.2). Then we should consider a σ-consistent
set of elements
u(α,M ; β,N) ∈ F (KMα ;L
N
β )
for free double sequences (M ;N) and functions α on M , β on N .
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(3.10) The additivity of G(K1, · · · , Kn|Σ). Let n ≥ 2, I = [1, n], and K1, · · · , Kn be a se-
quences of C-diagrams. For Σ ⊂ (1, n), we have the complex G(I|Σ) = G(K1, · · · , Kn|Σ), as
defined in (2.10). For this, we give statements of additivity, generalizing (3.9). Assume i is an
integer with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and we are given a direct sum decomposition Ki = K
′
i ⊕K
′′
i .
Proposition. (1) For any i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is a map of complexes
si : G(K1, ···, K
′
i, ···, Kn|Σ)→ G(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn|Σ) (3.10.a)
(similarly ti : G(K1, ···, K
′′
i , ···, Kn|Σ) → G(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn|Σ)). The map si is compatible with
ρm (for m ∈ Σ, allowing m = i), namely the square
G(K1, ···, K
′
i, ···, Kn|Σ)
si−−−→ G(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn|Σ)yρm yρm
G(K1, ···, K
′
i, ···, Kn|Σ− {m})
si−−−→ G(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn|Σ− {m})
commutes. It is also compatible with Πk (for k 6∈ Σ, allowing k = i), namely the following
square commutes:
G(K1, · · · , Kn|Σ)
si−−−→ G(K1, · · · , Kn|Σ)yΠk yΠk
G(K1, ···, K̂k, ···, Kn|Σ)
si−−−→ G(K1, ···, K̂k, ···, Kn|Σ) .
Also, in the sense as in (1.6),(3), si and sj commute for i 6= j, and si is compatible with the
constraint maps.
(2) In case i ∈ Σ, letting Σ1 = Σ ∩ (1, i) and Σ2 = Σ ∩ (i, n), one has a map of complexes
πi(K
′
i, K
′′
i ) : G(K1, ···, K
′
i|Σ1)⊗G(K
′′
i , ···, Kn|Σ2)→ G(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn|Σ) . (3.10.b)
It is compatible with ρm (for m ∈ Σ with m 6= i), namely the following diagram commutes:
G(K1, ···, K
′
i|Σ1)⊗G(K
′′
i , ···, Kn|Σ2)
πi−−−→ G(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn|Σ)y1⊗ρm yρm
G(K1, ···, K
′
i|Σ1)⊗G(K
′′
i , ···, Kn|Σ2 − {m})
πi−−−→ G(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn|Σ− {m})
(the diagram is for m > i). It is compatible with Πk for k 6∈ Σ. Also, πi and πj commute for
i 6= j, and si and πj commute (cf. (1.6),(3) ).
(3) Assume i 6∈ Σ. Then the map
θi(K
′
i, K
′′
i ) : G(K1, ···, K
′
i, ···, Kn|Σ1)⊕G(K1, ···, K
′′
i , ···, Kn|Σ2)→ G(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn|Σ) ,
defined as the sum of the maps si and ti, is a quasi-isomorphism.
(4) Assume i ∈ Σ. Then the map
θi(K
′
i, K
′′
i ) : G(K1, ···, K
′
i, ···, Kn|Σ)⊕G(K1, ···, K
′′
i , ···, Kn|Σ)
⊕G(K1, ···, K
′
i|Σ1)⊗G(K
′′
i , ···, Kn|Σ2)
⊕G(K1, ···, K
′′
i |Σ1)⊗G(K
′
i, ···, Kn|Σ2)
−−−→ G(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn|Σ) ,
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defined as the sum of the maps si, ti, πi(K
′
i, K
′′
i ), and πi(K
′′
i , K
′
i), is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. (1) First assume Σ = ∅ and i = 1 or n. If n = 2 the map si was constructed in the
previous subsection (3.9.3), and the case n ≥ 3 is similar.
Next assume Σ = ∅ and 1 < i < n. For simplicity, we consider the case n = 3, Σ = ∅ and
i = 2; thus we have K2 = K
′
2 ⊕K
′′
2 . Recall that the “triple” complex H
• • •(K1;K2;K3) is the
sum ⊕
[F (K1
M1 ;K2
M2 ;K3
M3) ]f
over triple sequences (M1;M2;M3). Here [−]f denotes the distinguished complex with respect
to {fK1(P )} and {fK3(Q)}, see (2.6) and (2.7). Using the notation before (2.6.a), it is generated
by u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uc with ui ∈ F (K1, K2, K3; Ii) such that
{{fK1(Jj)}, u1, · · · , uc, {fK3(Jj)}} is properly intersecting. (3.10.c)
The subcomplex [F (K1
M1;K ′2
M2 ;K3
M3) ]f is also given by the same condition, except then
ui ∈ F (K1, K
′
2, K3; Ii). For each (M1;M2;M3), one has the map obtained by composing si for
i ∈M2,
s : F (K1
M1 ;K ′2
M2;K3
M3)→ F (K1
M1;K2
M2 ;K3
M3) ;
it induces a map between the distinguished subcomplexes
s : [F (K1
M1;K ′2
M2 ;K3
M3)]f → [F (K1
M1;K2
M2 ;K3
M3)]f .
because the condition (3.10.c) is respected by the map s by (2) in (1.7.2). Taking the sum over
(M1;M2;M3), we obtain a degree preserving map
s : H• • •(K1;K
′
2;K3)→ H
• • •(K1;K2;K3) .
This is a map of “triple” complexes because (a) s is compatible with ∂ since s is a map of
complexes, (b) s is compatible with ϕ and σ since si compatible with ϕ and σ by (1.7.2), and
(c) s is compatible with with fK1 and fK3 , since si is compatible with tensor product. Taking
the operation Φ and then Tot as in (2.7), one obtains a map of complexes
s : G(K1, K
′
2, K3)→ G(K1, K2, K3) .
If n is arbitrary and Σ = ∅, the argument is the same.
When Σ is non-empty and i 6∈ Σ, we slightly extend the argument as follows. Assume, say,
n = 4, Σ = {3} and i = 2 (the general case is the same). Then one already has given the map
s : H• • •(K1, K
′
2, K3)→ H
• • •(K1, K2, K3). We claim that there is a map
s⊗ 1 : H• • •(K1, K
′
2, K3)⊗˜H
• •(K3, K4)→ H
• • •(K1, K2, K3)⊗˜H
• •(K3, K4) .
This holds because the condition of constraint defining H• •⊗˜H• • in (2.10), for either Case
(i) or (ii), is respected by the map s by (1.7.2). This induces the map as desired s ⊗ 1 :
G(K1, K
′
2, K3)⊗˜G(K3, K4)→ G(K1, K2, K3)⊗˜G(K3, K4).
When Σ is non-empty and i ∈ Σ, say n = 3, Σ = {2} and i = 2, we argue as follows. We
have the map of (3.9.3), s : H• •(K1;K
′
2) → H
• •(K1;K2), and similarly s : H
• •(K ′2;K3) →
H• •(K2;K3). For simplicity we will drop the double or triple dots for H . They induce the map
s⊗ s : H(K1;K
′
2)⊗˜H(K
′
2;K3)→ H(K1;K2)⊗˜H(K2;K3)
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since the condition defining H⊗˜H is respected by the map s⊗ s by (3.8). It induces the map
G(K1, K
′
2)⊗˜G(K
′
2, K3)→ G(K1, K2)⊗˜G(K2, K3) .
The compatibility with ρm and Πk is obvious from the definitions.
(2) Assume n = 3, Σ = {2} and i = 2 (the general case being similar). We have the maps
s : H(K1;K
′
2)→ H(K1;K2) and t : H(K
′′
2 ;K3)→ H(K2;K3). They induce the map
s⊗ t : H(K1;K
′
2)⊗˜H(K
′′
2 ;K3)→ H(K1;K2)⊗˜H(K2;K3)
since the condition defining H⊗˜H is respected by the map s⊗ s by (3.8). It induces the map
π2 : G(K1, K
′
2)⊗˜G(K
′′
2 , K3)→ G(K1, K2)⊗˜G(K2, K3) .
(3) If Σ 6= (1, n), the assertion is obvious, because then the complex G([1, n]|Σ) is acyclic.
If Σ = (1, n), and i = 1, say, then the assertion follows from the additivity of G(K1, K2) in K1,
proven in (3.9.3).
(4) If Σ 6= (1, n), the assertion is obvious, because the complexes involved are all acyclic. If
Σ = (1, n) and 1 < i < n, then the assertion follows from the additivity of G(Ki−1, Ki) in Ki,
and of G(Ki, Ki+1) in Ki.
Remark. Note in (3) there are no cross terms involved. It thus differs from the additivity
for the complex F (I|S) as in (1.7.1).
(3.11) Additivity of F(I). We keep the assumption of the previous subsection. Recall in (2.15)
we have defined the complex F(I) as well as the maps τ and ϕ.
Proposition. (1) For any i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is a map of complexes
si : F(K1, ···, K
′
i, ···, Kn)→ F(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn) (3.11.a)
(similarly ti : F(K1, ···, K
′′
i , ···, Kn) → F(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn)). The map si is compatible with ϕk
(for 1 < k < n), namely the following square commutes:
F(K1, ···, K
′
i, ···Kn)
si−−−→ F(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn)yϕk yϕk
F(K1, ···, K̂k, ···, Kn)
si−−−→ F(K1, ···, K̂k, ···, Kn) .
In the sense as in (1.6.3), si commutes with τj for i 6= j, si and sj commute for i 6= j, and si
is compatible with the constraint maps.
(2) For i with 1 < i < n, there is a map of complexes
πi(K
′
i, K
′′
i ) : F(K1, ···, K
′
i)⊗ F(K
′′
i , ···, Kn)→ F(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn) . (3.11.b)
It is compatible with ϕk for k 6= i, namely the following diagram commutes:
F(K1, ···, K
′
i)⊗ F(K
′′
i , ···, Kn)
πi−−−→ F(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn)yϕk⊗1 yϕk
F(K1, ···, K̂k, ···, K
′
i)⊗ F(K
′′
i , ···, Kn)
πi⊗1−−−→ F(K1, ···, K̂k, ···, Kn)
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(the diagram is for k < i). Also, in the sense of (1.6.3), πi is compatible with τj, πi and πj
commute for i 6= j, and si and πj commute.
(3) The map
θi(K
′
i, K
′′
i ) : F(K1, ···, K
′
i, ···, Kn)⊕ F(K1, ···, K
′′
i , ···, Kn)
⊕F(K1, ···, K
′
i)⊗ F(K
′′
i , ···, Kn)
⊕F(K1, ···, K
′′
i )⊗ F(K
′
i, ···, Kn)
−−−→ F(K1, ···, Ki, ···, Kn) ,
defined as the sum of si, ti, πi(K
′
i, K
′′
i ), and πi(K
′′
i , K
′
i), is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. (1) Recall F(I) = ⊕G(I|Σ) by definition. We take the sum of the maps si of (3.10.a)
to define si of (3.11.a). Since the former is compatible with ρm, it follows that the the latter is
a map of complexes. The compatibility of the former with Πk implies the compatibility of the
latter with ϕk. The other compatibilities are obvious from the definitions (recall that τj is the
sum of the identity maps on some summands G(I|Σ)).
(2) Take the sum of the maps πi of (3.10.b) to define πi of (3.11.b).
(3) Consider the filtration Filc on the complexes defined as in (2.15). Taking Gr
c
F il of the
map θi, one obtains the sum, over Σ with |Σ| = c, of the maps θi of (3.10), (3) if i 6∈ Σ, and θi
of (3.10), (4) if i ∈ Σ. Since those θi are quasi-isomorphisms, the assertion follows.
The groupoid of C-diagrams defined in (2.16) is a symmetric monoidal category with respect
to the direct sum of (3.7.2). The complexes F(K1, · · · , Kn) and the maps τ , ϕ satisfy conditions
(1.6), (3) and (4) by (3.11) and (3.6), respectively. We have thus proven the following theorem.
(Statement (2) is in (2.6.4), and statement (3) easily follows from (3.4).)
(3.12)Theorem. (1) Let C be a quasi DG category possessing the additional structure (iv), (v)
of (1.6). Then the symmetric groupoid (C∆)0 of C-diagrams in C, the complexes F(K1, · · · , Kn)
and the maps τ , ϕ as in §2 satisfy the conditions of a quasi DG category. (This quasi DG
category will be denoted by C∆.)
(2) If X, Y are objects in C and m,n ∈ Z, then we have F(X [m], Y [n]) = F (X, Y )[n−m].
(3) In the homotopy category Ho(C∆), the composition of morphisms between the objects
X [m], Y [n], Z[ℓ] (where X, Y, Z are objects of C and m,n, ℓ ∈ Z),
H0F(X [m], Y [n])⊗H0F(Y [n], Z[ℓ])→ H0F(X [m], Z[ℓ])
is identified via the isomorphisms (2) with the map
Hn−mF (X, Y )⊗Hℓ−nF (Y, Z)→ Hℓ−mF (X,Z)
induced by τ and ϕ. (See Remark to (1.5) for the latter map).
The proof of the next theorem will take the rest of this section.
(3.13) Theorem. Under the same assumption and notation, the homotopy category Ho(C∆)
of the quasi DG category C∆ has the structure of a triangulated category.
(3.14) Shifting functor. For an increasing sequence M = (m1, · · · , mµ), let M [1] = (m1 +
1, · · · , mµ + 1). For a sequence M = (M |M
′) as in §2, let
M[1] = (M [1]|M ′[1]) .
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Likewise for a double sequence (M;N), another double sequence (M[1];N[1]) is defined.
Let K = (Km; f(M)) be a C-diagram. Define another C-diagram
K[1] = (K[1]m; (f [1])(M) )
by (K[1])m = Km+1 and (f [1])(M) = f(M [1]) ∈ F (M [1]) (namely (f [1])(m1, · · · , mµ) =
f(m1 + 1, · · · , mµ + 1) ).
Let K and L be C-diagrams. Recall
H• •(K;L) =
⊕
(M;N)
F (KM;LN) = ⊕F (M;N) .
So an element u has (M;N)-component u(M;N) ∈ F (M;N). Similarly
H• •(K[1], L[1]) =
⊕
(M;N)
F (M[1];N[1]) .
Define a map
shift : H• •(K;L)→ H• •(K[1];L[1])
by sending u = (u(M;N) ) to −u[1], where (u[1])(M;N) = u(M[1];N[1]) ∈ F (M[1],N[1]).
This map preserves |u|, γ(u) and τ(u), and compatible with the maps δ and d′. Thus it
is an isomorphism of “double” complexes. Taking Φ we get an isomorphism of complexes
shift : G(K;L)→ G(K[1], L[1]).
Similarly for n C-diagrams K1, · · · , Kn, one has an isomorphism of “triple” complexes
shift : H• • •(K1; · · · ;Kn)→ H
• • •(K1[1]; · · · ;Kn[1])
by sending u to shift(u) = (−1)n+1u[1] where (u[1])(M1; · · · ;Mn) = u(M1[1]; · · · ;Mn[1]).
Taking Φ and then Tot, we get an isomorphism of complexes
shift : G(K1, · · · , Kn)→ G(K1[1], · · · , Kn[1]) .
For Σ a subset of (1, n) with cardinality r−1, let I1, · · · , Ir be the corresponding segmentation
of [1, n], and we let
shift : G(K1, · · · , Kn|Σ)→ G(K1[1], · · · , Kn[1]|Σ) (3.14.a)
be given by
u = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur 7→ (−1)
n+1u1[1]⊗ · · ·ur[1] = shift(u1)⊗ · · · ⊗ shift(ur) .
(3.14.1) Proposition. The map shift commutes with ρm and Πk, and it is compatible
with additivity of (3.10).
Proof. The compatibility with ρm is obvious by the definitions. The compatibility with the
additivity, which means the commutativity with the maps si and πi in (3.10), is also obvious.
The compatibility with Πk means the identity Πk ◦ shift = shift ◦ Πk. To show this, we
reduce to the case Σ is empty, where the verification is immediate recalling by definition
(Πku)(M1; · · · ,Mk−1;Mk+1; · · · ;Mn)
=
∑
j
(−1)jϕKjk
(u(M1; · · · ,Mk−1; ({j}|∅);Mk+1; · · · ;Mn)) .
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Taking the sum of shift of (3.14.a) for Σ containing S, we obtain the maps as in the
following proposition.
(3.14.2) Proposition. There is an isomorphism of complexes
shift : F(K1, · · · , Kn|S)→ F(K1[1], · · · , Kn[1]|S) (3.14.b)
that is compatible with the maps σS S′ and ϕK . It is also compatible with additivity of (3.11).
In particular, the isomorphism shift : F(K1, · · · , Kn)→ F(K1[1], · · · , Kn[1]) is compatible
with τk and ϕℓ. One thus has an isomorphism of abelian groups
shift : H0F(K,L)→ H0F(K[1], L[1]) (3.14.c)
that is compatible with composition
H0F(K1, K2)⊗H
0
F(K2, K3)→ H
0
F(K1, K3)
as defined in (1.5) using τ and ϕ. We thus have a self-equivalence shift of the additive
category Ho(C∆) given on objects by K 7→ K[1] and on morphisms by (3.14.c). If u : K → L
is a morphism represented by u ∈ Z0F(K,L), then shift(u) : K[1] → L[1] is the morphism
represented by shift(u) = −u[1] ∈ Z0F(K[1], L[1]).
In the sequel of this paper, we shall write u[1] for shift(u), bearing in mind that it is indeed
represented by −u[1].
(3.15) The cone of a morphism. Let u : (Km; f(M) ) → (Lm; g(M) ) be a morphism. Take a
representative u = (u(M ;N) ) in Z0F(K,L). We will define the cone of u as the C-diagram
Cu = (C
m
u ; h(M) ), with
Cmu = K
m+1 ⊕ Lm ,
and with elements h(M) ∈ F (CMu )
−γ(M) to be given below.
According to (3.7), we shall specify primary elements
h(α,M) ∈ F (α,CMu )
and take its σ-consistent prolongation.
For α = 1 the corresponding group is F (1, CMu ) = F (K[1]
M). One has an identifica-
tion F (KM [1]) = F (K[1]M), where the former is a summand of ⊕F (KM), and the latter is
a summand of ⊕F (α,CMu ); the identification preserves the number γ in respective groups,
namely γ(M [1]) = γ(M), so it also preserves deg1(u) = |u| + γ(M). Consider the element
f(M [1]) ∈ F (KM [1]). According to the identification we view it as an element of F (K[1]M),
where deg1 f(M [1]) = 0 still holds. We take h(1,M) to be this element:
h(1,M) = f(M [1]) ∈ F (K[1]M) .
For α = 2, let
h(2,M) = g(M) ∈ F (LM) .
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Next let M ′,M ′′ be a segmentation of M (in the sense of (0.2) ) with M ′,M ′′ both non-empty.
By α = (1M
′
, 2M
′′
) we denote the function on M such that α(i) = 1 on M ′ and α(i) = 2
on M ′′; it corresponds to the group F (α,CMu ) = F (K[1]
M ′, LM
′′
). We have an identification
F (KM
′[1];LM
′′
) = F (K[1]M
′
, LM
′′
) where the former is a summand of H• •(K,L), and the latter
is a summand of ⊕F (α,CMu ). It preserves the number γ attached to the respective summands,
namely γ(M ′[1];M ′′) = γ(M). We take the element u(M ′[1];M ′′) ∈ F (KM
′[1];LM
′′
), via the
above identification view it as an element of the latter group, and take h(α,M) to be this
element. Thus
h(α,M) = u(M ′[1];M ′′) ∈ F (KM
′[1];LM
′′
) = F (K[1]M
′
, LM
′′
) (= F (α,CMu ) ) .
Note that deg1 h(α,M) = 0. For functions α other than the above, we take h(α,M) = 0. To
be concise, following matrix expression is useful:
h(M) =
K[1] L
K[1]
L
[
f(M [1]) 0
u(M ′[1];M ′′) g(M)
]
(3.15.a)
where M ′,M ′′ are obtained from M by partition.
Since f(M), u(M ;N), and g(M) are σ-consistent and δ-closed, the set of elements (h(M)) ∈
⊕F (CMu ) obtained by means of σ-consistent prolongation is also σ-consistent and δ-closed,
defining the C-digram Cu.
There are canonical morphisms α(u) : L→ Cu and β(u) : Cu → K[1] as we shall define.
We begin with a complement to (3.9.2). With notation there, assume that g(α,N) ∈
F (KM ;α, LN) satisfies the following condition: g(α,N) = 0 unless α is non-increasing. Then
there is a canonical map of complexes
G(K,L2)→ G(K,L) . (3.15.b)
Indeed one has an inclusion H• •(K,L2) → PH
• •(K,L1 ⊕ L2), and it is a map of “double”
complexes under the assumption (see proof of (3.9.3) for an analogous argument). It induces a
map of complexes G(K,L2)→ PG(K,L1 ⊕ L2), and composing with the map P of (3.9.2), we
obtain the map (3.15.b).
The above assumption is satisfied for Cu = K[1] ⊕ L, thus we have a map of com-
plexes F(L, L) → F(L,Cu). Let α = α(u) ∈ Z
0
F(L,Cu) be the image of (g˜(M ;N)) ∈
Z0F(L, L). Concretely it is obtained by σ-consistent prolongation from the set of primary
elements α(M ; γ,N) ∈ F (LM ; γ, CNu ) given by α(M ; 2, N) = g˜(M ;N) and α(M ; γ,N) = 0 for
γ 6= 2; in matrix form,
α(M ;N) =
L
K[1]
L
[
0
g˜(M ;N)
]
.
Explicitly,
α(M ;N) = θ
(∑
g˜(M ;N ′)⊗ h(γ1, N1)⊗ · · · ⊗ h(γc, Nc)
)
, (3.15.c)
the sum over segmentations (N ′, N1, · · · , Nc) of N and functions (γ1, · · · , γc) taking distinct
values at the overlaps of the segmentation and γ1(in(N1)) = 1. Let α(u) : L → Cu be the
morphism represented by α.
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Similarly we have a map of complexes
F(K[1], K[1])→ F(Cu, K[1]) .
We have (f [1])˜ ∈ Z0F(K[1], K[1]), the element representing the identity of K[1], and we take
β ∈ Z0F(Cu, K[1]) to be the image by the above map. In other words, it is obtained by
σ-consistent prolongation from the set of primary elements
β(M ;N) =
K[1] L
K[1] [ (f [1])˜ (M ;N) 0] .
The explicit form is
β(M ;N) = θ
(∑
h(γ1,M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ h(γc,Mc)⊗ (f [1])˜ (M
′;N)
)
(3.15.d)
the sum over segmentations (M1, · · · ,Mc,M
′) of M and functions (γ1, · · · , γc) taking distinct
values at the overlaps of the segmentation and γc(tm(Mc)) = 2. We let β(u) : Cu → K[1] be
the morphism represented by β.
One verifies that the composition of α and β is zero. The argument follows the line of the
proof for (3.6). Define the element
W = (W (M ;N ;R) ) ∈
⊕
F (LM ;CNu ;K[1]
R) ⊂ H0,1,0(L,Cu, K[1], ∅)
by
W (M ;N ;R) = θ
(∑
α(M ;N ′)⊗ h(α1, N1)⊗ · · · ⊗ h(αr, Nr)⊗ β(N
′′;R)
)
.
The sum is over segmentations (N ′, N1, · · · , Nr, N
′′) of N and functions (α′, α1, · · · , αr, α
′′)
on respective subsets which take distinct values at the overlaps of N1, · · · , Nr and satisfy
α1(in(N1)) = 1 and αr(tm(Nr)) = 2. We then have σ˜(W ) = ρ(α ⊗ β). If N consists of
one element ℓ, then
W (M ;N ;R) = θ(α(M ;N)⊗ β(N ;R) )
where θ is the map πℓ. Thus we have ΠCu(W )(M ;R) = 0 since the composition of πℓ with ϕℓ
is zero by (1.6), (3). This shows the assertion.
One thus has a triangle
K
u
→ L→ Cu
[1]
→ .
Such a triangle is called a standard distinguished triangle. We declare the distinguished triangles
to be the ones isomorphic to the standard ones.
For the axioms of a triangulated category, see for example [Ve] [We] or [KS], §1. The
verification of them is parallel to the case of the homotopy category of complexes; see e.g. [KS],
§1.4 for a detailed exposition. The arguments are similar to the DG case, done in [Ha-2] in
detail. The above definitions of h(M), α, β are motivated by the DG case. We will show two of
the axioms in the following propositions. The other axioms are easily verified as in [KS], §1.4.
(3.16) Proposition. There exists an isomorphism φ : K[1] → Cα(u) such that the following
diagram commutes:
L
α(u)
−−−→ Cu
β(u)
−−−→ K[1]
−u[1]
−−−→ L[1]
id
y idy φy idy
L
α(u)
−−−→ Cu
α(α(u))
−−−−→ Cα(u)
β(α(u))
−−−−→ L[1] .
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Proof. To avoid conflict of notation, write D = Cα(u). Note D
m = L[1]m ⊕K[1]m ⊕ Lm as
a sequence of objects. The structural elements k(M) ∈ F (DM) are given as the σ-consistent
prolongation (with respect to the decomposition L[1]⊕Cu) of the set of primary elements (see
(3.15.a) )
L[1] Cu
L[1]
Cu
[
g(M [1]) 0
α(u)(M ;N) h(M)
]
which is also given as the σ-consistent prolongation, with respect to the three summands
L[1] ⊕ K[1] ⊕ L, from the set of primary elements k(α,M) ∈ F (α,DM) for functions α :
M → {1, 2, 3}, given as follows.
(a) Type (1). If α = 1, then k(1,M) = g(M [1]) ∈ F (L[1]M).
(b) Type (13). If α = (1M
′
, 3M
′′
) for a partitionM ′,M ′′ ofM (bothM ′,M ′′ are non-empty)
such that tm(M ′) + 1 = in(M ′′), then
k((1M
′
, 2M
′′
),M) = g(M ′[1]△M
′′) ∈ F (L[1]M
′
, L[1]M
′′
) .
Here we let △ mean, if tm(M
′) + 1 = in(M ′′) = ℓ, taking the diagonal extension at Lℓ and
putting the sign (−1)ℓ. For convenience we set g(M ′[1]△M
′′) = 0 if tm(M ′) + 1 6= in(M ′′).
(c) Type (2). If α = 2, then k(1,M) = f(M [1]) ∈ F (K[1]M).
(d) Type (23). If α = (2M
′
, 3M
′′
) for a partition M ′,M ′′ of M (both M ′ and M ′′ are
non-empty) then
k((2M
′
, 3M
′′
),M) = u(M ′[1];M ′′) ∈ F (K[1]M
′
, LM
′′
) .
(e) Type (3). If α = 3, then k(1,M) = g(M) ∈ F (LM).
Take k(α,M) = 0 in all other cases. One may express this as
k(M) =
L[1] K[1] L
L[1]
K[1]
L

g(M [1]) 0 0
0 f(M [1]) 0
g(M ′[1]△M
′′) u(M ′[1];M ′′) g(M)

These primary elements are σ-consistent and δ-closed, and one takes the σ-consistent prolon-
gation to obtain k(M) ∈ F (DM)
Define morphisms ψ : D = Cα(u) → K[1] and φ : K[1]→ D as follows.
We shall give a set of elements representing ψ, (ψ(M ;N)) ∈ Z0F(D,K[1]), according to
(3.9.1), as the σ-consistent prolongation of the set of elements ψ(α,M ;N) ∈ F (α,DM ;K[1]N)
for functions α : M → {1, 2, 3} given as follows. If α = 2, and tm(M) = in(N) = ℓ, then
ψ(2,M ;N) = (f [1])(M△N) ∈ F (K[1]
M ;K[1]N)
where △ means taking diagonal extension at K
ℓ+1 and putting (−1)ℓ (not (−1)ℓ+1). For other
functions α, we take ψ(α,M ;N) = 0. In matrix form, one may express it as
ψ(M ;N) =
L[1] K[1] L
K[1] [ 0 f [1](M△N) 0] ∈ F (D
M ;K[1]N) .
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It is obvious that these form a σ-consistent and δ-closed set of elements. By means of (3.9.1)
we obtain (ψ(M ;N) ) ∈ F(D,K[1]) which is also δ-closed.
We next give elements φ(M ;N) ∈ F (K[1]M ;DN) representing φ as the σ-consistent prolon-
gation of the set of elements φ(M ;α,N) ∈ F (K[1]M ;α,DN) for functions α : N → {1, 2, 3},
given as follows.
(a) Type (1). When α = 1, we take the element u(M [1];N [1]) ∈ F (KM [1];LN [1]), and via
the identification F (KM [1];LN [1]) = F (K[1]M ;L[1]N) view it as an element of the latter group.
We take φ(M ; 1, N) to be u(M [1];N [1]).
(b) Type (13). When α = (1N
′
, 3N
′′
) for a partition N = N ′ ∐ N ′′ such that N ′, N ′′
both non-empty, and tmN ′ + 1 = inN ′′ = ℓ, we take the element u(M [1];N ′[1] ∪ N ′′) ∈
F (KM [1];LN
′[1]∪N ′′) (here N ′[1] ∪N ′′ is the set theoretic union, i.e., ℓ is counted once), take its
image by the diagonal extension at Lℓ
diag : F (KM [1];LN
′[1]∪N ′′)→ F (KM [1];LN
′[1], LN
′′
) ,
put the sign (−1)ℓ, and via the identification
F (KM [1];LN
′[1], LN
′′
) = F (K[1]M ;L[1]N
′
, LN
′′
) (= F (K[1]M ;α,DN) )
view it as an element of the latter group and denote it by u(M [1];N ′[1]△N
′′). Since u(M [1];N ′[1]
∪N ′′) is of first degree 0, i.e., of degree −γ(M [1];N ′[1] ∪N ′′), and since γ(M [1];N ′[1] ∪N ′′) =
γ(M ;N) (use N ′ non-empty to show this), the element u(M [1];N ′[1]△N
′′) is also of first degree
0. We take
φ(M ; (1N
′
, 3N
′′
), N) = u(M [1];N ′[1]△N
′′) .
When tmN ′ + 1 6= inN ′′, we set u(M [1];N ′[1]△N
′′) = 0 for convenience.
(c) Type (2). When α = 2 and tmM = inN , we take the element f [1](M ∪ N) ∈
F (KM [1]∪N [1]), take its image under the diagonal extension map
F (KM [1]∪N [1])→ F (KM [1], KN [1])
put the sign (−1)ℓ, and view it as an element of F (K[1]M ;K[1]N); denote it by f [1](M△N).
Let φ(M ; 2, N) = f [1](M△N).
(d) Type (23). When α = (2N
′
, 3N
′′
), where tmM = inN , and N ′, N ′′ is a partition of N
such that N ′ 6= ∅ and N ′′ 6= ∅, we take the element u(M [1] ∪N ′[1];N ′′) ∈ F (KM [1]∪N
′[1];LN
′′
),
take its image by the diagonal extension at Kℓ+1,
F (KM [1]∪N
′[1];LN
′′
)→ F (KM [1], KN
′[1];LN
′′
) ,
put the sign (−1)ℓ (not (−1)ℓ+1), and by the identification (notice the place of semi-colon
changes)
F (KM [1], KN
′[1];LN
′′
) = F (K[1]M ;K[1]N
′
, LN
′′
) (= F (K[1]M ;α,DN) )
view it as an element of the latter group. Denote it by u(M [1]△N
′[1];N ′′). Since u(M [1] ∪
N ′[1];N ′′) is of first degree 0, i.e., of degree −γ(M [1] ∪ N ′[1];N ′′), and γ(M [1] ∪N ′[1];N ′′) =
γ(M ;N) by the assumption N ′, N ′′ both non-empty, the element u(M [1]△N
′[1];N ′′) is also of
first degree 0. Take
φ(M ; (2N
′
, 3N
′′
), N) = u(M [1]△N
′[1];N ′′) .
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When tmM 6= inN we set u(M [1]△N
′[1];N ′′) = 0.
(e) For other functions α, we take φ(M ;α,N) = 0.
By a direct case-by-case verification, one shows these primary elements are σ-consistent and
δ-closed. The proof of the latter proceeds as follows.
The δ-closedness means that for each (M ;α,N) we have:
∂φ(M ;α,N) +
∑
k
ϕk(φ(M ∪ {k};α,N) ) +
∑
(k,α˜)
ϕk(φ(M ; α˜, N ∪ {k}) ) = 0
where k ∈ (−∞, tmM ]−M in the first sum, and where k ∈ [in(N),+∞)−N and α˜ extension
of α in the second sum. To show the identity holds, we argue according to the type of α.
(a) If α = 1 or α = (1N
′
, 3N
′′
) with N ′ 6= ∅, N ′′ 6= ∅ and tmN ′ + 1 = inN ′′, it holds by the
δ-closedness of u(M ;N).
(b) If α = (1N
′
, 3N
′′
) with N ′ 6= ∅, N ′′ 6= ∅ and tmN ′ + 1 6= inN ′′, the first term of the
identity is zero, and it reduces to the easily verifiable identity (with n′ = tmN ′, n′′ = inN ′′)
ϕn′′−1 (u(M [1]; ( (N
′ ∐ {n′′ − 1})[1]△N
′′)) + ϕn′+1 (u(M [1]; ( (N
′[1])△({n
′ + 1} ∪N ′′) )) = 0 .
(c) If α = 2, it reduces to the δ-closedness of f(M△N), shown in (3.6).
(d) If α = (2N
′
, 3N
′′
) with N ′ 6= ∅, N ′′ 6= ∅, the identity follows from the δ-closedness of
u(M ;N).
(e) If α = 3, the first term of the identity is zero, and letting mµ = tmM and n1 = inN ,
the identity reduces to:
ϕmµ (u(M [1]△{mµ}[1];N)) +ϕn1−1 (u(M [1]; {n1 − 1}△N)) = 0 .
For other functions α, the three terms are all zero.
By the σ-consistent prolongation (3.9.2) we obtain a set of elements (φ(M ;N) ) ∈ F(K[1], D)
of degree 0 which is δ-closed.
One can prove
(i) α(α(u)) · ψ = β(u).
(ii) φ · β(α(u)) = −u[1].
(iii) φ · ψ = id.
(iv) ψ · φ = id.
We write out the proof of (i) and (ii) only. First note that according to the definition α(α(u))
is represented by a(M ;N) ∈ F (CMu ;C
N
α(u)), which is the σ-consistent prolongation of the set of
elements a(α,M ; β,N) ∈ F (α,CMu ; β, C
N
α(u)) for functions α :M → {1, 2} and β : N → {1, 2, 3}
given as follows.
(a) If α = 1 and β = 2, then a(1,M ; 2, N) = (f [1])(M△N) ∈ F (K[1]
M ;K[1]N) (the same
element as the type (2) element for φ).
(b) If α = 2 and β = 3, then a(2,M ; 3, N) = g(M△N) ∈ F (L
M ;LN).
(c) In case tmM = inN = ℓ and α = (1M
′
, 2M
′′
) with M ′,M ′′ segmentation of M with M ′
non-empty (but M ′′ = ∅ allowed) and β = 3, then
a((1M
′
, 2M
′′
),M ; 3, N) ∈ F (K[1]M
′
, LM
′′
;LN)
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is u(M ′[1];M ′′
△
N), the element obtained from u(M ′[1];LM
′′∪N) by diagonal extension at Kℓ+1
and putting sign (−1)ℓ.
In case tmM = inN = ℓ and α = {1} and β = (2N
′
, 3N
′′
) with N ′, N ′′ segmentation of N
with N ′′ non-empty (but N ′ = ∅ is allowed)
a(1,M ; (2N
′
, 3N
′′
), N ) = u((M△N
′)[1];N ′′) ∈ F (K[1]M ;K[1]N
′
, LN
′′
) ,
the element obtained from u(M [1] ∪ N ′[1];N ′′) ∈ F (K[1]M∪N ;LN
′′
) by diagonal extension at
Kℓ+1 and putting (−1)ℓ.
(d) For other pairs of functions α, β, one has a(α,M ; β,N) = 0.
This set of elements is σ-consistent and δ-closed, and we have
a(M ;N) = θ
(∑
h(γ1,M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ h(γt,Mt)⊗ a(γ
′,M ′;α′, N ′)⊗ k(α1, N1)⊗ · · · k(αr, Nr)
)
where the sum is over (M1, · · · ,Mt,M
′), t ≥ 0, a segmentation of M , and (γ1, · · · , γt, γ
′) is
a set of functions taking distinct values at the overlaps of the segmentation, as well as over
(N ′, N1, · · · , Nr), r ≥ 0 and (α
′, α1, · · · , αr). Similarly,
ψ(N¯ ;R) = θ
(∑
k(α¯1, N¯1)⊗ · · · ⊗ k(α¯s, N¯s)⊗ ψ(α¯
′, N¯ ′;R)
)
the sum over segmentations (N¯1, · · · , N¯s, N¯
′) of N¯ and functions (α¯1, · · · , α¯s, N¯
′) taking distinct
values at the overlaps. Thus for a = (a(M ;N)) and ψ = (ψ(N¯ ;R)), their tensor product
a⊗ ψ ∈ G(Cu, D)⊗˜G(D,K[1]) is equal to∑
a(M ;N)⊗ ψ(N¯ ;R) ∈
⊕
F (CMu ;D
N)⊗˜F (DN¯ ;K[1]R) ,
the sum over all free double sequences (M ;N) and (N¯ ;R). Consequently
ρ(a⊗ ψ) =
∑
a(M ;N)⊗ ψ(N¯ ;R) ∈ G(Cu, D,K[1], {2}) ,
the sum over those pairs of double sequences with the condition tmN = in N¯ .
We shall give an element W ∈ G(Cu, Cα(u), K[1], ∅) such that σ˜(W ) = ρ(a⊗ψ). For a free
triple sequence (M ;N ;R) and functions γ on M , α on N , we define elements
W (γ,M ;α,N ;R) ∈ F (γ, CMu ;α,D
N ;K[1]R)
as follows. When γ = 2 and α = 2, let
W (2,M ; 2, N ;R) = f [1](M△N△R) ;
the right hand side is defined below. In all other cases, we take W (γ,M ;α,N ;R) = 0.
To define f [1](M△N△R), assume tmM = inN = ℓ and tmN = inR = ℓ
′. Consider the
element f [1](M ∪N ∪ R) ∈ F (KM [1]∪N [1]∪R[1]), take its image under the diagonal extension at
Kℓ+1 and Kℓ
′+1,
diag : F (KM [1]∪N [1]∪R[1])→ F (KM [1];KN [1];KR[1]) ,
and put the sign (−1)ℓ+ℓ
′
; the result is the f [1](M△N△R). Note that if ℓ = ℓ
′, then Kℓ+1 is
counted three times in the diagonal extension, and the sign is (−1)ℓ+ℓ = +1. If tmM 6= inN
or tmN 6= inR, we let f [1](M△N△R) be zero.
One then obviously has the identities
σk(W (γ,M ;α,N ;R) ) =

h(γ≤k,M≤k)⊗W (γ≥k,M≥k;α,N ;R) if k ∈M − {inM} ,
a(γ,M ;α≤k, N≤k)⊗ ψ(α≥k, N≥k;R) if k ∈ N ,
W (γ,M ;α,N ;R≤k)⊗ f [1](R≥k) if k ∈ R− {tmR} .
Then we define the element W (M ;N ;R) ∈ F (CMu ;D
N ;K[1]R) by the formula
W (M ;N ;R) = θ (
∑
h(γ1,M1)⊗ ···⊗ h(γt,Mt)⊗ a(γ
′,M ′;α′, N ′)
⊗ k(α1, N1)⊗ ···⊗ k(αr, Nr)⊗ ψ(α¯, N¯ ;R)
)
+θ (
∑
h(γ1,M1)⊗ · · ·h(γt,Mt)⊗W (γ
′,M ′;α,N ;R)) .
(3.16.a)
The sum is over segmentations ofM and N and functions taking distinct values at the overlaps.
In the first sum, N is segmented into at least two sub-intervals N ′, N1, · · · , Nr, N¯ , while in the
second sum N is segmented into just itself. These elements satisfy
σk(W (M ;N ;R) ) =

h(M≤k)⊗W (M≥k;N ;R) if k ∈M − {inM } ,
a(M ;N≤k)⊗ ψ(N≥k;R) if k ∈ N ,
W (M ;N ;R≤k)⊗ f [1](R≥k) if k ∈ R− {tmR } .
The first and third identities show that W = (W (M ;N ;R) ) ∈ H010(Cu;D;K[1]) is contained
in G(Cu;D;K[1] , ∅), and the second identity shows σ˜(W ) = ρ(a⊗ψ). By (3.4), α(α(u)) ·ψ is
represented by ΠD(W ). Recall by definition
(ΠD(W ))(M ;R) =
∑
j
(−1)jϕDj (W (M ; {j};R) ) .
One has by (3.16.a)
W (M ; {j};R) = θ
(∑
h(γ1,M1)⊗ ···⊗ h(γt,Mt)⊗ a(γ
′,M ′;α′, {j})⊗ ψ(α¯, {j};R)
)
+ θ
(∑
h(γ1,M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ h(γt,Mt)⊗W (γ
′,M ′;α, {j};R)
)
.
In the first sum, α′(j) 6= α¯(j); since the composition of πj and ϕj is zero, the first sum yields
zero by ϕDj . For the second sum, using the identity
(−1)jϕKj+1(f [1](M
′
△
{j}△R)) =
{
(f [1])(M ′
△
R) if tmM ′ = inR = j,
0 otherwise,
and the compatibility of θ and ϕ, one has
(−1)jϕDj(W (M ; {j};R) ) = θ
(∑
h(γ1,M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ h(γt,Mt)⊗ (f [1])(M
′
△
R)
)
if tmM = inR = j, and zero otherwise. Therefore
(ΠD(W ))(M ;R) = θ
(∑
h(γ1,M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ h(γt,Mt)⊗ (f [1])(M
′
△
R)
)
;
the sum is over segmentations of M and functions (γ1, · · · , γt) taking distinct values at the
overlaps and γt(tm(Mt)) 6= 2. These are the representatives of β(u), so we have shown (i).
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To prove (ii), the map β(α) is represented by elements b(M ;N) ∈ F (CMu ;K[1]
N) given by
b(M ;N) = θ
(∑
k(γ1,M1)⊗ · · · ⊗ k(γc,Mc)⊗ (g[1])(M
′
△
N)
)
,
the sum over segmentations of M and functions such that γc(tm(Mc)) 6= 1. On the other hand,
φ(M ;N) = θ
(∑
φ(M ;α′, N ′)⊗ k(α1, N1)⊗ · · · ⊗ k(αr, Nr)
)
.
Hence ρ(φ⊗ b) ∈ G(K[1], D, L[1], {2}) equals
θ
(∑
φ(M ;α′, N ′)⊗ k(α1, N1)⊗ ···⊗ k(αr, Nr)
⊗k(γ1, N¯1)⊗ ···⊗ k(γc, N¯c)⊗ (g[1])(N
′′
△
R)
)
,
the sum over free double sequences (M ;N), (N¯, R) such that tmN = in N¯ , and segmentations
(N ′, N1, · · · , Nc, N
′′) of N and functions on them. Let W ∈ G(K[1], D, L[1], ∅) be the element
with components
W (M ;N ;R) = θ
(∑
φ(M ;α′, N ′)⊗ k(α1, N1)⊗ · · · ⊗ k(αc, Nc)⊗ (g[1])(N
′′
△
R)
)
+ θ (u(M [1];N [1]△R[1]) )
in F (K[1]M , DN , L[1]R). The first sum is over segmentations (N ′, N1, · · · , Nc, N
′′) of N and
functions taking distinct values at the overlaps and αc(tmNc) 6= 1. One has σ˜(W ) = ρ(φ⊗ b).
We now show (ΠD(W ))(M ;R) = u(M [1];R[1]). Indeed when N consists of one element
N = {j},
W (M ; {j};R) = θ
(
φ(M ;α′, {j})⊗ (g[1])({j}△R)
)
+ θ (u(M [1]; {j}[1]△R[1]) ) .
Therefore,
(−1)jϕDj (W (M ; {j};R) ) = (−1)
jθ (ϕLj+1(u(M [1]; {j}[1]△R[1])) )
which equals u(M [1];R[1]) if j = tm(R) and zero otherwise. Taking the sum over j, the
assertion follows.
Recall from (3.15) that u[1] is represented by−u(M [1];N [1]), thus φ · β(α) = −u[1].
(3.17) Proposition. A commutative square
K
u
−−−→ Lyv yw
K ′
u′
−−−→ L′
in Ho(C∆) can be extended to a morphism of triangles
K
u
−−−→ L
α(u)
−−−→ Cu
β(u)
−−−→ K[1]yv yw yζ yv[1]
K ′
u′
−−−→ L′
α(u′)
−−−→ Cu′
β(u′)
−−−→ K ′[1] .
Proof. Let u = (u(M ;N) ) be a representative of u, and similarly for u′, v, and w. By (3.4),
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there is a cocycle W = (W (M ;N ;R) ) in G(K,L, L′, ∅)2 such that
σ˜(W ) = ρ(u⊗ w) ,
and there is a cocycle W ′ = (W ′(M ;N ;R) ) in G(K,K ′, L′, ∅)2 such that
σ˜(W ′) = ρ(v ⊗ u′) .
Let ζ : Cu → Cu′ be the morphism represented by (ζ(M ;N) ) with ζ(M ;N) ∈ F (C
M
u ;C
N
u′ ), ob-
tained by σ-consistent prolongation from the σ-consistent, δ-closed set of elements ζ(α,M ; β,N)
in F (α,CMu ; β, C
N
u′ ) given as follows.
(a) If α = (1M
′
, 2M
′′
) with M ′,M ′′ both non-empty and β = 2, let
ζ((1M
′
, 2M
′′
),M ; 2, N) =W (M ′[1];M ′′;N) .
(b) If α = 1 and β = (1N
′
, 2N
′′
) with N ′, N ′′ both non-empty, let
ζ(1, (1N
′
, 2N
′′
), N) = W ′(M ;N ′[1];N ′′) .
(c) If α = 1 and β = 1, then ζ(1,M ; 1, N) = v(M [1];N [1]).
(d) If α = 2 and β = 2, then ζ(2,M ; 2, N) = w(M ;N).
It can be can be shown that both compositions α(u) · ζ and w · α(u′) coincide with the
morphism x : L→ Cu′ represented by (x(M ;N) ) with x(M ;N) ∈ F (L
M ;CNu′ ), that is obtained
by the σ-consistent prolongation from the σ-consistent, δ-closed set of elements given by
x(M ;α,N) =
{
w(M ;N) if α = 2,
0 otherwise .
The verification is analogous to the ones in the proof of the previous proposition.
Similarly, both β(u)·v[1] and ζ ·β(u′) coincide with the morphism y : Cu → K
′[1] represented
by y(M ;N) ∈ F (CMu ;K
′[1]N) obtained by the σ-consistent prolongation from the σ-consistent,
δ-closed set of elements given by
y(α,M ;N) =
{
v(M [1];N [1]) if α = 1,
0 otherwise .
This concludes the proof.
4 The triangulated category of motives over a variety
(4.1) Let S be a quasi-projective variety over a field k. We take the quasi DG category of
symbols Symb(S), recalled in (1.9), and apply the constructions of the previous sections. We
obtain the quasi DG category Symb(S)∆, and then its homotopy category Ho(Symb(S)∆).
Definition. We set D(S) = Ho(Symb(S)∆). This is a triangulated category by (3.13).
We call this the triangulated category of mixed motives over S.
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Recall that (Smooth/k ,Proj/S) denotes the category of smooth varieties over k equipped
with projective maps to S. For X in (Smooth/k ,Proj/S) and r ∈ Z, there corresponds an
object
h(X/S)(r) := (X/S, r)[−2r]
of D(S). We write h(X/S) for h(X/S)(0).
If f : X → Y is a map over S, one has the class of the graph of f , [Γf ] ∈ CHdimX(Y ×S X).
The next theorem follows from (1.9) and (3.12).
(4.2) Theorem. The triangulated category D(S) has the following properties.
(1) For two objects h(X/S)(r) and h(Y/S)(s) where X, Y are in (Smooth/k ,Proj/S) and
r, s ∈ Z, we have a canonical isomorphism
HomD(S)(h(X/S)(r)[2r], h(Y/S)(s)[2s− n]) = CHdimY−s+r(X ×S Y, n)
the right hand side being the higher Chow group of the fiber product X ×S Y .
(2) The composition of morphisms between three such objects (with shifts),
Hom(h(X/S)(r)[2r], h(Y/S)(s)[2s− n])⊗Hom(h(Y/S)(r)[2s− n], h(Z/S)(t)[2t− n−m])
→ Hom(h(X/S)(r)[2r], h(Z/S)(t)[2t− n−m])
is identified via the isomorphism in (1) with the map
ψ : CHdimY−s+r(X ×S Y, n)⊗ CHdimZ−t+s(Y ×S Z,m)→ CHdimZ−t+r(X ×S Z, n+m)
in (1.9).
(3) There is a functor
h : (Smooth/k ,Proj/S)opp → D(S)
that sends X to h(X/S), and a map f : X → Y to the map f ∗ : h(Y/S) → h(X/S) corre-
sponding to [Γf ] ∈ CHdimX(Y ×S X).
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